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2 - Studying 



The busts have been stolen 
and the pictures replaced by 
large paintings, but Hopkins 
Hall downtown a hundred 
years ago differs little from 
the uptown version we call 
the "Hut." 

"What is the so
cial center of the 
campus?" 
"The Hut!" 

This exchange 
typifies a common-
1 y- held attitude 
here in the 1980's. 
Bopkins students 
have always taken 
their studies seri
ously, and book 
stacks and reading 
rooms are two of the 
most identifiable as
pects of student life. 
As you look at your 
friends, think of 
why you had to 
spend long nigh ts 
with them. 
On a sunny fall day, Scott 
McNamee shows how you can 
do two things at once. 
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Held high above Larry Quinn's head is the well
known symbol of Hopkins' past, present, and 
future. 

"What do you do on a Saturday 
afternoon in the spring?" 

"Follow the lax game." 
The lacrosse team's success is 

an immediate measure of what the 
hard work and long hours we put 
in will bring to us. It is easier to 
brag of our perfect seasons and se
ries of championship victories 
than of the less tangible success 
most graduates will ultimately 
realize. 
Another attempt by Army to stop the Blue Jays' 
attack ended in defeat. 
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feat 

The sticks have changed 
and we no longer wear 
prison uniforms, but the in
tensity and enjoyment of 
the game continue. 
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Griffin, Gildersleeve, Gilman, Remsen, Wood, Clark, Vincent: The faculty of 1901 whose 
names have entered into the Hopkins vocabulary. 

A hundred years later, Dan Naiman is a 
typical Hopkins professor: highly respect
ed, personable, and a little talented, too. 

Karen Beemon enjoying Spring Fair. 

Always an integral part of educators. Yet, despite their 
any university, the Hopkins notoriety, faculty members 
faculty represents a group have always maintained ties 
of many of the finest re- to the students. From the 
searchers and educators in dinners faculty members 
the nation. Hopkins' past is like Ira Remsen gave, to the 
full of nationally famous picnics engineering depart
men - Remsen, Gilman, ments sponsor today, stu
Rowland, Eisenhower, and dents have been able to 
Ames to name a few. Even learn and grow from their 
today, many faculty mem- professors both in and out of 
bers are singled out as top the classroom. 
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Just knocking about on a Saturday afternoon, Toby Mordkoff 
takes aim at a croquet hoop on the Lower Quad. 

Orientation, Spring 
Fair, and reading week 
are the best times to see 
large numbers of students 
relaxing out-of-doors. It 
isn 't entirely the relax
ation of academic pres
sures during these events 
that draws us out. The 
beautiful weather and tra
dition drag us into the sun 
and open spaces. 

A warm Spring day drew these Phi Psi brothers and 
others to the library (Q level that is ). 
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Activities Day on the Freshamn Quad finds Marie Rodriguez try
ing to explain what makes her group special. 

Mike DeRosa is one of those characters who tries to do 
so much for the school, and his reward can be seen on 
his face. 

Emmett Higdon unwinds after traveling between Vir
ginia and Baltimore during Spring Fair. 
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The campus in the early 40's. 

Model of the campus with the Wyman Park expansion. 
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In the sculpture garden all types of wildlife are found. 

~ 
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Hopkins in the mid-20's was much more open. 
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As much a social group (fraternal group) as a drill unit, 
the Pershing Rifles demonstrate at Activities day. 

"What the hell is that?!" 
"A medicine ball," Mary 

smoothly replied. 
"Of course, silly me. Med 

students having fun, 
right?" 

"Well, not really. It was 
something the undergrads 
did to blow off steam in the 
'50's." 

"Hmmm. I won't even 
hazard a guess as to what 
we're going to be doing in 
2010 to relax." 

30 years ago we 
beat a large leath
er ball around; 
now we twirl 
white wooden ri
fles and float col
orful balloons into 
the Baltimore 
skyline. One won
ders what Hop
kins students will 
do in thirty years' 
time. The possi
bilities .. . 
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14 - Baltimore 

Sometimes we get bogged 
down in our studies and for get 
the exciting community 
around us. However, Balti
more has always offered many 
opportunities for Hopkins stu
dents. Even in their first year, 
students spent a good deal of 
the little free time they had at 

Baltimore's hottest spots like 
Fells Point. Today, with the 
Inner Harbor, "The Block," 
The Civic Center, and Orioles 
games, students have a wide 
range of opportunities 
through which they can ex
plore Baltimore's continually 
changing community. 







Where We Came From. • • 
We all have our favorite stories about 

~opkins: the reason the library is bur
ied; where Remsen's ashes are kept; or 
why there is an "s" on Johns. The next 

fifteen pages are a historical perspec
tive of the people who made Hopkins 
what we have come to know. 

A History Of JHU 
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In 1876 the Johns Hopkins 
University, under the presiden
cy of Daniel Coit Gilman, 
opened its doors primarily as a 
graduate school modeled upon 
german ideals. There were 
originally eighty-nine students 
enrolled in the university, 
whose campus was then locat
ed on Howard Street near the 
Peabody Library and the stu
dent Latin Quarter - the sec
tion where most students could 
rent a furnished room for $6 a 
month and food cost $4 a week 
or less. Richer students lodged 
in more exclusive housing ar
eas east of campus where al
most every dinner was an eve
ning party. 

For the average student, the 
early Hopkins social life con
sisted of gatherings with either 
hospitable citizens or with the 
faculty and President for such 
things as oysters, beer, and ci
gars. A number of fraternities 
found their way into the Hop
kins scene with easily accessi
ble houses which served more 
as social rather than residence 

____ ....__ 

The old Hopkins campus, located in the heart of the city. 

halls. 
Changes in student life oc

curred as the campus grew. 
With the start of football and 
lacrosse teams in October of 
1882 came the need for a gym, 
which was built in 1883. The 
teams wore jerseys with hori
zontal black and blue stripes 
(resembling striped prison suits 
worn by convicts) even though 

the official school colors were 
black and old gold. These uni
forms were adopted in order to 
avoid confusion with Prince
ton's colors of black and 
orange. 

The social scene was also 
changing in the late 1880's. On 
February 22, 1887, the Matricu
late Society held its first "hop". 
It was such a success that two 

Even in the early days, Hopkins jocks flocked to the gym. When they weren't in the gym, students studied in Hop
kins Hall. 
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When was chem lab ever this much fun? 

Typical students hanging out. 

or three were held each subse
quent semester. In general, 
Hopkins men had to find local 
partners since officials at Hop
kins' sister institution, the 
Women's College of Baltimore 
(now Goucher), looked with dis
favor on all dances and refused 
to permit out-of-town girls to 
accept invitations to hops. 

In 1889, the first yearbook, 
called the Debutante, was put 
out by the graduating class. For 
the next few years, each senior 
class put out a yearbook under 
a different name until the class 
of '94 settled once and for all on 
Hullabaloo which came from 
the class of 92's pep song: 

"Hullabaloo! Canuck! 
Canuck! 

Hullabaloo! Canuck! 
Canuck! 

Hurrah! Hurrah! J.H. U.!" 
From these early yearbooks, 

one can tell that the classes had 
spirit and unity through class 
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colors, yells, songs, poems, prophecies, banquets, 
and toasts. If their own words can be believed, 
they were typically athletic; they enjoyed such 
pastimes as ponies, pitching pennies, interclass 
football and tug-of-war. 

Many things had evolved for the Hopkins stu
dents by 1910: there was a school newspaper 
(The News-Letter, founded in 1896) through 
which they could express their concerns, a la
crosse team that had not only won the nation al 
championship several times but also had played 
in the world's championship in Toronto, Canada 
in 1902, and a football and track team, both of 
which had been 1902 collegiate champs. 

In 1912, a book entitled Student Life at Johns 
Hopkins University was published by the senior 
class, and included rules laid down by upper 
classes for the conduct of freshmen. Among 
these rules were: 

1) In crossing the campus, freshmen must keep 
to the walks. 

2) Freshmen may not wear their ha ts in any 
University building. 

3) Freshmen may enter and leave Gilman Hall 
by the basement only. 

4) Seniors, only, can ascend and descend by 
the main steps of Gilman Hall. 

20- Remsen 
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When Hopkins occupied the old, downtown campus, tJ_iere 
was no place for athletic games, so teams played at Ciifton 
and got there via the horse-drawn long bus. 

Plans were underway for a move to Home
wood - forty acres had been set aside for a 
public park (Wyman Park), thus leaving one 
hundred thirty-six acres for the University. 
Since the 1880's problems for Hopkins had 
grown due to the changes in the community 
around Howard Street. The increase of small 
businesses, two to three family tenements, and 
noisy trolleys in the area caused many citizens to 
move to Roland Park, thus contributing to the 
decline of older city blocks. Gilman called the 
area "too small, too dirty, and too noisy. " So in 
1916 the Johns Hopkins University, under the 
leadership of President Frank Johnson Good
now, made the move up Howard St. to 
Homewood. 

Graduat~ Stud~nts. 
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Hopkins' move to the Home
wood campus in 1916 was sig
nificant, not only because of its 
physical implications, but also 
because of its great impact on 
student life. Formerly, the Uni
versity had been centered 
about an urban alleyway; in 
contrast, life at Homewood fo
cused on the new self-centered 
campus. Gilman Hall, then 
home of the registrar's office, 
bookstore and JHU press; La
trobe Hall; and Maryland Hall 
were the only major academic 
buildings on campus. Addition
ally, there were the Homewood 
House (a.k.a. The Carroll Man
sion) and the Barn, where the 
students ate their midday 
meals. 

Although the move was a ma
jor event, the issue foremost on 
people 's minds in 1916 was the 
First World War. Consequent
ly, 1916 also marked the estab
lishment of ROTC at Hopkins. 
The Students Army Training 
Corps stationed on the new 
campus Jived in Gilman Hall 
and gave physical examina
tions in the attic of Latrobe. As 
a result of military service, the 
University's undergraduate 
class of 1918 dwindled to only 
forty men, where it original
ly had 120. 

However, the somber atmo
sphere of the war years did not 
remain with Hopkins for long. 
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The 19~8 Hopkins Lacrosse team which represented the US at the Amsterdam 
Olympics. 
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I 
A Biology Jab of the mid-twenties. 

Students supported a multitude 
of activities, some of the more 
interesting of which included a 
Zionist organization and a Man
dolin Club. The Student Activi
ties Committee and The Black 
and Blue Jay, both established 
in 1920, along with many other 
organizations still exist today. 
The Class of 1923 began the tra
dition of a "June Week" cele
bration, one which lasted over 
forty years. 

In as much as student life 
grew on the University's re
moval to Homewood, the cam
pus itself needed to grow to ac
comodate all of the new activi
ty. The Commencement exer
cises for the Class of 1920 were 
held off-campus because there 
was no auditorium on 

The illustrious Phi Kappa Psi fraternity poses for this 1923 shot. 

;terd<J An early dining room of the twenties, all set and ready for service. 

campus that could hold over 
150people. It was not until 1923 
that the Alumni Memorial Dor
mitory (now AMR I) was 
opened and housing was avail
able on campus. 

Class rivalries in these years 
were keen and focused mainly 
on athletic competitions. 
Freshmen were forced to con
form to a dress code (including 
a black and blue striped skull 
cap) until their house won at 
least two intramural sports 
events. Freshmen were truly 
second class citizens. At one 
point, the entire class of 1916 
was suspended for a freshman 
hazing incident. According to 
one survey, freshman hazing 
was the "Hopkins custom most 
worth preserving. " 

Academically, Geology I was 
the most popular course on 
campus. The hardest course for 
years was Physics I, described 
in the 1919 Hullabaloo as 
"three hours weekly until you 
flunk." Absences from class 
were treated very seriously 
with unexcused absences 
counting against the semester 
grade. 

Social activities with the lo
cal girls' colleges were run by 
the Cotillion Club. However, 
Hopkins was a very decidedly 
male institution. It was not un
til 1931 that the Barnstormers, 
in existence since 1919, had fe
males playing female roles in 
their productions. Other popu
lar pastimes centered around 
the sixteen social fraternities, 
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The Homewood campus, looking west, around the year 1945. 

the tunnels where "laboratory work in the 
theory of probabilities" was held, and sporting 
events. 

Football and lacrosse were consistently the 
most popular sporting teams. In the 1920's and 
1930's, JHU still played teams like Princeton, 
University of Pennsylvania, and Cornell -
and was fairly successful. The Hopkins La
crosse team of 1928 won the right to represent 
the United States at the Ninth Olympic Games 
in Amsterdam. They defeated the Canadian 
team, but lost to England in the second round. 

A major blow to athletics occurred in 1931, 
when, to the disappointment of the all-male 
cheerleading squad, the regulation that "all 
first year men must attend all games" was 
abolished. However, in that same year, a new 
rule was passed that "all incoming classes 
must learn all the songs and yells of the 
University." 

In 1941, once again, the studies of Hopkins 
students were interrupted by calls to war. 
Aside from the presence of two companies of 
soldiers stationed on campus, there were 

24 - Bronk 

A student of the 1930's, in his AMR I dormroom 
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many other temporary changes 
felt. The year was divided into 
four shortened terms which re
duced the amount of time need
ed to complete an undergradu
ate degree to three years. The 
class which had entered in 1940 
with 250 men diminished to a 
mere fifty as a result of military 
service. Consequently, many 
student-run activities suffered. 
The number of frats dimin
ished, and no yearbook was 
published for a period of two 
years. It was estimated that 
25% of the faculty was involved 
in government related work. 
Only thirty-two freshmen en
tered in the fall of 1944. 

It was not until 1950 that the 
last group of veterans graduat-

ed from Hopkins. According to 
the 1948 Hullabaloo, "Not with 
the usual sounds of proud par
ents did much of the Senior 
Class of '48 wind up their stay 
at Homewood; this year it was 
the dampness of wives' eyes, 
and the similar dampness of 
their children's diapers that 
sent the weary old men on their 
way." 

And so, the post-war years 
Jed to a second era at Home
wood. It was a time character
ized by an active social scene, 
victorious sports teams (the 
1949 Blue Jays were invited to 
play in the Tangerine Bowl in 
Orlando but had to decline be
cause of a Jack of funds and an 
unwillingness to change the 

A candid of 1918 ROTC students load
ing artillery at training camp. 

A 1950 dance designed to improve the 
social atmosphere. 

policy of free admission to 
sporting events), and a growing 
awareness of the world beyond 
Homewood. The University 
continued to expand and this 
growth was reflected in the 
completion of a new, large audi
torium in 1954 - Shriver Hall. 
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A toast at the Senior Prom in 1963. 

By the end of the 50's, a new 
generation of students had 
drastically changed the Uni
versity, along with the change 
to a new president - Milton S. 
Eisenhower. The students of 
this era were outspoken and de
manding, in contrast to what G. 
Wilson Shaffer called the "fun, 
... frivolous" times of the 50's, 
where for excitement, stunts 
like stealing the Maryland ter
rapin were the trouble his 
"boys" were getting them
selves into. The classes in the 
late 50's and early 60's became 
involved with the police and in 
numerous political demonstra
tions. The freshman class in the 
Spring of 1959 started riots in
cluding bonfires, water battles 
and criticism of Baltimore tra
dition. In the early Spring of 
1960 racial problems led angry 

26 - Eisenhower 

Students look on as firemen extinguish a bonfire in the dorm quad. 

students to a sit-down demon
stration in an effort to get local 
merchants to operate without 
prejudice. Ben Herman, Assis
tant Editor of the 1950 News
Letter perhaps best described 
his class: ". . . [they] are all 
seeking something called 
'security'." 

Through all the turmoil with
in the student body, the Uni
versity continued, as always, to 
strive toward educating its stu
dents in the best possible way. 
As the number of volumes in 
the Gilman Library multiplied, 
it became apparent as early as 
1941 that new facilities would 
have to be found to alleviate 
the space shortage and provide 
room for growth. In October 
1958, the Johns Hopkins Insti
tutions launched a $76 million, 
ten-year fund drive "Decade of 

A 1956 student returns "home". 



Edward Jarrett with shovel; AMR II groundbreaking - 1953. 

Development," in which the new library was 
cited by Dr. Eisenhower as among the ''primary 
and immediate needs of the University." In Jan
uary of 1961, the Trustees announced their deci
sion to allocate $1 million from a $6 million Ford 
Foundation grant and took the responsibility of 
raising the remaining $3.5 million required, in an 
effort Jed by Eli Frank, Jr. By 1961, the fundrais
ing drive passed the two million dollar mark, and 
on June 13 of 1962, ground was broken and major 
excavation work began. Bethlehem V. Steel Cor
poration engineered the welded continuous steel 
framework that allowed for the building of five 
underground floors - a compromise that al
lowed for the necessary space and yet kept the 
"aesthetic quality" of the campus intact. The 
dedication on November 7, 1964 marked the end 
of construction, and under the guidance of librar
ian John H. Berthel, a promising future. Eisen
hower said of the new library, to be named in his 
honor in April of 1965, "It is our citadel of knowl
edge, the physical and spiritual heart of the 
University." 

Dissatisfaction continued throughout the 60's. 
A riot broke out in the fall of 1962 - students 
blocked traffic on North Charles with a human 
chain and a 12 foot ladder; two 15 ft. bonfires 
were created between the two dorms; buses 
were rocked and people waterbombed. During 
this same time, a Maryland Court of Special Ap
peals sentenced six former JHU students to sixty 
days in jail and a $50 fine for disorderly conduct. 

A 1959 waterfight provides a "harmless" diversion for dormies. 
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They had refused to move from 
the sidewalk in front of a re
cruiting station on Green
mount, where they tried to sup
ply anti-war information beside 
recruiting brochures. House
master Doyle Smith in 1967 
surveyed the dorms concerning 
food service and found that the 
general consensus was that 
food was poor, dishes were 
filthy, and workers were un
clean, flippant, and generally 
incompetent. Later polls about 
dorm life showed that 79% 
thought dorm life restrictive 
and depressing; 67% said it 
would not have hurt them aca
demically to Jive elsewhere; 
57% said their social life suf
fered by living in the dorms. 

Meanwhile, the building con
tinued with the construction of 
a new engineering hall - Bar
ton (1962) - two more labora
tories - Macaulay (1964) and 
Dunning (1966) - and an ad
ministrative building - Gar
land (1971). 

SpQ \-\ 

ELIMINATI 
DECADINC£! 

VOTE 

BERGERSON 
FOR 

STUDENT COUNCIL 
Campaigning for student council in 1962. 

An early 70's band entertains at one of many mixers held. 
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l - Blue Jay with fan at a 1962 Lax game. 

The end of the 60's heralded 
in a new president - Lincoln 
Gordon - but not a new stu
dent attitide. Controversy over 
the Vietnam War over-shad
owed the life on campus. On Oc
tober 15, 1969, dubbed Vietnam 
Moratorium Day, 3,000 young 
people led by Hopkins students 
carrying peace banners, filled 
the Lower Quad. A four hour 
teach-in on the war by profes
sors, students, and U. S. Sena
tor Ernest Gruening was fol
lowed by a march downtown to 
demonstrate and rally the 
cause. 

In the midst of all the contro
versy in politics, a coeducation
al plan to "improve the intellec
tual environment" was 
approved by the Academic 
Council, to be implemented no 
later than 1970. 

So, for the first time, in the 
fall of 1971, females lived in the 

dorms. Surprisingly few 
changes in campus life accom
panied this change though: no 
special program or orientation, 
no special dorms, no dean of 
women, and no gynecologist 
with the Student Health Ser
vices. Apparently, the Univer
sity was unprepared to accomo
da te the new branch of the 
student body, taking Dean Ben
ton's attitude: "Let's get what 
we need when we need it." 

Despite the addition to class 
size that coeducation brought, 
and with it an increase in in
come from tuition, mounting fi
nancial problems plagued the 
early 70's. Beginning Septem
ber 71, in an effort to offset the 
growing $4.3 million deficit, tu
ition was to be raised another 
$200 to become $2700. By the 
following Spring, serious mea
sures were taken as the finan
cial situation worsened: salaries 

Sig Ep's Trojan Horse - one of many 
floats at 1960 Homecoming. 

The H-Club Starlighter Dance in the 
gym proved to be a success. 
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Angry students sit in front of Homewood House in demonstration on Vietnam Memorial Day in the Fall of 1970. 

were frozen and jobs were eliminated. Problems 
were blamed on general inflation and outside 
problems in the country, not within the Univer
sity. Gordon resigned, though, in the midst of the 
troubles, in March of 1971, but a step toward 
recovery was taken with the return in April of 
Milton S. Eisenhower as interim president. De
scribed as "a prime mover and shaker" even at 
the age of 71, Eisenhower proved to live up to 
expectations. $4 million in gifts, a government 
contract, and an endowed chair promised a 
brighter financial picture. January 1972 brought 
the retirement of this great man and the an
nouncement of his successor, then Provost, Ste
ven Muller. In ten months, Eisenhower was said 
to have ''produced nothing.short of a miracle". 

Once again on firm financial footing, and with 
a new breed of students to facilitate this new 
beginning, the University, led by recently-ap
pointed president Steven Muller, held a promis
ing future. 
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Clark House in 1971 - all-male then. 
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Yet another political rally - this one in response to repression in Iran. 

li:'J 

A male cheerleader of the 1970's shows his spirit in cheering the Jays on to victory 
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Hovv We Got Here . 

32 - Timeline 

First June Week; AMR I opens 

Black & Blue Jay and SAC form 

Barnstormers first organize 

Move to Homewood Campus; ROTC 
established 

Gilman Hall dedicated on May 21; Maryland 
Hall opens 

Frank Johnson Goodnow - Third President 

Women first allowed to take grad courses 

Cotillion Club founded to replace Matriculate 
Society 

Lacrosse Team in "world's championship" in 
Toronto, Canada 

Ira Remsen - Second President 

The News-Letter founded 

Phi Beta Kappa honorary fraternity founded 

Ms. Florence Bascom - first woman to receive 
a Ph.D. from Hopkins, but not listed in class 
lists or register 

First Lacrosse championship 

February 28 - first drama show, by "Barefoot 
Club" 

Matriculate Society formed to organize social 
events 

October - Lacrosse becomes a Hopkins sport 

Phi Kappa Psi founded 

Lacrosse first played jn Baltimore 

Beta Theta Pi becomes Hopkins' first frat 

Johns Hopkins University opens; Daniel Coit 
Gilman - First President 

1952 

1953 

1956 

1971 

Remsen Hall opens 

Great Depression; Levering Hall dedicated 
and Rowland Hall completed; Joseph Sweet
man Ames - Fourth President 

Isaiah Bowman - Fifth President 

World War II begins - class sizes drop 
dramatically 

Blue Jays invited to play in Tangerine Bowl 
(Orlando) 

Merryman Hall completed 

Detlev Wulf Bronk - Sixth President 

Robert Scott - Captain of Lacrosse Team; 
WJHU arrives 

Lowell Jacob Reed - Seventh President; AMR 
II completed 

Shriver Hall completed; tuition - $800 

Milton S. Eisenhower - Eighth President; 
Dorm houses given names 

Nichols House completed; rioting within JHU 

Blue Key society formed; First Jazz Festival 

Milton S. Eisenhower Library dedicated on 
Nov. 7 

Shaffer completed 

Lincoln Gordon - Ninth President; Pass/ Fail 
plan approved on 2-yr. trial basis 

Hopkins opens doors to women 

Milton S. Eisenhower back for ten months as 
interim President; Garland Hall completed 

Steven Muller - Tenth President 
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ho Leads The Way . • • 
Layers of bureaucracy is what many the largest and one of the earliest divi

will see when glancing through this sec- sions of the Hopkins institution. Take a 
tion. We've tried to show the relation- look at the people .you only see at gradu
ship that exists between the students ation because they run this place 
and these men and women. The central smoothly. 
administration is situated at Homewood, 

:. ADMINISTRATION 

The administration building at the old campus 
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Steven Muller - President 

President Steven Muller makes 
it a point to shake all students' 
hands twice: as they are incoming 
freshmen and as they are graduat
ing seniors. In the intervening 
years, however, Dr. Muller main
tains an extremely low profile on 
the Homewood campus. Still, de
spite this near-invisibility, it can
not be said that the president has 
little to do with the undergradu
ates. As the university's chief 
spokesman and as the leader of 
the university's academic and ad
ministrative affairs, his mission is 
for the good of the university as a 
whole, ensuring that Johns Hop
kins maintains its status as being 
among the finest universities in 
the country. 

34 - Administration 

Richard Longaker - Provost, Stephen McClain - Assistant Pro
vost, and Richard Zdanis - Vice Provost 

Jakie Hall - Senior Assistant to the 
President 

The Senior Assistant to the 
President, Jakie Hall, meets with 
individuals and committees, in
cluding students, faculty, admin
istration, and community mem
bers alike, in relation to a wide 
range of University affairs. These 
meetings may be issue-related, 
problem solving sessions, or fol
low-up sessions concerning spe
cial programs or projects. 

Ross Jones - Vice President and 
Secretary 

When asked how his position 
affects the students, Vice Presi
dent Ross Jones commented: 
"Everyone in the administra
tion is committed to serving 
students. We do so in a variety 
of ways, but the ultimate pur
pose of whatever our assign
ments may be is to make Johns 
Hopkins a strong, stimulating, 
and attractive university for 
st :ents and facultJ>:." 
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Among the undergraduates, "uncertainty 
about the provost's duties are not unshared or 
uncommon," according to Stephen McClain. 
But as the chief academic officers of the uni
versity, the influence that Assistant Provost 
McClain, Provost Richard P. Longaker, and 
Vice Provost Richard A. Zdanis maintain over 
Hopkins undergraduate education is consider
able. Issues of financial aid, admissions, re
cruiting, student housing, use of teaching as
sistants, tuition increases, or other issues of 
university policy or strategy are brought to 
the attention of the provosts by the deans; the 
provost, in turn, will either raise these issues 
with President Muller, or simply resolve the 
(less major) issues themselves. Since the presi
dent cannot be around all of the time, all main 
academic issues are handled through the pro
vosts' offices on a day-to-day basis. 

Robert Bowie - Vice President for B.J. Norris - Vice President for Communi- Rober t H a le y - Vice Pre s id e nt for 
Administration cations and Public Affairs Development 

Robert C. Bowie, Vice Presi
dent for Administration, feels 
that: "Financial vice presidents 
of large universities don 't have 
frequent or ready opportunities 
for visible interactions with 
students, and that's unfortu
nate; our offices are responsible 
for many areas of University 
administration that directly im
pact students ' satisfaction with 
life at the institution. 

Vice President of Communica
tions and Public Affairs, B.J. N or 
ris does much for the benefit of 
Homewoo d undergraduates. 
Among her more recent projects 
has been a slide program and new 
set of ma terials developed to 
make university housing more 
comprehensible to the students. 

Robert J. Haley's main duties as 
Vice President for Development 
and Alumni Relations are to help 
the president and to oversee 
fundraising as well as alumni rela
tions for both the University and 
the hospital. Presently, he is in 
the midst of managing the $450 
million Campaign for Johns 
Hopkins. 
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Devoting considerable attention to "invisible undergradu
ates - students who have yet to arrive at Homewood," Dean 
Crenson's responsibilities include planning for new kinds of 
language instruction, changing area major requirements, and 
expanding undergraduate programs, such as the in~ernation
al studies curriculum. Dean Crenson feels that his job has 
given him some welcome opportunities to deal directly with 
the concerns of today's undergraduates while affording him 
the opportunities to see the results of his efforts while he can 
still remember what it was he did. 

Associate Dean 
for Administration 
C. Norman Krue
ger has a strong 
commitment to the 
improvement of 
student life and 
better student/ ad
ministration rela
tions. With more 
positive interaction 
between these 
groups, Dean Krue
ger foresees an im
prov em en t of all 
facets of the Uni
versity environ
ment. 

As Associate 
Dean of Students, 
Chris Colombo 
feels that the most 
important function 
he and his staff 
perform is giving 
students the oppor
tunity to express 
themselves and 
their ideas in a pos
itive way through 
activ:ities outside of 
the classroom. 

Students can see 
Dean Fisher's 
work reflected in 
the curriculum. By 
using faculty input 
and ideas, he de
signs, plans and im
plements all aca
demic programs for 
the School of Arts 
and Sciences. Dean 
Fisher has also 

Norman Krueger - Associate Dean for 
Administration 

been actively in- Chris Colombo - Associate Dean of Students 
valved in the de-
velopment of area 
majors and depar t-
ment expansions. 
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V. David VandeLinde - Dean of Engineering 

Last year's administrative reshuffling left Hopkins with 
another amiable, qualified dean, Robert S.Welch, a graduate 
of Brown University and the University of Massachusetts. 
As Dean of Administration, Welch has a wide range of re
sponsibilities, covering all non-academic affairs . Under his 
leadership will be admissions, financial aid, housing, student 
activities, health services, and auxiliary services. 

Because he has such a wide spectrum of responsibilities, 
students can expect to see many of the improvements Welch 
hopes to implement. Among those mentioned by an enthusi
astic Welch is an expansion or reshaping of existing facilities . 
He feels that quarters are cramped, especially. in the area of 
the bookstore and post office as well as the athletic center; 
and, that a theater to match the quality of our student pro
ductions might be in order. Also, while satisfied with on
campus housing, Dean Welch does think that off-campus 
conditions need some improvement. 

Working closely with Dean Fisher, Dean V. David Vande
Linde heads the now fully-accredited engineering school. 
Dean VandeLinde, like Dean Fisher, plans and implements 
programs and changes within his school. He is also working 
to further the reputation of Hopkins as one of the country's 
foremost engineering schools. 

Jared Cohon -Associate Dean for Academic Af
fairs for the School of Engineering 

As Associate 
Dean of the G.W.C. 
Whiting School of 
Engineering, Dean 
Cohon most enjoys 
working with stu
dent chapters of 
professional orga
niza tions . He en
joys working with 
the students, and 
finds watching the 
students working 
together grat
ifying. 
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Susan Broadbent, Director of Finan
cial Services, and her staff work to insure 
that Hopkins continues to enroll diverse 
and outstanding undergraduates by "en
abling gifted students with limited finan
cial resources to attend Hopkins through 
financial aid". The office is also able to 
offer emergency cash loans to students. 
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Susan Broadbent - Director of Financial Aid 
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Arlene Wergin, as Director of Foreign Students 
and Faculty Services, "helps the approximately 80 
undergraduate, 250 graduate, and 100 faculty mem
bers maintain their VISA status and interpret immi
gration regulations."Advice is also offered on long 
range plans for staying in the country for those for
eign students who desire to become U.S. citizens. 

Catherine Evans, James Goodyear, and William Zuk 
and Counseling 

Martha Roseman - Assistant Dean for Acade1 
Studies 

In addition to her responsibilities as the 
Assistant Dean of Academic Studies, Mar
tha Roseman also solves special problems 
- such as those of a physiological or health 
related nature - students may face. 

_..,n Baughan - Placement Office/ Student Payroll 

The Placement Office, under the direction 
of Sharon Baughan, provides counseling for 
part-time and full-time employment, helps 
students in finding internships as well as non
work study jobs, offers career counseling, and 
teaches resume and interviewing skills to se
niors. Sharon Baughan also oversees the stu-
dent payroll office. Ad . . . 
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William Evitts and Statt - Alumni Relations 

Alumni Relations Director William Evitts 
feels that his department, although its principal 
function is dealing with alumni, does a lot to 
affect the students. Besides giving students a 
Hopkins mug when they arrive and a Blue Jay 
print when they leave, Alumni Relations helps 
support the Hopkins Band, the Crew team, the 
MSE Symposium, and other student activities. 

Also a professor at Hopkins, Dr. John Gryder 
acts as the all important pre-med advisor. As the 
Pre-Med Advisor, Dr. Gryder meets with fresh
men pre-meds to design a reasonable program of 
study, goes over transcripts and contacts those 
students who may need help, gets juniors to set 
up folders for med school applications, reviews 
evaluations, and practices interview procedures 
with seniors. Dr. Gryder also tries to give stu
dents a reasonable perspective about med school 
- students don't need a 4.0! 
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Julie Jeffreys - Pre-Law Advisor 

Mary Ellen Porter - Director of Student Activities 

Only on campus Tuesdays, Pre-Law Advisor 
Julie Jeffreys has been very successful in help
ing students get into law schools of their choice. 
Although formal application processes begin in 
the junior year, Jeffreys is available to give ad
vice on course and major selection to all under
graduate pre-laws. 

Mary Ellen Porter, Director of Students, and 
her staff oversee all student organizations and 
activities, thereby making life at Hopkins more 
bearable. 

Shelley Albrecht, Jane Gentil, and Marge Possidente - Student 
Activities staff 
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Lee Horowitz and Bob Scott • Assistant Director and Director of Athletic Center 

The Director of the Athletic Center, Bob Scott, 
and his staff try to provide services - both for 
recreation and relaxation - for all students, 
"and not just for the varsity crowd." 

Among the many services provided by the 
Chaplain are educational programs dealing with 
religion and ethics. Overseeing community out
reach programs such as the tutorial project and 
prison tutoring, Chaplain Gretchen Van Utt 
gives students the chance to participate in pro
grams from which they can learn things they are 
not able to learn in the classroom, as well as 
share their knowledge and grow as individuals. 
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Andrea Perry - Director of Residential Life 
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Robert Cyphers - Registrar 

This year more than most, 
new mother Andrea Perry, Di
rector of Residential Life, re
lied upon her assistant Tracey 
Lyon and the rest of her staff to 
help her continue to provide 
opportunities for dormitory 
residents to relax and enjoy life 
at Hopkins as well as to get to 
know one another. 

As Registrar, Robert Cy
phers' primary responsibility is 
overseeing the varied opera
tions of the Registrar's Office. 
In addition to preparing tran
scripts the office also schedules 
exams and assigns rooms for 
classes. 
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Ghislaine Godenne - Director of Health Services Bettye Miller - Auxiliary Enterprises 
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Dr. Ghislaine Godenne, as Di
rector of Health Services, 
stresses the availability of ser
vices her department offers. At 
the health clinic, students can 
receive advice concerning 
weight problems, alcohol/drug 
problems, birth control, and 
disease. The White House of
fers psychological services to 
students. Dr. Godenne stresses 
the fact that about 1 out of ev
ery 4 students visit the White 
House at some point and most 
of these students have no seri
ous problem at all. 

Although few people realize 
it, Bettye Miller, Director of 
Auxiliary Enterprises, has a 
very important position: she 
oversees all of the auxiliary 
services provided on campus. 
The operation of the Terrace 
Room, Levering Dining Hall 
and the Snack Bar fall under 
her supervision as well as the 
bookstore and the bank. 

When asked to be specific 
about what he does for the un
dergraduates of the Homewood 
Campus, Jerome D. Schnyd
man replied, "I admit 'em." 

Jerome Schnydman - Director of 
Admissions 
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WHY WE CAME HERE . • • 
Maybe Hopkins students do joke about tion to attend. From Gilman, Remsen, 

the social life; but in the end we know and Rowland up to the professors of to
that it is the professors, and not the so- day, Hopkins' renown continues to rest 
cial life, that provide both the founda- in the research and scholarly works of 
tion for this institution and our motiva- the faculty.. 

FACULTY 
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Emily Martin, Anthropology Robert Maier, Biology 

William Sladen, Behavioral Biology 
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Allen Shearn, Biology Nitisb Tbakor, Biomedical 
Engineering 

-----

Eduardo Gonzalez, Hispanic and Italian 
Studies 



Eric Young, Biomedical 
Engineering 

I 

I 
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Francis Carlson, Biophysics Warner Love, Biophysics Marc Donohue, Chemical 
Engineering 

The Anthropology Department cele
brated its tenth anniversary with a lec
ture series titled "Where Sciences and 
the Humanities Meet: Anthropology in 
the Twentieth Century." The depart
ment exphasizes research on "complex 
societies and cultural analysis with his
torical materialism." The department re
cently published works on Transylva
nian Villagers and Afghanistan but the 
community also figures into the depart
ment's research. Fieldwork was done in 
Baltimore for the current topic "science 
as an ideology in relationship to women's 
bodies." 

While maintaining its traditional 
strengths in biochemisty, the Depart
ment of Biology has recently seen much 
growth in the area of molecular cell biol
ogy. The work in the department is very 
much on the subcellular level; however, 
it spans a very broad cross-section of the 
biological sciences. The varied interests 

of the department provide stu
dents with a spectrum of opportu
nities to do research in fields in 
which they are interested. 

The Department of Biomedical 
Engineering studies the integra
tion of medicine with technology. 
The work in the department cov
ers medical disciplines within an 
engineering context. Faculty 
members study the dynamics of 
both the neural and physical as
pects of hearing, speech, and 
sight, in addition to many other 
topics. 

Home of the popular Interses
sion class Electron Microscopy, 
the Thomas C. Jenkins Depart
ment of Biophysics has an under
graduate contingent of less than 
fifty. The department covers sev
eral aspects of molecular and cell 
biology, muscle physiology, neu
robiology, and membrane biology. 
Undergraduates from many ma
jors have ample opportunities to 
assist researchers in their 
laboratories. 

Deqication is the key to the fac
ulty of the Chemical Engineering 
Department. Led by chairman 
Marc Donohue, this close-knit de
partment maintains a good rap
port with its undergraduates by 
holding picnics and get-togethers, 
and by offering research opportu
nities as early as sophomore year. 
Research in the department in
cludes such areas as biotechnolo
gy, reaction kinetics, process 
modeling and simulation, and flu
id dynamics. 

Carl Christ, Political 
Economy Faculty - 47 



Geoffrey Prentice, Chemical 
Engineering 

George Kempf, Mathematics 
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Dwaine Cowan, Chemistry Paul Dagdigian, Chemistry Gary Posner, Chemistry 

Robert Koyak, Mathematical Sciences 



Scienc~ 

Lowell Edmunds, Classics Georg Luck, Classics 

The Department of Chemistry 
bridges the broad gap which lies 
between biology and physics. The 
research of the department spans 
this gap admirably ... with Dr. 
Yarkony's highly theoretical 
work in electron states and Dr. 
Posner's work in the synthesis of 
biologically active molecules be
ing only two examples. The con
tinuing blurring of the lines be
tween the disciplines can be seen 
through the work of two of the 
department 's newer members: 
Dr. Tullius, with DNA fine struc
tures and Dr. Bower's use of laser 
spectroscopy to study gas phase 
phenomena. 

After having started from 
scratch only two years ago, the 
Civil Engineering department 
has had a milestone year. The de
partment has received its accredi
tation from the Accreditation 
Board of Engineering and Tech
nology (ABET), making its pro
gram nationally approved. The 
department now has 6 professors 
- most of whom are "brand new, 
but of excellent caliber". Current 
research focuses on structural en
gineering and mechanics and in
cludes projects concerning earth
quake engineering, mathematical 
programming in connection with 
structural systems, wind engi
neering and structural system 
reliability. 

The Classics Department has 
been involved in a variety of pro
grams designed to make Classical 
works available to the Hopkins 
student. On September 24th A 
Comedy by Aristophanes was put 
on at the Barn to a packed audi
ence. The actors were from the 
King's College at the University 
of London. Last spring the Clas
sics Department acquired The 
Saurus Linguae Graecae, a data
base of Greek literature. The de
partment is also the proud holder 
of one of the leading journals in 
Classics, The American Journal of 
Philology. There are many oppor 
tunities for the studE'nt to PX 0r 
the Classics and as e. ert <' n-
tinues there will be ma ~ r 
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John Ferry, Earth and 
Planetary Sciences 

William Huggins, Elec. Eng. 
and Comp. Sci . 

Gerard Meyer, Elec. Eng. and Hugh Kenner, English 
Comp. Sci. 

E 
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David Harvey, Geography and Environmental Engineering 
Erica Schoenberger, Geography and Environmental Engineering 

Jonathan Crewe, English 
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Alan Stone, Geography and 
Environmental Engineering 

Werner Hamacher, German Eduardo Gonzalez, Hispanic 
and Italian Studies 

Sixty-nine of 678 freshmen 
made electrical engineering and 
computer science the most popu
lar major of the class of 1989. The 
undergrads of the Department of 
Electrical Engineering and Com
puter Science will concentrate in 
computer science, systems and 
communications, or quantum or 
solid electronics, and electro
magnetic systems. The depart
ment is a large part of the curricu
lum for undergraduate biomedical 
engineering majors who concen
trate in electrical engineering. 

The English Department's high 
scholarship culminates in the 
form of "post new" literary criti
cism. Since the 60's, says Chair
man Dr. Ronald Paulson, Hopkins 
has been among the handful of 
universities forming the "seed
bed" for this contemporary criti
cism. Thanks to its department of 
English as well as its Humanities 
Center, Hopkins finds itself as one 
of the few institions at the fore
front of this critical thought, 
which has shaped literary schol
arship nationwide. 

This past December , Professor 
Francis J . Pettijohn delivered a 
lecture celebrating one hundred 
years of geology at Johns Hop
k ins. But the Department o f 
Earth and Planetary Sciences 
wears its age well; its most recent 
years may be the department's 
most vital. Expansion into its own 
building, Olin Hall, four years ago 
brought with it award winning 

professors and brand new equip
ment, such as a VAX computer 
system and a state of the art elec
tron microscope. Study every
where from Indonesia to the Che
sap eke Bay provides an 
ever-increasing knowledge of ge
ology, and a base for still more 
growth in the centuries to come. 

"We care", said Allen Weir
wick, coordinator of undergradu
ate studies in the German Depart
ment. Like many other small 
departments, the department, 
which carries six full-time profes
sors and is led by chairman Liese
lotte Kurth, offers a personal 
touch for those who wish to work 
closely with professors. Interest
ed students can get involved with 
the German club, which under the 
auspices of Delta Phi Alpha, an 
honorary society, holds weekly 
conversation hours, a film series, 
and trips. Students can also study 
abroad in Germany. 

Since its inception two years 
ago, the Department of Hispanic 
and Italian Studies has expanded 
tremendously. The major empha
sis of the department's programs 
is the study of the language and 
the culture of the native coun
tries. Most advanced courses are 
devoted to literature from histori
cal and critical perspectives. The 
Department strongly encourages 
students to take advantage of the 
study abroad programs during 
their junior year. 
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Harry Sieber, Hispanic and 
Italian Studies 

Gary H. Posner, Chemistry 
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David Cohen, History Toby Ditz, History Jack Greene, History 

M. Gordon Wolman, Geography and 
Environmental Engineering 

Joseph Shalika, Mathematics 
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Franklin Knight, History Owen Hannaway, History of 
Science 

Michael Beer, Biophysics 

Robert Kargon, History of 
Science 

Milad Doueihi, Humanities 
Center· 

"A century-long commitment to re
search, the training of professional his
tor ians, and to undergraduate instruc
tion," is how Ch airman A.J.R. 
Russell-Wood describes ·Homewood's 
Department of History. While the de
partment may not boast a faculty as 
large as those of comparable institu
tions, Hopkins nonetheless continues to 
claim "some of America's most distin
guished schola r s in European and 
American histo ry" as both faculty 
members and alumni. 

This year has been soaring under
graduate enrollmer,•cs in the depart
ment, which Russell -Wood partially at
tributes to new course offerings which 
"range widely across time and space 
and are ill ustrative of the international 
tone of departmental activities." 

Such activities include ties both for
mal and informal with colleges and uni
versities overseas, visiting professors 
and lecturers "drawn from five conti
nents, and 124 graduate students from 
all corners of the globe." 

These past hundred years have seen 
the history department reach the fore
front of historical scholarlship; as for 
what the next century will bring, Rus
sell-Wood promises that he and his fel
low professors will strive to remain 
there. 

Since its establishment by Adolf Kat
zenellenbogen , the History of Art De
partment has emphasized the histori
cal, cultural , and social context of art. 

·Nonetheless, faculty interests span a 
wide range of interests including early 
Christian, Renaissance, Baroque, En
glish and modern art as well as archi
tecture. The department, as of spring 
1981 , annually hosts a seminar in Flor
ence for students with an interest in the 
Renaissance or Baroque periods. Dr. 
Hans Belting also conducts a seminar in 
medieval art - the department's area 
of special interest. 
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George Kelly, Humanities 
Center 

Robert Pond, Materials 
Science and Engineering 

Moshe Rosen, Materials 
Science and Engineering 

John Boardman, 
Mathematics 

Je 
M· 

·----------------------------------------------------------------~ 

Ross Corolis, Civil Engineering Ru-Chih Huang, Biology 
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Jean-Pierre Meyer, 
Mathematics 

Jack Morava, Mathematics 

J 
W. Stephen Wilson, 
Mathematics 

George Krotkoff, Near Eastern Studies 

Alan Goldman, Mathematical 
Sciences 

Concerned with "the genera
tion and application of knowl
edge relating the composition, 
structure, and processing of 
materials to their properties 
and uses", the Department of 
Materials Sciences and Engi
neering integrates the aspects 
of both scientific and engineer
ing disciplines. With the Center 
for Materials Research, it fo
cuses on the understanding of 
materials so that its graduates 
can develop, prepare, modify, 
design, and apply materials to 
new applications. Areas of cur
rent research in the depart
ment include metallurgy, 
acoustic emissions, and poly
meric materials. 

"Stemming in part from the 
affinity of engineers and in part 
from the increasing need for in
teraction between science and 
engineering", the Department 
of Mathematical Sciences ful
fills an integrative role through 
its simultaneous location in the 
engineering school and strong 
ties with the Department of 
Mathematics. The mathemati
cal sciences are divided into 
four branches of study: proba
bility, statistics, operations re
search, and optimization. The 
department emphasizes mathe
matical reasoning, modeling, 
abstraction, and innovative ap
plication. Current research ar
eas include game theory, sto
chastic processes, and 
combinatorics. 

Saul Roseman, Biology 
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Alan Karr, Mathematical 
Sciences 
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Jack Morava, Mathematics 
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Daniel Naiman, 
Mathematical Sciences 

Edward Scheinerman, 
Mathematical Sciences 

Robert Serfling, 
Mathematical Sciences 

Emil White and Co., Chemistry 

Robert Dottin , Biology Lowell Edmunds, Classics 
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Zafar Qureshi, 
Mechanical Engineering 

I 
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Marc Smith, Mechanical 
Engineering 

Dennis Powers, Biology 

Andrew Douglas, Mechanical 
Engineering 

In the past, the projects of the 
Near Eastern Studies depart
ment have mainly been con
ducted by its individual mem
bers. However, the planning of 
an extensive new project, 
called the Comprehensive Ara
maic Lexicon, is underway and 
will involve the entire depart
ment. Aramaic, the language of 
Jesus, is of great significance to 
historians. Over the next fif
teen years, the Near Eastern 
department will compile infor
mation for a dictionary of the 
language and its dialects. This 
project reflects a shift of focus 
in the Near Eastern Depart
ment: a change from promoting 
individual projects to planning 
a departmental project. 

A change in name to the De
partment of Mechanical Engi
neering characterized a land
mark year for the Mechanics 
department. The recent reno
vation of Latrobe provided the 
department with first rate lab
oratories while the faculty / stu
dent numbers increased. Be
cause of its name change, the 
department will award its first 
mechanical engineering de
grees this year. 

Robert Ballantine, Biology 
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Joi 
Po ................................................................................................. __ David Zaret, Philosophy Cha-Ling Chien, Physics Thomas Fulton, Physics Chung Kim, Physics 

Bogdan Sagatov, Russian Deborah Karff, French 
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Joseph Harrington, Louis Maccini, Political Milton Cummings, Pol iti ca l 
.... Political Economy Economy Science 

Steven Breckler, Psychology 

~ .................................................................................................... ... 
The Department of Physics 

and Astronomy finds itself in an 
exciting period of growth and 
activity. In the future a 50% in
crease in the size of the faculty 
is projected. To provide space 
for this enlargement a new 
physics building is in the plan
ning stages. A new organiza
tion, the Center for Astrophysi
cal Sciences, has been added to 
the department. In addition to 
the Space Telescope, which 
will be launched in August, a 
Hopkins scientist will be mak
ing a space shuttle voyage next 
year. 

A "new" Political Economy 
department has been formed 
under a new chairman, Bruce 
Hamilton. More graduate stu
dents have joined the fifteen 
full-time faculty members. In 
addition, some courses have 
been renamed and renumbered 
to allow more students to take 
courses without the burden of 
numerous prerequisites. One 
faculty member is compiling, 
under the New Pargrave pro
ject, an encyclopedia of eco
nomic contributors, important 
members of the financial world. 
Other members are involved in 
research in international eco
nomics, econometrics, econo
mies of cities, public finance, 
and economic policy. 

The Department of Political 
Science is designed to give stu
dents an understanding of poli
tics, and the different institu
tions of political systems. There 

are 14 professors overseeing 
about 250 undergraduate stu
dents. The department offers a 
broad range of courses which 
touch on subjects such as com
parative politics, international 
law and relations, public ad
ministration and policy, and ju
dicial behavior. There is also 
great interest in the field of in
ternational studies, which has 
become a popular area. Stu
dents are encouarged to take 
advantage of access to research 
facilities in Washington. 

The Psychology department, 
which focuses primarily on re
search projects, usually sepa
rates itself into sub-divisions, 
each of which conducts its own 
projects. Presently, the biologi
cal division is experimenting 
with the conditioning of human 
infants . The infants are given 
two stimuli and the responses 
are studied. The cognitive divi
sion is interested in studying 
morphological processing de
fec ts. A study is made of the 
language processing abilities of 
brain damaged patients to learn 
and hypothesize about normal 
language processing. The Be
havioral Neural Science divi
sion is studying the reasons for 
the learning disabilities and 
loss of memory connected with 
the degeneration of certain 
parts of the brain in Altzeimer's 
disease. Past research on the 
effect of nutrition on brain 
chemistry and especially on ag
ing led to the present research. 
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Alfonso Caramazza, 
Psychology 

Edward McDill, Sociology Robert Arellano, Writing 
Seminars 

Stephen Dixon, Writing 
Seminars 

For the Department of Soci
ology the last year has been a 
year of change. In addition to a 
new department chairman, Dr. 
Karl Alexander, it welcomed 
two new faculty members, Ste
phen Bunker and Melvin Kohn. 
The department's traditional 
strength has been in micro-so
ciology, which emphasizes hu
man and personal develop
ment. With the additional 
faculty, however, the depart
ment also finds itself in the 
forefront of a new field, com
parative international develop
ment. These fields complement 
each other and have improved 
the department's quality. 

In a mere fifteen years, the 
Writing Seminars department 
has seen its roster of under
graduate majors jump from sev
en to seventy-six. The Semi
nars growing popularity may 
be due to an ever-increasing di
versity. While two decades ago, 
course offerings were limited to 
fiction writing and poetry writ
ing, recent years have seen the 
addition of classes in journal
ism, scientific writing, film crit
icism, advertising, and video 
production. Will the Seminars' 
future see still more rapid 
growth? Department Chair 
John Irving believes now may 
be the time for this expansion 
to level off. Other than concen-
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trate on bringing yet more di
versity, efforts will now be di
rected to insuring Writing 
Seminars' already varied selec
tion be of the highest quality 
possible. 

"There is a concept here that 
you have to be small and be the 
best at the same time," says Ge
rard Defaux of the departments 
that make up JHU. Defaux, 
chairman of the Department of 
French, knows well that it can 
be difficult to live up to the uni
versity's high standards while 
maintaining a department's 
small size. Defaux used to bE 
chairman of the larger Ro
mance Languages department, 
which was split in two, result
ing in the Department of His
panic and Italian Studies and 
the Department of French, the 
latter retaining Defaux at the 
helm. 

The new French department 
is "now on the move," "ready 
and trying to grow this year;" 
Defaux believes that at least 
some growth is needed to allow 
Hopkins' French department to 
compete with others across the 
nation. To this end, the depart
ment would like to attract a 
greater number of graduate 
students, students of the same 
high caliber that the depart
ment has seen in the past. 

Daniel Naiman, Mathematical Sciences 

I I 

Steven Breckler, Psychology 



When We Have Free Time .. • 
Fifty or fewer fans at a varsity event 

isn't uncommon in the fall. This can be 
read either as a sad commentary of school 
spirit or as a hard reality: we study first. 
Less realized but most importantly, there 

are talented men and women here who 
are willing to sacrifice long hours for a 
simple love of competition on the playing 
field. 

FALL SPORTS 

Gym at the downtown campus. 

Fall Sports - 61 



..... They're Challenging The Records 
A season-opening win against arch-rival 

Swarthmore and a victory over Ursinus in the 
final seconds of the game were just two of the 
high points of the fall '85 Hopkins football season. 
As it had in the previous two years, the team 
finished the regular season with a winning record; 
however, the players had hoped to do even better 
than before by making it to the playoffs and win
ning the championship. Head Coach Jerry Pfeifer 
(a former Hopkins football player himself) felt 
that this year's team had possessed enough of the 

right elements - good talent, experienced and 
committed players, strong leadership - to have 
made a championship title a viable goal. 

But all in all, Pfeifer was pleased with the 1985 
edition of the Hopkins football team. Players in all 
skilled positions, whether returning from last 
year or being newly recruited, were well-quali
fied and put out 100 percent effort in every game. 
The five co-captains - Jon Byrd, Mark Campbell, 
Ken Hirshman, Brad McLam, and Ritchie Schell 
- contributed strong leadership, as well as con-

FOOTBALL - Front Row: J . Cardwell, T. Aquilino, B. Courtney, E. Artfitch, K. 
Tully,. Captaii: B. McLam, Captain R. Schell, Captain M. Campbell, Captain J . Byrd, 
Captam K. Hirshman, R. Benoit, S. Conwell, J. Kwiatkowski, B. Lansiger. Second 
Ro"".: T. Finegan, M. Webster, L. Meistrich, T. Wojeck, C. Chirieleison, S. Paradakis, 
T. Villanueva, C. Rayner, J. Romano, A. Mala, M. Guido, D. Strathern, D. Golman, S. 
Dawson, P . Harrison, J . Shally. Third Row: J . Watkins, R. Zane, T. Loftus, E. Thomas, 
C. Verica, G. Rupert, K. O'To?le, H. Johnston, R. Cryan, J . Hutton, J. Davis, T. Kalup, 
P . ~epe, R. ~ae, J. Sokolow1s, M. Fenzel. Fourth Row: C. DeSarno, E. Kabillio, D. 
Ir,vm, B. Duhn, '.I'· Rhyme, D. Stancavish, S. Cohen, B. Pollack, K. Cassell, T. Rocco, P . 
Gibbons, B. Erickson, R. Khaund, K. Kurzanski, R. Rynar, M. Weber. Fifth Row: 
Tra!ner J. Bielawski, Studen~ Trainer D. Lubetkin, Assistant Coach K. Sirageldin, 
Assistant Coach B. Babb, Assistant Coach N. Sacha, Head Coach J . Pfeifer, Assistant 
Coach J . Nehmsman, Assistant Coach F . Myers, Assistant Coach M. Maher, Equip
ment Manager R. Moscarello. 
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Forty yards out, kicker Eli Kabillio at
tempts to split the uprights. 

FOOTBALL 
JHU OPP. 
17 Swarthmore 6 
27 Fairleigh Dickinson 16 
24 Dickinson 0 

0 Gettysburg 13 
16 Ursinus 14 
14 Muhlenberg 18 
27 Georgetown 7 
27 Franklin & 28 

Marshall 
30 Western Maryland 7 

Jim Davis blocks as Brad McLam tries 
to escape from an enclosing George
town defense. 



sistently good plays to the team throughout the 
season. In fact, both quarterback Campbell and 
fullback McLam, as well as halfback Tony Nutter, 
performed so well that they challenged old school 
records for such statistics as number of career 
touchdown passes, career touchdownr points 
scored, kickoff return yards, and yards rushing. 
Other outstanding players included seniors Ed 
Artfitch, Ron Benoit, Jimmy Cardwell, Brendan 
Courtney, Joe Kwiatkowski, Jimmy Ryan, and 

Chris Chirielson steps away from an Ursinus tackler. 

Kevin Tully at various positions on offensive and 
defensive units. 

Pfeifer felt that almost all of the guys on the 
team were really "sharp and intelligent with good 
attitudes about playing." He envisioned an out
standing future for the team because many good 
people would be coming back. The freshmen (es
pecially running backs) have shown a lot of prom
ise, and another good recruiting year for fresh
man talent was expected. 

Brad Erickson confronts a tackler in the homecom
ing game against Georgetown. 

Tackler Tom Kalup forces his way past the Georgetown lineup in a 27-7 
homecoming victory. 

Sparked by Eli Kabillio's last minute field goal, Lia 
Logio, Geanie Hladky, Ellen Zimmerman, and 
Quentin Snider celebrate our 16-14 victory over 
Ursinus. 

Football - 63 



Dirty Sweat Socks 
Runners are seen every day gasping for 

breath, dripping with sweat, and straining every 
muscle. Why? 

"The glamour, money and beautiful women" 
"For the dirty sweat socks" 
"For the pain" 
"I like winning" 
"The positive effect on your sanity" 
"For the food" 
"Great feeling to finish" 
"For the high" 

MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY - Front row:V . Hu, J . Sewack, M. 
Sullivan, G. Raiser. Second row: Head Coach J. Grogan, E. 
Espenhorst, L. Kam, Captain T. Russo, S. Chamberlain. 

MEN'S CROSS 
COUNTRY 

"To get in shape physically and mentally" 
These are some responses given by members of 
the mens' cross-country team. Whatever the 
reason given, s?meth~ng intrinsic exists in every 
runner that drives him to perform in this very 
individualistic, demanding sport. Because of the 
nature of long-distance running, the team 
doesn't really work together because individual 
performance, not team effort, is rewarded. Even 
so, the group is held together by a common inter
est and a common goal - to win. 

Women's Cross Country launches their attack on Ursinus 
and Lebanon Valley. 

JHU 
42 
24 
20 
44 
31 
26 

UMBC 
Catholic University 

Swarthmore 
Gettysburg 

Lebanon Valley 
Ursinus 

OPP. 
19 
31 
41 
18 
24 
31 
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Maureen Shay's only competitor is the clock as she nears 
the finish line. 
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)C~ To Achieve What Others Could Not 
With a new Head Coach, Eleanor Simonsick, 

eight new runners , new racing gear, and a new 
oullook, the fall '85 Women's Cross Country 
team was able to achieve what other teams in 
recent years had not been able - a winning 
record (11-2). Simonsick, assisted by last year's 
coach Gary Green, supported the squad with the 
encouragement and guidance that it needed to 
improve. In addition, senior co-captains Cissy 
King and Beth Wallen provided strong leader
ship for the squad. All of the runners bettered 
their times throughout the season, and this is one 
of the main reasons that the team had such a 
good record. Other reasons for the squad's sue-

Runners jostle for position at the start of the Ursinus 
meet. 

On her fina l kick Anita Kim nears the finish line. 

cess were the consistent talent, the general en
thusiasm, and the dedication of all the runners. 
The team's enthusiasm and devotion showed in 
the optimism with which it approached every 
practice, whether a distance, speed, or hill work
out, and a meet, which took up approximately 8 
hours every Saturday for only a 20 minute, 3.1 
mile race. 

Despite some problems with injuries, especial
ly toward the end of the year, Simonsick felt 
optimistic about the team's future, based on the 
performances of its younger members both dur
ing the regular- and post- season tournaments. 

WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY - Front row: K. Leong, T. Oki, 
M. Bardsley, N. Este lla, S. Gozansky. Second row: Co-captai n B. 
Wallen, S. Lazar, A. Kim, H. Shin , Co-captain C. King . Third 
row: Head Coach E . Simonsick, L. Wilson, E. Lang, E. DeCoster, 
S. Gleason, S. McGinn, Assistant Coach G. Green. 

JHU 
18 
16 
15 
18 
21 
15 
15 
30 
15 
25 
18 
28 
47 

WOMENS CROSS COUNTRY 

Ursinus 
Lebanon Valley 
UMBC 
Swarthmore 
Bryn Mawr 
Loyola 
Cedar Crest 
Gettysburg 
Wes tern Mary land 
Gallaudet 
Swarthmore 
Messiah 
Franklin & Marshall 

OPP. 
45 
46 
48 
40 
37 
50 
50 
27 
47 
35 
44 
30 
16 
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With an impressive 12-3 
regular season record and a 
fine performance in the 
Maryland State Tournament, 
the 1985 Hopkins soccer 
team (a.k.a. the Hooters) 
proved to be the university's 
most successful fall sports 
team. The win-dominated re
cord was the team's best 
since 1975 (when it was un
defeated until the NCAA 
semifinals); and, according to 

Head Coach William Tier
ney , was attributable, in 
large part, to the team's 
"depth" ~ the overall con-

Depth 
sistency of good player 
strength and talent. 

Dan Olszewski, one of the 
Hooters' tri-captains, along 
with David Gallo and Rob 
Nardino, echoed Tierney's 
feelings about "depth" by 
saying, "It was a lot more en
joyable playing this year be
cause you knew that when 
you were going out of the 
game the people coming in 
for you were good." In other 
words, as junior goalie Ray 

SOCCER - Front row: Assistant Coach G. Pohler, R. Giuri
ceo, P. Mi!Jer, Co-captain R. Nardino, Co-captain D. Gallo, A. 
Liu, S. Gallo, E. Shaw. Second row: Assistant Coach A. Ander
son, .co-captain D. Olszewski, K. Flynn, B. Ehrlich, K. Niyogi, 
R. Little, M. Looney, M. Lawrence. Third row: Head Coach W . 

Tierney, J. Dalporto, J . Cadeddu, G. Jones, S. Golding, C. Dig
by, J . Crawford, J . Siegel. Fourth row: S. Cooper, E. Linden
baum, S. Sirageldin, C. Weinstein, A. Nicholas, J . McKiernan, 
P. Sampath. 

66 - Soccer 



Giuriceo put it, "There was 
no real difference between 
the first and second teams." 

However, this seemingly 
magical "depth" did not sud
denly spring up overnight; it 
was mainly the result of two 
good recruiting years that 
brought 17 freshmen and 
sophomores into the Hooters' 
ranks and, therefore, made 
the 1985 team a young one. 

Because of its youth, the 
team depended a lot on the 
seniors, especially the cap
tains, for the leadership that 
kept the team unified and 
hard-working whether they 
won (a big win was the vic
tory over Ursinus whom 
Hopkins had not beaten for 
about 10 years) or lost (all 
regular season losses were 1-
0). 

The overall Hooters' atti
tude was one of optimism and 
unselfishness . About the 
players Tierney said, 
"They're a group of guys 
who come out and play and 
work hard," and sophomore 
goalie Eric Shaw added, 
"The team had a whole new 
attitude this year because 
they went into games ex
pecting to win." 

Hooters already lead 2-1 in the Dickinson game with just short 
of six minutes left before the half. 

SOCCER 

JHU OPP. 
0 Haverford 1 

Catholic 
Co-captain Dan Olszewski intimidates a Dickinson player to 1 University 0 gain control of the ball. 

.f' t . 
t 

Hooters push for that extra goal which takes them to a 2-1 
victory over Western Maryland. 

3 
5 
3 
6 
2 
0 
2 
2 
0 

2 

1 
4 

4 

Georgetown 1 
Saint Mary's 0 
Coppin State 0 
York 0 
Ursinus 1 
UMBC 1 
Dickinson 1 
Western Maryland 1 
Swarthmore 1 
Christopher-
Newport 1 
Franklin & 
Marshall 0 
Widner 1 
Washington 
College 0 
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Despite a less than awe-inspiring regular sea
son record (6-7-2) before the Baltimore College 
Field Hockey Association (BCFHA) Tourna
ment, the 1985 Hopkins field hockey team 
emerged from that tournament with a 4-0-1 re
cord and first place out of nine teams. Head Coa
ch Sally Beth Anderson explained the team's im
pressive tournament performance as, 
essentially, the culmination of season-long hard 
work to develop the talents of a young team 
(only 5 juniors and seniors out of a 19-member 
roster). 

Under captains Carol Butterworth, Charlotte 1 

Seydel, and Amy Zimmerman, the team showed 
steady improvement throughout the season and 
remained spirited and stubbornly persistent dur
ing every game in spite of a number of disap
pointingly close losses - most of which oc
curred within the final minutes of the game or in 
overtime. Anderson explained that the starters 
usually played most of the game without fre
quent substitutions. In her words the late game 
losses were often because ... 

''The Starters Got Tired.'' 

Alice Collins charges for the ball against Charlotte Seydel s tops a Mount Saint Mary's attack. Hopkins lost by one 
Mount Saint Mary's with Jacky Fatula in po- goal. 
sition to back up. 

FIELD HOCKEY 

JHU 
0 Lebanon Valley 
3 Marywood 
0 Widner 
2 Notre Dame 
1 Gettysburg 
4 Goucher 
1 Loyola 
1 Juniata 
1 Mt. Saint Mary's 
3 Hood 
7 Trinity 
0 Dickinson 
1 Western Maryland 
2 UMBC 
1 Haverford 
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OPP. 
1 
0 
1 
0 
5 
1 
4 
1 
2 
0 
2 
1 
1 
0 
2 FIE~D HOCKEY - Front row: J. Kenoian, Co-captain C. Butterworth, Co

captam A. Zimmerman, Co-captain C. Seydel, G. Tung. Second row: L. 
Perlmn, A. Coll ins, J. F atula, K. White, K. Hart, N. Young, J. Andres. Third 
row: Head Coach S. Anderson, Assistant Coach J . DeVos, P. Ordonez, A. 
Savoye, P . McMammon, K. Offutt, H. Klink , Trainer N. Fassio Groves. 



Who We Are • • • 
Reaction mechanisms, political theo- place of our own, and living on the run 

ries, and integral tables are the bread for days on end determine the value of 
and butter of an underclassman's exis- the passage through our Underclassman 
tence. But what we learn from living years. 
with impossible roommates, having a 

UNDERCLASSMEN 
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Freshmen 
"Getting Freshmen Involved And Oriented With The 
Class As Well As The Campus," 

was Freshman Class President Bruce Howard's 
goal as he began the year with many "new" ideas. 
As one of his first acts as president, Howard and 
the other class officers created six committees to 
implement a host of activities and ideas. The social 
committee kicked off its events with a Hats and 
Shades Dance on November 15. Other planned ac
tivities included midnight movies, picnics, beach 
parties and class trips. However, the officers were 
not simply interested in social activities. The com
munity service committee, for instance, organized 
class members to dress up as elves and visit area 
hospitals during the Christmas season - an idea 
which representative Susan Land said "expressed 
our concern for the world outside of Hopkins." To 

Scott Abbott 
Jonathan 

Abrahams 
Ron Abrams 
Matthew Absatz 
Laurent Adler 
Nathan Adler 

Animesh Agarwal 
Steffano Agolini 
Joseph Agulin 
Hue-Sun Ahn 
Kelly Ahn 
Oneida Arosarena 

Kristin Alden 
Thomas Alfieri 
Anwar Alias 
James Altomare 
Robert Altomare 
John Alvaro 

Gunther Anderson 
Julie Anderson 
Andrew Angelino 
Ronald Appleby 
Jan Aquil ino 
Ashik Ardeshna 

70 - Freshmen 

encourage Baltimore awareness, a Communica- 1 

tions committee was also formed with the explicit 
intent of acquainting freshmen with the area in 
which they will live for the next four years. Addi
tionally, the education committee began to create 
an exam files system for future classes. Class offi
cers Cary Gross (Vice-President), Grace Kung 
(Secretary), Anil Murty (Treasurer), Susan Land, 
Erick Santos, and Ranjit Bagga (Representatives) 
served as liaisons to help create unity within the 
class. Through weekly meetings of officers and 
monthly general meetings, the officers aimed to 
help their classmates "get to really know 
Hopkins." 



. - . - - · - - - - -- - - ---. - --- --- --

ADAMS - Front Row: Michele MacLean, Claudia Latteri, Meredith Buch
ner, Susan J acques. Second Row: Liz Cho, Kathleen Heidi McCarthy, Faye 
Marie Johnson , Wynee Tsao, Sonia Marx, Maureen Mwinzi , Meidec Goh . 
Third R ow: Hue-Sun Ann, Carrie Mook, Susma Vaidya, Irim Sarwar, Lyn
ette Liu, Jocelyn Leung, Katrina Van Valen, Sharo Isern, Housemaster 
Nancy Meachum. Fourth Row: Linda Odogwu, Pauline McHugh , Michelle 
Dobrawsky, Ginger Marth, Oneida Aronsarena. 

Herbert Bax
te r Ad a ms 
served as as
sociate, then 
full professor 
of American 
and Ins tit u
tional History 
from 1883 to 
1901. He 
founded the 

Jon Aronson 
Nehme Ayoub 
Thomas Ayres 
Ranjit Bagga 
Bill Baird 
Summerfield 

Baldwin 

Laurie Bankston 
Mary Barcus 
Mary S. Bardsley 
Oliver Barkemeyer 
Tom Barthel 
Harisha 

Bastiampillai 

David Bauland 
Carla Beaudet 
Sheryl Bedno 
Peter Bennett 
David Bergman 
Ari Bernstein 

Dave Bernstein 
Rick Berg 
Eric Blumenfeld 
Jeff Blythe 
Kwabena Boahen 
Raju Bohra 

Hopkins semi
nary of Histo
ry and politics 
and coun t ed 
Woodrow 
Wilson and 
Frederick 
Jackson 
Turner among 
his students. 
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Christina Bond 
Louis Born 
Mike Bowman 
Anthony Bradfield 
Patrick Brady 
Michael Brager 

Glenn Bray 
Bridget Brennan 
Paul 

Brettschneider 
Jessica Browner 
Thomas N. Bryce 
Meredith Buchner 

Jon Budelmann 
Nghi Bui 
Nancy Burkhardt 
Richard Burne 
Gil Burnett 
Erin Burns ~1· 

Elisabeth Burgess 
Samantha Butler 
Jeffrey Cadeddu 

Kris A. Cappelluti 
Anthony Calabrese 
Katie Cameron 

William Carlucci 
Alexis J . Carras 
Susan Carrington 

Anthony Caruso 
Kurt Cassell 
Indra Caudle 
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Jo Jo Myers, the wandering minstrel of Building 
A. 



BAKER - Front Row: Kim McCormack, Lisa Proskin, Lisa Weisband, 
Second R ow: Animesh Agarwal, Sara Lazar, Cecily Hurst, Andy Cox. Third 
Row: Rich Gilbert, Rick Berg, J.J . Rocco, Jane Freeburg, Geoff Christian, 
Dan Saranno. Fourth Row: Mike Brager, Jason Goarder. 

Newton Diehl 
Baker was a 
Trustee from 
1919 until his 
death in 1937. 
He was a paci
fist , but also 
served as Sec
retary of War 
during Wood
row Wilson 's 
presidency. 

Steven Chang 
Greg Characklis 
Seema Chaudhari 
Ajay Chawla 
Andrew Chen 

j Valentina Chen 

John Keating's mother may have told him what 
colors to wash in hot, but not what colors are hot 
to wear. 

J ulius Cheng 
Frank Chirieleison 
Elizabeth Cho 

David Chong 
Geoffrey Christian 
Howard Chu 

Steve Ciccarone 
Peter Clark 
Alice Clevland 
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William Bull
ock Clark 
built the Geol
ogy depart
ment into one 
of the nation 's 
finest during 
his 30-year 
tenure as Pro
fessor of Pale-

David Clifton 
David Cohen 
Alice Collins 
Courtney Collins 
Steve Collins 
John Cominsky 

James Comolli 
Edward Cooner 
Steve Cooper 
Thomas Cornell 
Andy Cox 
Andrew Cressman 

Cindy Cronce 
Felino Cruz 
Raphael Cung 
Dan Dairaghi 
Joseph Dalporto 
Chris Daly 

Jeff Darland 
Victor Dates 
Douglas 

Daugherty 
Joaquin David 
Kendra Davis 
Hollis Day 
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ontology and 
Geology . He 
also headed 
the Hopkins 
Geology Lab
oratory and 
the Maryland 
Geological 
Survey. 

CLARK - Fron t R ow: Russell F leischer, John Epner , Eric Orl insky, Thao 
La, Deneen Hendrick . Second Row: Steve Chang, Cary Yeh, Dave Giracco, 
Ellen Quaadgraso, Kristen Alden, Sue Herman. 
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Lara Prince shows that a desk is not just for studying and puts her's to use in a way that it was never 
intended. 

Patrick Day 
Stephen Deets 
Mark Degasparre 
Bennett Degen 
Raymond 

Degennaro 
Bret Derman 

Barbara Desantis 
James 

DeTommasso 
Thomas Diamond 
Christine Dibacco 
Paul Dickey 
Deena Dizengoff 

Patrick Doherty 
Richard Dohn 
Janice Dowell 
Lee Dranikoff 
Michael Dudas 
Daniel Durocher 

Bernard Edwards 
Jill Ehnenn 
Andrew Elizaga 
Christine Emmick 
Jonathan Epner 
Aino Ettinger 
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Michael 
Farbowitz 

Augustine 
Farraduerri 

John 
Faulkingham 

Brad Feldman 
Juliette Felleman 
Mike Fenzel 

Douglas 
Ferguson 

Angela Fiore 
Charles 

Fitzgerald 
Scott Fitzgerald 
Thomas Foster 
Paul Fox 

Avram Frankel 
Jane Freeberg 

Beth Friedman 
Miriam Friedman 

Patrick Furey 
Jason Gaarder 
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Some freshmen decorate their rooms with pictures from home; 
others, like David Pae and Ramy Hanna, both from Pittsburgh, 
prefer more exotic places. 

Lining up to shake The Man's hand. 



.../ 
GILDERSLEEVE - Front Row: Helen Thorpe, Jan Solomon, Carney De
Sarno, Tom Rocco, Sandra Merrick. Second Row: Joung Kim, Alison Karben, 
John Faulkingham, Toby Lazarus, Tyson Tuttle, Mary Beth Wherry, Wayne 
Tam, Third Row: Will Trout, Alex Gadea, Lorna Thorpe, David Cohen, Jim 
Altomare, Ron Appleby, Meg Watkins, Fourth Row: Allen Schnittman, House
master Steve Antrobus, Jennifer Hinckle, Peter Clark, Phillip Lee, Bruce Gold
stein, Tom Hinckle, Riyadh Daud, Beth Friedman, Chuck Yim, Robert 
Koem tzopoulos. 

One of the 
original facul
ty, Basil Lan
neau Gilders
leeve taught 
Greek from 
1876 to 1915. 
He founded 
the American 
Journal of 
Philology and 
was its editor 
for 40 years. 

Alexis Gadea 
Adrienne Garro 
Georgette Gaskin 
Anthony 

St.George 
Margaret Gers 
Ujjal Ghoshtagore 

David Giarracco 
Christy Gibbons 
Pat Gibbons 
Lloyd Gilbert 
Richard Gilbert 
Ritu Goel 

Keow M. Goh 
Jeff Gold 
Lisa Goldberg 
Mark Goldberg 
Robert Goldberg 
Brandon 

Goldfedder 

David Goldman 
Bruce Goldstein 
Marc Goldstein 
Jeremy Golub 
James Gomez 
Margaret Gran 
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Christine Gray 
James Green 
Christine Grey 

Kenneth Grimm 
Cary Gross 
Michael Guido 

Sondra Guttman 
Jeff Gurland 
Vladimir Gutin 

Matt Haines 
Debra Hamel 
Anne M. 

Hamilton 
Ramy Hanna 
Greg Harman 
Erik Harrell 

Michael Harrigan 
Melvyn 

Harrington 
Paul Harrison 
Kathy Hart 
Laurie Hartgrave 
Laura Harwood 

Bruce Hasch 
Allyson Hatfield 
Kenneth 

Hayashida 
Tayeb 

\Hyderally 
Deborah 

Henderson 
Thomas Henkel 

Jennifer Henkle 
Bruce Herman 
Philip Hess 
Pevetz Hirshbein 
Kingman Ho 
Denise Hodgson 
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The pizza parties in the dorm are many and often. 
Jon Holzman puts the box from one more pizza 
down the chute. 



GRIFFIN - Front Row: Karen Nixon, Beth Morgan, Susan McGinn, Adrienne Garro, Susan 
Carrington, Christine Long. Second Row: Peter Carlesimo; Bob Murdock, Anil Murty, John 
Alvaro, Housemaster Ronit Simantov, Michael Farbowitz, Harisha Bastiampillai, Raphael Cung, 
Ken Salvestrini Third Row: Hans Sun, Nick Shah, Ray DeGennaro, Laura Harwood, Ed Cooner, 
Anthony Calabrese, Jim Comolli, Kathy Hart, Bret Derman, Kara Scheinmann, Ari Bernstein. 
Fourth Row: Rob Altomare, Bruce Howard, Eric Blumenfeld, Craig Schuitter, Avram Frankel, 
Eytan Urbas, Jerry Paytas. Fifth Row: Jonathan Hubbard. 

There aren't many people who iron in the dorms 
these days. Joe Hurley is one of the few with 
fresh pressed shirts. ,, 

Edward Herrick 
Griffin .served as 
Dean of the Colle
giate Faculty and 
Professor of Philoso
phy from 1889 to 
1915. His patience 
won him the name 
"gentle dean, " and 
most students tried to 
take at least one of his 
popular philosophy 
courses. 

J 

Mike Hoeh 
Chris Hoffman 
James Holland 
Don Holloway 
Jeff Holmes 
Jack Hom 

Omar Hopkins 
Susan Herman 
Andrew 

Horowitz 

Larry Hostetler 
Curtis Hougland 
Bruce Howard 

Helen Hsieh 
Jonathan 

Hubbard 
Jill Huchital 
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Jacob Harry 
Hollander, 
Professor of 
Poli ti cal 
Economy for 
46 years, was 
best known on 
campus for his 
excellent lec
tures. He 

Joseph Hurley 
Cecily Hurst 
Jeffrey Ihm 
Otto Immel 
Sharon Isern 
David Israel 

Miki Itoh 
Susan Jacques 
Yolanda Jenkins 
Faye Johnson 
Stephen 

Johnston 
Marci Jones 

Christopher 
Joseph 

Brigid Joyce 
Kim Juvan 
Nina Kadan 
James Kahn 
Brian Kanaga 

Dafna Kapshud 
Alison Karben 
Stephen Katz 
Stuart Katz 
Jonathan Kay 
John Keating 
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gained world 
prominence 
for the eco
nomic theo
ries he delin
eated in his 
newspaper 
column and 
his many 
books. 

HOLLANDER - Front Row: John Tycko, Donny Rich, Eric Pifer. Second 
Row: Doug Ferguson , Steven Stelting, Paul Fox, Nghi Bui, Krishna Made
setti, Jeff Koncius. Third Row: Mark Wilson, Joel Klee, Richard Yung, Herb 
Tomaso, Michael Baensch. Fourth Row: Thomas Yeich, Jay Lechtman, 
Andy Elizaga, Blake Williams, Jonathan Shaw, Dave Chang, Mike Stern, 
Housemaster Neil Worrall, Doug Daugherty, Mike Fenzel. 



. - . - - · - - ----- . - ---. - -- - -- _..._ 

Hamming it up for an audience, Troy Sandelin, Scott McGough, and 
Krishna Modisetti flash us a mug. 

Brendan Kelly 
Alex Kemper 
Kathleen 

Kennedy 
Scott Keplinger 
Deepti Kharod 
Hussan Khoury 

Nick Kierstead 
Kris Kieswetter 
Caitlin Kilday 
Joung Kim 
Mariko Kita 
Joel Klee 

Louis Kleiman 
Steven Klenda 
Mark Klupt 
Young J . Koh 
Jeffrey Koncius 
Marc Koren 

Ken 
Kowalkowski 

David Kramer 
Deborah Krauss 
Timothy Kreider 
Ambati Krishna 
Beth Kruchko 

Hilary Kubista 
James Kulchar 

David Kulick 
Grace Kung 

Patricia S. Kwon 
Thao La 
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Susan Land 
Nancy Langdon 
James Lasry 
Mike Latimore 
Claudia Latteri 
Matt Lawrence 

Toby Lazarus 
Jay Lechtman 

Hyang S. Lee 
James Lee 

Paul Lee 
Robert Lee 

82 - Freshmen 

Herbert Spencer 
Jennings was Pro
fessor of Zool
ogy and director of 
the Hopkins Zoolo
gy Laboratory 
from 1906 to 1938. 

JENNINGS - Fron t Row: Patrick Brady, Mike Latimore, Nehme Ayoub, 
Steve Klenda, Chris Sanagustin, Bly Hostetler, Katie Cameron, Ajay 
Chawla, Robert Panten, Greg Characklis, Amy Schulman, Jeff Darland, 
Kathy Kennedy, Isa Santoriello, Chris Dibacco, Mercedz Weeks. Second 
Row: John Sieckhaus, John Peng, Ken Kowalkowski , Charlie Sharples, 
Jessica Browner, Les Huang, Hussam Khoury. Third Row: Ketan Patel, 
Josh Liberman, Alan Rechtschaffen, Mark Lewicki. 

"Aw, phooey!" exclaims Kanan Shah as she realizes that there are 
disadvantages to having clean dorm hallways. 



iidtt'· Carolyn Reynolds and Bridgit Brennan raise their brows to extend their vocal range. 

Sang Lee 
Eric Leong 
Michael Leong 
Stephanie Leppo 
Matthew Lesho 
Jocelyn Leung 

Matthew 
Levitties 

Lisa Levy 
Mark Lewicki 
Kwong Li 
Joshua Liberman 
Eric Lindenbaum 

David Lindsay 
Vaughn 

Littlejohn 
Lynette Liu 
Elena Llivina 
Christine Long 
Sagar Lonial 1 

Philip Lu 
Keri Lubell 
David Luntz 
Patrick Lynch 
Susan Maciel 
Anne Maclean 
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Krishna 
Madisetti 

Phong Mai 

John Malone 
Omar Manuar 

Bill Marquardt 
Sonia Marx 

Matt Masemore 
Kris Mauren 
Jackie Mazarella 
Kathleen 

McCarthy 
Kimberly A. 

McCormack 
Chris McCormick 

Suzi McGinn 
Michael 

McGinnis 
Scott McGough 
Pauline McHugh 
James 

McKiernan 
Judith 

McLaughlin 

Tim McNellis 
Larry Meistrich 
Eric Meixner 

James Menashi 

Carole Menetrez 

84 - Freshmen 

Susan Stolovy subsidizes AT & T in a chat with a fr iend. 

Hilary K_ubista's friend Mary knows that when 
you are tired or down , a friend's shoulder can be 
very confortable. 
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Jesse William 
Lazear was 
Professor of 
Clinical Mi
croscopy at 
the Medical 
School from 
1897 until his 
death in 1900. 
He took part 
in Walter 

Vikas Merchia 
Sandra Merrick 
Nadine Meyer 
Phil Micale 

; Kelli Midgley 

Corrie Mitchell 
Aliasghar 

Mohyuddin 
Mara C.S. 

Mold win 
Victoria Monfried 
Carrie Mook 
Lisa Morgan 
Robert Moses 

Catherine 
Muldoon 

Evan Muney 
Anil Murty 
Maureen Mwinzi 
Martha J. Myers 
Seth Myers 

Wayne Myslik 
Mazen Nakhter 
Joan Naktin 
Bruce Nanney 
John Naused 
Dan Needle 

Reed's bold 
study of yel
low fever in 
Cuba and al
lowed himself 
to be bitten by 
an infected 
mosquito as 
part of the 
experiments. 
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Daniel Nelson 
Marc Newborn 
Jeff Newell 
Nghia Nguyen 
Andreas Nicholas 
Mary A. Nidiry 

Karen Nixon 
Kevin O'Toole 
Marty Oberle 
Linda Odogwu 
Regina Opalach 
Patricia Ordonez 

Eric Orlinsky 
William Orndorff 
Peter Oskanian 
David Pae 
Mark Palim 
Robert Panten 

Ashish Parikh 
John Park 
JongSoo Park 
Mia Park 
Paul Park 
Christine Parker 

86 - Freshmen 

Josiah Royce 
was known as 
the "idealist 
philosopher." 
He received 
his Ph .D. at 
Hopkins in 
1878 and be
came an im
portant 
benefactor. 

Royce - Front Row: Sharon Fin berg, Bridget Brennan, Stephanie Speng
ler, Andrea Polli , Lori Spadafora, Housemaster Catherine Wachtler .. Second 
Row: Joaquin David, Mike Riedel, Phil Smith, Pat Day, Andy R1chm~n . 
Georgette Gaskin, Bruce Nanney. Third Row: Scott Summitt, Joe Ogulln, 
Stephanie Noll, Chris Saluja, Bernie Edwards, Robert Moses, Alan Prager, 
Brandon Goldfedder. 



. - . - - · - - - ---- - · - ---. - - -

Eva Slepecki was one of many who watched the 
nearly 300 participants in the annual Phi Psi 500. 

I 
Neither rain nor sleet nor dark of night shall keep Barbara 
DeSantis and James Stuart from their vital mission - delivering 
food that does not come from the Terrace Room. 

Himanshu Patel 
Ketan Patel 
Jeff Pavell 

Jerome Paytas 
Michael Paas 
Dan Pelli 

Laura Perlinn 
Heidi Perloff 
Marlo Pfister 

Huong Pham 
Jedan Phillips 
J . David Piatt 
Dave Pietramala 
Eric Pifer 
Paul Pirraglia 

Kim Pitts 
Susan Plath 

Michael Pocchia 
Bart Polacsek 

Philippe 
Pouliquen 

Alan Prager 
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James Joseph 
Sylvester, the 
first Ma the
matics Profes
sor at Hop
kins, made 
major contri
butions to 
higher alge
bra. Since he 
was barred 

Marc Preiser 
Daryl Price 
Lara Prince 
Lisa Proskin 
Sean Purcell 
Ganeshan 

Ramachandran 

Rebecca Rebuck 
Theodore 

Rechner 
Alan 

Rechtschaffen 
Erik Rencs 
Mary Repko 
Donny Rich 

Andrew Richman 
Michael Riedel 
Chris Riemann 
Jeannine Ritchie 
Anthony 

Robinson 
Thomas Rocco 

Joseph Roco 
Alan Ronson 
Ayesha Rook 
Lisa Rosen 
Jennifer 

Rosenberg 
Noah Rosenberg 

88 - Freshmen 

from teaching 
at British uni
versities be
cause of his 
Jewish faith, 
he demanded 
payment in 
gold when he 
first arrived at 
Hopkins. 

SYLVESTER - Front Row: Sean Purcell, Daryl Price, Kwabena Boa
hen, Jack Sun Horn . Second Row: Erich Swafford, Aneil Shirke, John 
Park, Daniel Pelli , Mark Stewart, Christian Hoffman, Dan Smith Third 
Row: Housemaster Eric Knochenhauer, Kurt Cassel, Charles Fitzgerald, 
John Tigue, Andrew Horowitz, Dan Durocher, Gary Rupert, Raju Bohra, 
Dan Dairaghi Fourth Row: Alexis Carras Fifth Row: Jon Aronson. 



. - . - - · - - --- --- - - ----. - - - - - -

What is John Keating grinning about? 

r:KE Tr 
··- 011 
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Bored with life in the dormitories, these four 
adventurous students are going to brave the out
doors in the tradition of the Wild West during 
fall break. 

Ted Rosenzweig 
Mark Rosoff 

Alicia M. Ross 
Denise Ross 

Katherine Ross 
Michael Runge 

Patrick Russell 
Tamara Ryter 
Denver Sallee 
Lourdes Salvador 
Ken Salvestrini 
Chris Sanagustin 

Troy Sandelin 
Isa Santoriello 
Erick Santos 

Irim Sarwar 
Janet Sayre 
David Scheerer 

Kara 
Scheinmann 

Scott Schilagi 
David Schmeidler 
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Alan Schnittman 
Amy Schulman 

Brenda Schulman 
Dietrich Schultze 

Richard 
Schwartz 

Samuel Schwarz 

Craig Schwitter 
Michelle Scott 
Neil Seidman 
Sumit Sen 
Jeffry Sewack 
Kanan Shah 

Nicky Shah 
Hani Shalabi 
Charlie Sharpless 
Jonathan Shaw 
Jay Shepherd 
Michelle Sher 

Patricia Shi 
Aneil Shirke 
Sameer Siddiqui 
John Sieckhaus 
Leora Simantov 
Giles Simpson 

Susan Sinsky 
Paul Skalny 
Eva Slepecki 
Craig Sloan 
Daniel Smith 
Julianne Smith 

90 - Freshmen 

A photographer surprises Amy Schulman studying away the 
night. 



. - . - - . - - -- --- -----. - __ --- --- -

VINCENT - Front R ow: Mike Paas, Larry Bonasser. Second Row: Brad Orner, James Menashi, 
Jan ine Unterreiner, Heidi Wald, Lucy Wilson, Allison Unger, Janes Lasry, Matt Vandeweghe. 
Third Row: Anne Troop, Jennifer Vettraino, Leslie Nunez, Housemaster Hal Brunette, Jeannine 
Ritchie, Tim McNell is, Rob Wiley, John Soisson, Sheryl Bedno. 

Philip Smith 
Rae Smith 
Toby Smith 
Quentin Snider 
Jeff Snyder 
David Soergel 

John Soisson 
Joseph 

Sokolowski 
Jerome Soller 
Lori Spadafora 
Stephanie 

Spengler 
Dan Stancavish 

Vicki Steisel 
Stephen Stelting 
Jonathan 

Stempel 
Michael Stern 
Michael R. Stern 
Mark Stewart 

Jim Stofan 
Susan Stolouy 
James Stuart 
Erwin Suh 
Sunil Sujan 
Lynn Sullivan 

John Martin Vincent, 
Professor of Europe
an History, was an 
outstanding author 
and lecturer. He was 
a rather unusual pro
fessor; if he felt his 
students were tired, 
he would take them 
home, feed them, and 
show them slides of 
Europe. 
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Scott Summit 
Hans Sun 
Erich Swafford 

Wayne Tam 
Houman Tavaf

Motamen 
Bart Taylor 

Jeff Taylor 
Mark Temkin 
Carleton Thomas 

Jane Thomas 
John Thomas 
Lynn Thomas 
Steven 

Thompson 
Lorna Thorpe 
John Tigue 

Daniel Wil
lard rose from 
track-layer to 
president of 
the B & 0 Rail
road . He 
served on the 
Board of 
Trustees from 
1915 to 1942. 

92 - Freshmen 

Evan Money and Jeff Underweiser engage in 
mortal combat. 

WILLARD - Front Row: Bennett Degen, Kendra Davis, Sondra Guttman, Mai Tran, Peretz 
Hirshbein, Ty Hyderally. Second Row: Kathie Eubanks. Third Row: Mark Temkin, Jerome 
Soller, Soogy Lee, Anne-Marie Hamilton, Huong Pham, John Thomas. Fourth Row: Craig Sloan, 
Jeff Ihm, Stefano Agolini, Bill Baird. 



. - . - - . - - - - --- . - - ---. - __ --- --- -

Mercedz Weeks loads up her camera before search
ing out the action. 

Stephanie Toland 
Herb Tomaso 
Crys Torian 

Scott 
Tourtellotte 

Jack Towsley Jr. 
Lisa Train 

Mai Tran 
Thu-Nga Tran 
Anne Troop 

William Trout 
Paul Tsai 
Wynee Tsao 

George T. Tuttle 
John Tycko 
Jeffrey 

Underweiser 
Janine 

Unterreiner 
Barry Uphoff 
Eytan Urbas 

Susma Vaidya 
Karen Valentine 
Anita Vanca 
Mathew 

Vandeweghe 
Lee Van Doren 
Katrina 

Vanvalen 

Jennifer 
Vettraino 

Jaconda Wagner 
Heidi Wald 
Robert Waldrop 
Marguerite 

Walter 
Calvin Wang 
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Kasper Wang 
Warren Wang 

Flory Ware 
Margaret 

Watkins 

Alison Watts 
John Weber 

Mercedz Weeks 
Kevin Weiland 
Chris Weininger 
Craig Weinstein 
Lisa W eisbord 
Susan Well er 

James 
Wesolowski 

Mary Beth 
Wherry 

Brook Wiers 
Rob Wiley 
John Wilkins 
Blake S. 

Williams 

Lucy Wilson 
Mark Wilson 
Erick Witt 
Dawn Witzke 
Sybille Woe! 
Tom Wojeck 

Les Wong 
Ben Woodard 
William 

Woodcock 
Lynne Wright 
Chi-Chi Wu 
Kathy Wu 

94 - Freshmen 

1:he Choral Society's Beth Friedman and Lourdes Salvador prac
tice m front of the mural that gives the Clipper Room its name. • 



. - . - - . - - --- - - - - - --. - - - - - -

WILSON - Front Row: Jeff Pave~, Corrie Mitchell , Second Row: Scott McGuff, Jeff Newell, Julius 
Chang, Deena Dizengoff, Christy Gibbons, Tamara Ruter, Marlo Pfister. Third Row: Matt Lesha, Jim 
Holland, Dayna Ferguson, Denver Sallee, Scott Schilagi, Steve Katz, Matt Burnex, Joe DalPorto, 
Natalia Caryc, Carleton Thomas, Gwen Kelly , Jack Towsley, Vicky Monfried, Antonis Democritou, 
Deepti Kharod, Laurent Adler, Scott Keplinger, Keri Lubell, Anthony Yang. Fourth Row:Housemaster 
Mike Phillips. 

Tony Pizzo means business - no computer games 
this weekend. 

Thomas 
Woodrow 
Wilson was 
the only 
American 
president to 
earn a Ph.D., 
and he got it 
at Hopkins. 

Louisa Wu 
Mathew Wyant 
Anthony Yang 
Norman Yarvin 
Douglas Yee 
Cary Yeh 

Thomas W. 
Yeich 

Day Yi 
Charles Yim 

Tae S. Youn 
Eric Younkin 
Richard Yung 

Joe Zangara 
Paul Zei 
Diana Zeiger 
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As the largest sin
gle benefactor since 
Johns Hopkins, John 
W. McCoy was a 
weal thy Baltimore 
merchant of the 19th 
century. After his 
death in 1889 the uni
versity received his 
8000 volume library, 
his personal resi
dence and estate 
worth over half a mil
lion dollars - with no 
restrictions. The cur
rent McCoy Hall was 
built in the 1920's and 
acquired by Hopkins 
in the 1960's. 

96 - Freshmen 

The practi
cal jokes of 
physicist Rob
ert Wood 
were legend
ary. Once he 
put a spinning 
gyroscope in a 
suitcase and 
asked a porter 
to carry it 
around a cor
ner. The por
ter's wrist was 
not broken. 

WOOD - Front Row: Peretz Hirshbein , Tom Barthel, Mark Klupt, Jeff 
Gur land, Kendt Eklund, Jan Aqui lino, Michelle Reid. Second Row: Calvin 
Wang, Paul Park, Dan Nelson, Erin Burns, Allyson Hatfield, Courtney Col
lins, Tayeb Hydera lly, Olivar Burkemeyer, Summerfi eld Baldwin. Third 
Row: Housemaster Paul Miller, Marc P reiser. 

MCCOY - First Row: Anonymous, Edmund Beck, Ranjit Bagga, Deborah Henderson, Second 
Row: David Piatt, Lee Van Doren, Aloysious Ryan, Anwar Alias. Third Row: Christine Parker, 
Jacqueline Mazarella, Caitlin Kilday, Housemaster Gary Laben, Michael Runge, Vikas Mer
chia, Jeremy Golub. F ou r th Row: Adriaan Carter. 



BUILDING A - Bottom Arch: Ron Abrams, Quentin Snider, Kris Ann Cappelutti, John Keating, 
Canesh Ramashandran, Ken Hayashida, Paul Pirraglia, Dave Kerven, Kim Juvan, Jongsoo Park, 
Ramy Hanna, Jeff Underweiser, Ashish Parikh, Denise Ross, Laurie Brankston, Judy McLaughlin, 
Lourdes Salvador, Phil Hess , Pat Furey, Steve Cooper, Joe Zangara, Miki Itoh, Barb Desantis, Sue 
Weller, Thomas Diamond. Second Row: Steve Thompson, Don Holloway, Matthew Wyant, Bill 
Marquardt, Dave Scheerer, Samantha Butler, Erwin Suh, Jon Stempel, Housemaster Julie Horth, 
Housemaster Jeff Rothfeld, Lloyd Gilbert, Dave Pae (on top), Chris McCormick, Evan Muney (on 
top), Mark Newborn, Debbie Krauss (on top), Margaret Gran, Susan Stolovy, Steve Dietz, Steve 
Johnston, Brian Kanaga, Bruce Hasch, Young Park, Lynn Sullivan, Julie Smith, Diana Zeiger, Scott 
Abbott 

Kathy Wu, Lourdes Salvador, Nina Kadan and Andy 
Chin have a little slumber party. 

Alex Kemper show his displeasure a t this violation of 
rule number one: No awakenings before noon. 
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Moving-In 
Day: 

The Only Time That 
The Freshemn Really 
Make The 
Upperclassmen Sweat! 

"You are walking home from a Glass 
Pavilion party when one of your student 
advisees falls from a second story win
dow in Rowland. What do you do?" This 
and questions even more unusual were 
asked of potential student advisors dur
ing interviews held at the tail-end of the 
1984-1985 academic year. As for the re
sponses to such questions, they ranged 
from puzzled "huh?"s to angry looks of 
discomfort and more. 

Orientation '85 began in earnest. Just 
days after last year's Spring Break, it was 
announced that interviews for Orienta
tion Chairman and Chairman of Student 
Advising would soon begin. Mark Ko
misky was eventually selected for the 
former post, with Carol Gilmore and Va
lerio Forte splitting the latter. The trio 
hurriedly conducted interviews to choose 
about forty group leaders who, in turn, 
would be responsible for the selection of 
1985's JHU student advisors. As usual, 
over 750 hopefuls applied, but only about 
200 of these could eventually be selected. 
(A tip for future advisors: when asked, 
"What is your favorite color?" be sure to 
answer whatever color the interviewer is 
wearing.) As for Carol, Mark, and Va
lerio, they spent their summers in Balti
more matching freshmen with advisors 
and advisors with group leaders so that 
everyone could get the most out of the 
experience. 

All of this hard work reached its culmi
nation on Saturday, August 31: Moving
In Day. Through the well-laid plans of 
Nonnie Estella, Moving-In Day Chair, 
and thanks to the efforts of all involved, 
over 650 sets of freshman belongings 
were moved into the dorms and McCoy 
Hall. The bulk of the muscle was exerted 
by unloaders who carried everything 
from a pasta maker to a couch to a 200-lb 
safe. With the influx of Hopkins' largest 
freshman class to date, advisor Howard 
Herman commented that "the year be
gan in such a big way. It's scary." 

98 - Orientation 

Despite Kathy Slansky's disdain, Dave Horowitz decides that this one is a 
job for a man - not "Mouse." 

The hard work of all involved with orientation makes it possible to get 
everyone se ttled in one day of organized chaos. 



. - . - - · - - ----- -----. - __ - -- --- -
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....:.- Grace Chen would give Jason Spiers a hand, if he'd only put the It starts to seem like none of the freshman live on the first 

trunk down. floor , as Eliza Lansda le carries another load upstairs . 

Dawn Phillips will even guard belongings while a freshman goes to get their key. 
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With their possessions moved into their 
rooms, the freshmen were whisked 

off by their student advisors to partici
pate in the 4-day long "event" known as 
Orientation. In the daytime, activities in
cluded such essentials as taking tours of 
the campus and the surrounding area, 
hearing the President's address, shaking 
the President's hand, and registering for 
fall-semester classes. It was the duty of 
the student advisors to pick up their ad
visees and take them to their advising 
group meeting places before each day's 
activities. 

When the freshmen weren't occupied 
with the necessities of Orientation, they 
had plenty of other things to keep them 
busy and to allow them to meet other 
Hopkins students. During the day, the 
events that took place were IFC games, a 
treasure hunt, and a trip to an Orioles 
game where Mark Komisky threw out 
the first ball. In addition, a shuttle ran 
from campus to the Inner Harbor. In the 
evening, freshmen could take part in a 
square dance, enjoy the "Comedy Club", 
and try their luck at cracking crabs at the 
crab feast offered by ARA. 

At night, theme dances (Motown, New 
Wave, etc.) took place. There were gen
erally well-attended by the freshmen, to 
meet one another, and by the upperclass
men, to "check out" the freshman class 
and see their returning classmates. 

Not only did Orientation introduce 
freshmen to the hectic and long Hopkins 
days, but it also taught them that dorm 
meetings were not the way to spend 8 
o'clock on a Sunday morning. 

T~e Orange pass brings Chrysso Sarkos and her 
fr iend much closer than they may have liked! 

100 - Orientation 

Chrysso Sarkos, Lia Logic, Joe DeRosa, Jenny Kidd, Seth Goodman 
Grace Chen, Kurt Budelmann, and Claire Battistella run in the IFC 
ten-legged race. This year the games were held on the BIA Field to 
preserve the newly landscaped freshmen quad. 

Kathy Wu, Miki Itoh, Stephanie Leppo and Jill Huchital will soon get 
to know each other much better when Paul Pirraglia and Erik Santos 
collapse. 



.;..,.. 
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Holding the line in the tug of war , Senior Jim Hoff 
and Freshman Brook Wiers dig in. 

Careful now, those eggs are fragil e! 

Lia Logio chomp s h e r wa y 
th rough the pie-eating contest. 

In preparation for the IFC games, Baker House gathers on the BIA fields 
Labor Day afternoon. 

Orientation - 101 
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Ursula Kneissl and Catherine 
Speiser, representing Alpha Phi 
in the IFC egg toss, show that up
perclassmen can participate in 
the games with as much enthusi
asm as the freshmen. 

I • 

The eggs are fl ying fast as freshmen and upperclassmen alike toss them with 
something less than wild abandon in the 1985 IFC games. 

What are John Stemple and 
Stephanie Leppo doing? It looks 
like the IFC orange pass ... 

102 - Orientation 
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As fellow freshmen stand watching, one of 
the few remaining participants in the egg 
tossing contest tries to catch the fragile object 
as gently as possible. 



Fellow group leader Steve Bieman enjoys the spectacle Chrysso Sarkos in the pie-eating contest. 

Our leader, Paul Kadri, gets a new hat! 

This group is rapidly learning that coordination is the key to reaching the finish 
line in the IO-legged race. 
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SOPHOMORES 
They've survived one year at 

Hopkins. Adjusting to college 
life as a freshman may have 
been difficult so sophomore 
year should be no problem, well 
then again ... Faced with a 
rude awakening at the end of 
freshman year with the pros
pect of off campus housing and 
living in the "real world" for 

the first time proves to be just 
the beginning of a series of new 
adjustments. Even ARA 
doesn't seem so bad when 
you're faced with a sink full of 
dirty dishes. Not to mention 
that after only one semester of 
recorded grades, you're expect- . 
ed to know what you want to 
do. 

Spiro Antoniades Oleg Barenboim 

Brian Becker Piper Becker Lauri Benton 

Stacy Boe tze len Philip Sean Bramble Ian Brooks 

104 - Sophomores 

President Brian Doyle, Vice 
President Alvin Egerer, Trea
surer Nick Cortezi, Secretary 
Mia Levine, and Representa
tives Jennifer Stahl, Stephanie 
Weissman, and Saurin Shah 
had problems too. Brian found 
that being class president was a 
lot more work than he thought. 
One problem is trying to get a 

. 

rp 
David Battleman 

Amy Bieber 

Damien B. Brower 

!1 



. - . - -· - - - --- ----- - -. - -- -- --

sense of unity to draw the class 
together despite the geographi
cal distance separating people. 
Brian worked to organize a 
class trip and to make a better 
showing at Spring Fair by 
sponsoring a couple of booths. 
The biggest fund raiser of the 
year was the selling of Johns 
Hopkins boxer shorts. 

( I 
James Bryson Mary Burcham 

Dave Burns Dongwoo Chang 

Shu-ho Chang David Charles 

SOPHOMORE CLASS OFFICERS: Mia Levine, Jennifer 
Stahl, Stephanie W eissman , Brian Doyle. 

Sophomore Shiv Chopra catches up on current events in the 
HUT. 
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Aaron Davis 

News-Letter photo editor Jess Bun
shaft catches up on the news in Lever
ing cafeteria. 

Michael Cherry 

Jeanne Clark 

Ramon Decastro 

106 - Sophomores 

Greg Chirikjian Shiv Chopra 

H. R. Costantino 

Ruth Decoursey Michelle Dion 



Brian Doyle 

Raquel Dureza 

Carolyn Ewald 

I 
J 

Eileen Duffy 

Robert Durocher 

Chatham Ewing 

Math, chemistry and engineering get the best 
of BME Steve Basta. 

Alvin Egerer bops around a volleyball during the SAC activ
ities day. 
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Golan Choudhury 

Even though she could not 
participate, Sharon Living
ston attended the IFC games 
to cheer on her sorority, Phi 
Mu. 

Saverio Fazzari 

David Genzel 

Jose Goldstein 

108 - Sophomores 

Brian Ferrall 

Eric Greenberg Judith Greenberg 
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In-Hei Hahn Jason Hanson 

Elizabeth Harrigan Jay Harris 

Not an unusual occurrence, Sophomores Sion 
Kim, Lucian Chen, and Greg Park meet at 
the bookstore before going to lunch. 

Unlike many of the students who study on the Gilman steps, Enn 
Chen is a chemistry major. 
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Cliff Heaton 

{' 

Stephen Hewitt 

Brad Handler 

The Levering cafeteria provides a snack for 
Lisa Turiel and Jonna Berman. 

) 

Jonathan Hecht 

Julia Hodge 

Steve Jameson 

110 - Sophomores 

Bruce Henoch Howard Herman :.~ 

Frank Hsu Aimie Hunt ~II 

'J 
Nakul Jerath Patrick Juola 



I I 

/ 
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Lillesol Kane 

Erik Kilgore Hyung Kim 

London Kirkendall I Heather Klink 

Phi Mu pals Mary Burcham and Melissa Wu 
pose during a yearbook get-together in Wol
man Hall. 

Dawn Horvath studies her Intermediate French text in Gil
man Hall. 
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Jennifer Lamb 

Throughout the day students can be 
found reading in the Glass Pavilion and 
inevitably many students fall asleep as 
did Sarah Donnem. 

Vandana Kumra 

Marcel Lachenmann 

Richard Lee 

112 - Sophomores 

I 

I 

Betsy P. Kuo Annette Kussmaul 

£') 
Katherine Lai 

Yong Lee Mia Levine 
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Ju Lim 

Alison Lin Linda Liu 

Lia Logio Aaron Long 

Nakul Jerath does some relaxing reading in 
the Hut. 

Sylvia Paret passes a secret smile to her roommate, Janet 
Sun, at the Yearbook party. 
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Charles J . Mitchell 

Using her ID for its primary function , Julia 
Heaney is on her way to do some reserve 
room reading. 

Antara Mallampalli 

Jamie Morri s 

114 - Sophomores 

Jessica Manke Joseph Manley 

L. Kirsten Mill er Jared Mintz 

Brian C. Murphy Tim Naughton 



. \ 
Sylvia Paret Craig Passmore 

Anne Peternel Pietro Piccinini 

Sophomore Tim Malia, who lives in the Sig 
Ep house, studies in the Hut to escape the 
noise of his frat house . 

Jimmy Chang and Abby Wadler - could there be love at Hopkins? 
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Scott Proestel 

Cliff Robinson 

Angela Tang pushes coffee and 
doughnuts at the Gilman Coffee 
Shop. 

Edward Poon 

Wendy Putnam 

, 

Jaclyn Ross 

116 - Sophomores 

Larcia Premo Richard Prengaman 

Miriam Heumann Timothy Rhyme 

Richard Ross Michael Sanderson 



Daniel Schaeffler 

I 
I 

/J 
Margaret Schmidt 

Marlene Schwaeber 

James Schildknecht 

Beth Schrope 

Jason Shaplen 

Sophomore Class Representative Stephanie 
Weissman answers questions at the class 
picnic. 

Carolyn Willis helps her roommate Stephanie Weissman 
with the Sophomore Class picnic. 
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Miriam Reumann goes through the 
perfunctory bag inspection while leav
ing the MSE Library . 

.... 11r1 1 .. 
Jeff Shiffer Bob Shim 

Jennifer Stahl Daniel Stone 

Janet Sun 
Sahir Surmeli 

118 - Sophomores 

David D. Shin Anne Skaja 

Teresa L. Stricker 

Lisa Christine Svenson Paul Swanson 



- . - - - ~- --- - - ----- ~ . - ~-- - - - -• 

Christopher Szeles J effrey Taber 

Angela Tang 

Sandrine Tiller John Toma!Js 

Professor Posner mesmerizes Julie Hodge, 
Je ff Taber, Yukio Sonoda, Mary Peeren
boom, and Anne Peterne l in Introduction to 
Organic Chemistry. 

Inquisitive Econ major Mike Attar takes a snack break while 
waiting for his next class to begin. 
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Five times a y ear the Red Cross comes to 
Hopkins for blood donations from gener
ous people like Ann Friese. 

(_ 
Pradyumna Tummala 

Per is W11l1ams L y nn W11l1s 

120 - Sophomores 

Stephanie Weissman 

Melissa Wu Maryam Yamarn 



• , 

- . - - - - - - ---. - ~-- --- -- - -- - - -

Beth Yip 

Ellen Zimmerman 
Joking w i th a friend 111 Levering, Matt Lurin cites the newspaper to make his point. 
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Far right: The front door is blocked so 
Mike Boyer practices his breaking and 
entering. 

A member of one of the last group of 
student disk jockeys at ten watt W JHU, 
John Lafferty uses music to express 
himself. 

Russell Abrams 

Natasha R. Berger 

122 - Juniors 

) 
) 

Gabriel Adler 

Mark Barnes 

Ellen Berkowitz 

Lisa M. Asta 

, , 

Joseph G. Battaglia, Jr. Claire A. Battistella 

Jorey Bernstein Michael R. Boyer 



William Breazeale Steve Brett 

Rizwan Bukhari Mandy Busch 

John Caffrey John Campbell 

JUNIOR CLASS OFFICERS: Front Row: Socorra 
Alcalen, Chris Verica. Second Row: Sanjay Rao, 
Winston Vaughn, Mark Komisky. 

"I think it helped a lot," said Socorro Alcalen in 
regards to the Junior Class Coffee Shop. The Sun
day night gathering in Gilman was intended to 
raise a little money and more importantly, to "keep 
in contact with as many Juniors as possible." The 
officers also organized a Junior's night at PJ's Pub. 
Unfortunately for the social drinkers the keg was 
tapped early and by nine o'clock the early birds 
had drunk everything that was free. In addition, 
the officers published a newsletter and organized a 
Spring Fair booth. 

For the second consecutive year the class offi
cers had to appoint a class representative. Follow
ing the resignation of Kirsten Noyes, who cited 
conflicts between her HOP responsibilities and her 
academic work, Andrew Chun assumed the posi
tion of HOP director and vacated the office of rep
resentative. Winston Vaughn was appointed in his 
stead. 

By far the most ambitious project of the class and 
arguably any student group this year was Project 
Blue Jay. It was conceived over a year ago and was 
funded with the Alumni Associations's money. The 
ten-inch stuffed birds are the first such item in 
memory. 

JUNIORS 
Bringing Us Project Blue 
Jay, 
A Bird For Every Fan! 
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Two of many Greeks involved with Orienta
tion this year, Dave Cho and Susan Gorozdos 
greet incoming freshmen on Moving-In Day. 

Susan Chang 

Una Choi Paul Chui 

Michelle Colder Skip Collins 

Juniors - 124 

Ross Conklin, Jr. 



Eric Driscoll 

Eric Edwardson Ed Fee 

Stephen Fogelson Ralph France 

Before leaving Hopkins to study abroad for 
the semester, Julie Shields visits her Phi Mu 
friends at the IFC games. 

IR major Oren Schlein talks to sophomore Jennifer Yarrell about 
the Peloponnesian War which they are studying in their CIP class. 
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Eliza Lansdale helps Kay Nelson pass the 
time at the Scandinavian Student Associa
tion's table during the SAC Open House. 

Glen Gaddy 

Todd Gillman 

Kirsten Green 

126 - Juniors 

. .· 
) .. ·"' . . ,., 

Michael Gatzke 

Seth Goodman 

Geannine Hladky 

\ 
Asha George Robert Gensure 

Susan Gorozdos Andrew Gray 

Lorraine Hopkins Jeff Horn 



. - - ---
~~~ - -. . --- ---• 
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David Horowitz Jose Ivey 

Patricia Jameson 

( 
Jung Tuck Kim 

Nana Nkrumah leaves Gilman Hall after 
clearing up a point with Macro Econ. profes
sor Carl Christ. 

Loren Heilwell flexes his muscles while catching some rays 
on the beach. 

Juniors - 127 
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Paul Kirshbom 

David Lainoff 

Jordan Levy 

Juniors - 128 

Lots of good friends and EtOH wear out 
Chemistry major Mel Coursey. 

Matthew Kohut 

Stanley T. Lau 

Douglas H. Logue 

Marc A. Kouyoumdjian John Kutcher 

Elizabeth Lauwers Julie Marrone 



"" • 

Tina Maxian 

\ 

Jacqueline Meister 

I . 

. 
. 

Ayesa Mian 

\ 
\ 

Scott McN amee 

Lloyd Melnick 

>•I 

Thomas Miller 

Claudia Testa listens to her friend Dave 
Shade at an independent party held in the 
Woodrow Apartments. 

Because his roommates are yearbook editors, Eric Edwardson gets 
suckered into playing football for the Hullabaloo intramural team, 
the Canucks. Dave Cheng (pictured at left) is just into pain. 
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Earth and Planetary Science major Tom Holtz gets 
some review in before an exam, while waiting for a 
HOPSF A meeting. 

Nina Mulia 

Patrick Park Mike Place 

Peter Michael Putman Jshrat Rafi Sanjay Rao 

130 - Juniors 

-

Christopher Provan 

John Jeremy Rice 



I 

Nathan Rose 

ID Joel Salman 

Dan Schechter 

Gurjeev Sachdeva 

Chrysso Sarkos 

Stefan Rene Schirber 

One of the founding fathers of the Scandina
vian Students Association and the Black and 
Blue Jay, Don Jacobson sits through another 
meeting. 

Orientation '85 group leader Simran Brara brings drinks to 
hot and tired Moving-In Day workers. 
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The SAC activities day is an opportunity for 
freshmen to check out the clubs and vice versa 
for Dance Company officers Ellen Burroughs 
and Mary Patricia Aggar. 

Catherine Speiser 

Amarnath Subramanian 

( 

David Terry Claudia Testa 

Juniors - 132 

lci 
William Sray 

--~~~~~~~ ..... 

Kathleen Swid 

Anne-Marie Ulrich 

I 
J 

1 

John Stachyra 

Todd Tenenholz 

Heidi Van Elkan 

I 

/,' 



- . - - - - - - --. --- - -. - -~ -- - -

Chris Verica 

Adam Wantz 

Allessandra Wilkes Mark Yim 

t 
I 

I 
j 

In no uncertain terms Chuck Hso expresses 
his frustration while working on his 
computer. 

Nadine Levitt helps Liz Neswald with her Introduction to Televi
sion Production project. 
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A rare sight indeed - Cindy Galiszewski 
tells the major to take a hike. 

College Republican Ma rtin Ci tard i hands 
out li terature during a CR meeting in the 
little theater 

134 - Juniors 

·-~~t{P.'.S~li1!~~ 
·"'~· You can normally find Frank Anderson and Senior Lauri Jackson eating lunch 

together. 

Student Services Co-chairman Dave Shade relaxes with Paul Te pe during a Stu
dent Council meeting in the Shriver board room . 



. - . .. - - . -~ -- - - - - - -
• 

What We Are Working For . • • 
An air of finality goes with the word school. Once the grind is over seniors 

"Senior." But being a senior at Hopkins begin to relax and enjoy all that Hopkins 
often means a repeat of the application has to offer. 
and interview grind begun in high 

SENIORS 

Seniors - 135 



Planning For The Future ... 
After three years of grooming that 

grade point average, six semesters of 
fulfilling requirements, and hours of 
studying and worrying about tests and 
grades, most Hopkins students find 
themselves looking forward to their 
senior year. This is the year where 
most students can shift into a lower 
gear and choose courses that really in
terest them. It is also a year of looking 
ahead and seriously planning for the 
future. Jobs, graduate schools and the 
Peace Corps all require preparation 
and those blasted applications. The 
real world looms ahead, and this our 
last chance to be free. 

Providing guidance through our fi
nal year are the officers of the Class of 
1986. President Paul Donio, Vice-presi
dent Judy Murphy, Treasurer Neil 
Worrall, and Secretary Valerie Jacob-

son are responsible for making many 
decisions in the course of the year. Se
nior Week activities, a commencement 
speaker, planning and organizing the 
Prom and countless other decisions 
must be made. Furthermore, the man
agement of the class finances and fund 
raising are handled by these officers. 
Two very successful parties in the 
Glass Pavilion have been among the 
activities arranged by the class. Part of 
the reason for their success is undoub
tably that alcohol was available to 
those students who were of age. Senior 
Week in May included the annual class 
trip to a beach resort as well as a par
ent-student dance. The class will also 
sponsor a bus to the NCAA lacross fin
als (assuming we get there-pompous 
school that we are). 

Tara Allmen 
Natural Sciences 

Elizabeth Altman 
Elec. Engr. and Comp. Sci. 

Andrew Amunategui 
Natural Sciences 

136 - Seniors 

Kevin Anderson 
Elec. Engr. and Comp. 
Sci. 

Vicki Antoniades 
Chemical Engineering 

SENIOR CLASS OFFI· 
CERS: President Paul 

Saeed Aminzadeh 
Political Economy 

Stephen Antrobus 
Biology 



. . - - ~ - - -- - ---- --- -- -. - -- -- --

Donio, Representative Ngozi Osuagwu, Representa
tive Alison Little, Vice-president Judy Murphy, Trea
surer Neil Worrall. 

Luis Raul Arroyo 
Natural Sciences 

l 
Douglas Atlas 
Mathematics 

1111111 ............................................ ... 

..... ;.. Nathalie Barbe 
French 

Regina Beleckas 
Humanities 

William Barnett 
Humanities 

Melissa Berger 
Classics 

Herman Ayayo 
Natural Sciences 

John Barton 
Political Economy 

Beth Berman 
International Studies 

Sujata Banerjee 
Writing Seminars 

l 
Tomasz Beer 
Biomedical Engineering 

William Bingaman 
Chemistry 
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Morgan Brache 
Biology 

Hal Brunette 
Mechanical Engineering 

~T Jn,. 
Paul Bruha 
Natural Sciences 

138 - Seniors 

( .... 

.... __ ..... 

Philip Blum 
Biology 

. ::-... 
I • -

Karrie Brennenman 
Natural Sciences 

John Burke 
Elec. Engr. and Comp. 
Sci. 

I 

Stephanie Boddie 
Natural Sciences 

Jennifer Brezenoff 
Humanities 

Virginia Boundy 
Natural Sciences 

Deane Brown 
International Studies ...................................................... 

Karen Leong takes time out from breaking things in 
the Material Sciences lab to chomp on an apple and 
chat. 



. ~ --- - ,,,___ -. - ~-- - - - -

, f 

Maija Burns 
Political Science 

,, 
\ 

Margaret Burns 
Classics 

Michael Cantor 
Political Science 

Ellen Burroughs 
Biology 

Dennis Burton 
Elec. Engr. and Comp. Sci. 

Christopher Cal ingaert 
Elec. Engr. and Comp. Sci . . 

--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Denise Caputo 
Mathematical Sciences 

Linda Carrubba 
Humanities 

Jeanne Toussaint takes a lunch break from the 
hectic life of stocking the bookstore for a new 
semester. 
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Anil Chandnani 
Elec. Engr. and Comp. Sci. 

Rachel Cohen 
Political Economy 

Michael Cosgrove 
Political Science 

140 - Seniors 

Vitus Chow 
Biomedical Engineering 

Amy Compton 
Biology 

Gerard Coy 
Humanities 

John Peng - Jennings Housemaster - patrols the 
freshman quad, looking for troublemakers. 

Kenneth Connor 
Mathematical Sciences 

Michael Cucka 
English 

Teresa Cook 
International Studies 

Pilar Cuesta 
Social and Behav. 
Sciences 



. - . - - . - --- - - -- -- -- ~ . - - -- - -

- :< Kathleen Lockhart defrays the high cost of tuition ($9400) by working for the Barnes and Noble 
Bookstore. 

) 

John Cunniff 
Civil Engineering 

Emily Decoster 
Anthropology 

Susan Dauber 
Psychology 

Richard Delacruz 
Biology 

John DeTomasso 
Social and Behav. Sciences 

Frank DelVecchio 
Physics and Astronomy 

Ramon Decastro 
·Physics and Astronomy 

Daniel Dender 
Physics and Astronomy 
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Marcus Deruig 
Elec. Engr. and Comp. Sci. 

Tamar Donovan 

~ 

Christopher Disimone 
Chemistry 

Jason A. Dominitz 
Bahavioral Biology 

\\j £. RS10 
-0~ ':.· -10 I 

k Brian C. Doud Loren Robert Douglass Catalino Dureza 
Political Economy Electrical Engineering Biology l 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------\~ 
Classics 

After eating a whole pizza, Jeff Lurie wonders if he made a 
mistake. 

142 - Seniors 

Taking a break from their duties as housemasters, Steve 
Antrobus, John Peng and Ronit Simantov relax in front of 
the AMR II complex. 



. . .. - - . -~ --- - - -- - - -
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William Dwyer 
Biomedical Engineering 

Joshua Einhorn 
Social and Behav. Sciences 

Richard Dynes 
Elec. Engr. and Comp. Sci. 

Elizabeth Elguera 
Biology 

j J 

Dan Edidin 
Mathematics 

Aron Elkaim 
Chemical Engineering 

Katherine Eubanks 
Writing Seminars 

James Farina 
Political Science 

William Edwards III 
International Studies 

Nonnie-Marie Estella 
Behavioral Biology 

/ I 
James Everett 
Mathematical Sciences 

I 

, 

Roger Farley 
Social and Behav. 
Sciences 
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Istvan Fehervary 
International Studies 

Lori Ferrara 
Phychology 

144 - Seniors 

EECS major Dennis Burton keeps abreast of the latest developments in computer technology. 

,J 

I 
Lauren Feible 

J 

Elec. Engr. and Comp. Sci. 

Louise Ferretti 
Natural Sciences 

David Fernandez 
Political Science 

Carolyn Fox 
Near Eastern Studies 

Gihan Fernando 
Political Economy 

Darrell Frazier 
Natural Sciences. 



Housemaster Michael Phillips, son of Professor Owen 
Phillips, watches Wilson play at the IFC games. 

Matthew Gertzog 
International Studies 

Carol Gilmore 
Natural Sciences 

Beth Geter 
Phychology 

Susan Ginsberg 
Behavioral Biology 

David Gallo 
Natural Sciences 

Carla Giannoni 
Biophysics 

Andrew Goldberg 
Natural Sciences 

Karen Fyfe 
History 

Robert Gatter 
Social and Behav. Sciences 

I 

Robert Gilbert 
Natural Sciences 

Bryan Goldberg 
Natural Sciences 

l 
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David Gonzalez 
Chemistry 

Charles Greene II 
Biophysics 

' 

Henry Grossberg 
Political Science 

Kathleen Gunn 
Writing Seminars 

146 - Seniors 

Adam Goodfriend 
International Studies 

Joel Greenwald 
History 

Robin Gugenheim 
Biology 

Kenneth Gutierrez 
Biology 

Jeffrey Gordon 
Natural Sciences 

Louis Griffel 
Behavioral Biology 

/, 

Mary Goulet 
Natural Sciences 

Belinda Jane Griffi th 
Behavioral Biology 

After completing yet another deadline, Miriam Tuck
er takes time to read the finished News-Letter 
product. 



. - . - - · --- --·--- ----· -- ~ . . -- -- - -

Ava Hansen 
Behavioral Biology 

Roger Haijar 
Biomedical Engineering 

Walter Harley 
E.E./Pscyhology 

~ , . ) 

Allen Hamdan 
Natural Sciences 

Barbara Hayes 
Civil Engineering 

Redheaded Senior Jason Dominitz li stens 
to roommate Rizwan Bukhari while un
winding during a party in a fri e nd s 
apartment. 

.. 

Mark Hannibal 
Biophysics 

David Hayward 
Mathematical Sciences 
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John Heil 
Mathematics 

Steven Hochwald 
Biology 

148 - Seniors 

James Herring 
Political Science 

William Heym 
History 

Ralph Horne 
Elec. Engr. and Comp. 
Sci. 

Jennifer Carri jitterbugs in the Glass Pavilion. 

Thuan Nguyen 
Biomedical Engineering 

Julie Horth 
Natural Sciences 

R. Emmett Higdon 
Writing Seminars 

Christine Houser 
Social and Behav. 
Sciences 



Steven Howard 
Biophysics 

Lisa Ijiri 
Psychology 

Francois Steichen, facing the real world, signs up for job 
interviews in the Placement Office. 

Joanne Howell 
Psychology 

Dukjin Im 
Electrical Engineering 

' ' 

Brian Huss 
International Studies 

Dante Implicito 
Natural Sciences 

Peter C. Iacono 
Political Economics 

f} 
.1.I 

Carla Jackson 
Social & Behavior 
Sciences 
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Lauri Jackson 
Psychology 

--- ------

\ f~) 
I 

~r 

r 

Robert Jackson 
Chemical Engineering 

Valerie Jacobson 
Natural Sciences 

Rob~rt Johnson Yvette Johnson Nancy Ka!kin Laurance Kam ·:;Kard 
Chemistry Biology Art History Chemistry :~fr.u . ............................................................................................ _ .... 

150 - Seniors 

John Cunniff, Adam Goodfriend, and Mimi Kim witness the 46-10 Chicago Bears demoli
tion of the New England Patriots in Superbowl XX. 



Chris Kardish 
Elec. Engr. and Comp. Sci. 

Michael Karpa 
Biology 

Julie Kang 
Biology 

Edward Kasoff 
Psychology 

Timothy Kerns 
Natural Sciences 

Timothy Khater 
Biomedical Engineering 

.. 

Margaret Kappel 
Biomedical Engineering 

Elizabeth Kelly 
History 

Lise Kessler 
Psychology 

l 
Cham Kiatboonsri 
Biomedical Engineering 
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Jennifer Kidd 
Natural Sciences 

Steven Klinkner 
Electrical Engineering 

152 - Seniors 

New Jersey native Helen Lynch greets a fellow Alpha Phi sister. 

John C. Kilgallon 
Psychology 

Laurence Mermelstein 
Biomedical Engineering 

Anna Kim 
Biology 

Ursula Susan Kneissel 
Biology 

Lynn Kowalski 
Biology 



Senior Class Representative Allison Little listens dur
ing a senior class meeting about graduation week. 

John Kutcher 
Elec. Engr. and Comp. Sci. 

John Larrabee 
Politial Science 

Christopher Kwon 
Natural Sciences 

John Lasseigne 
Humanities 

Michael Kowatch 
Elec. Engr. and Comp. 

Gary Laben 
Civil Engineering 

• ,. 

Carol Lebowitz 
Materials Sci. and Engr. 

Brenda Kravitz 
Humanities 

Elisabeth Lang 
International Studies 

Marcia Lecrone 
Chemical Engineering 
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Kenald Lee 
Biology 

David LeTourneur 
History 

John Lim 
Biomedical Engineering 

154 - Seniors 

Robert Lee 
Biology -----

Emily Leventhal 
Humanities 

'./ ....... . .& 

Michael Lewis 
Political Science 

Deborah Limmer 
Natural Sciences 

Sung Lee 
Biomedical Engineering 

' 
1 

\ 
Richard Levin 
Mathematical Sciences 

Michael Levy 
Social and Behav. Sciences 

Becky Bjornson and Toyozo Shimano are ready for 
another night on the town. 

.-



Linda Lin 
Elec. Engr. and Comp. Sci. 

Eric Lindgren 
Materials Sci. and Engr. 

Ruel Little Andrew Liu 
Physics and Astronomy Biomedical Engineering 

Francesco Linsalata 
Elec. Engr. and Comp. Sci. 

Frances Lloyd 
Classics 

Alison Little 
Materials Sci. and Engr. 

Douglas London 
Public Health 

Phil Manning and Natalie Vanheusden make a connection in an 
EECS lab. 

David Noonan tests his moral character as he plays 
a new game, Scruples, with friends in Wolman. 

Seniors - 155 
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Jeffrey Lurie 
Political Economy 

William Lynch 
Biology 

Patrick Mardesich 
Natural Sciences 

156 - Seniors 

Sarah Mallonga 
Mathematical Sciences 

Allan Marks 
International Studies 

Feminist Alliance officer Leah Rosenberg 
speaks to fellow club members. 

Valerie Mancino 
Social and Behav. Sciences 

Patrice Mason 
Political Science 

Jessica Mandel 
Political Economy 

Peter Mason 
Physics and Astronomy ·~ 

I 
.... ~ 



A Baltimore resident, Eltaneice Venable hopes to go to Medical school next 
year. 

Geoffrey K. Masukawa 
International Studies 

Mary McManus 
Mathematics 

Holly McDaniel 
Natural Sciences 

Maney Meachum 
Natural Sciences 

Ann Marie McGill 
Psychology 

Edmund Meade 
Civil Engineering 

Comber McHugh 
Political Economy 

Steven Medwid 
Biology 

Seniors - 157 
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William Meeker 
English 

Paul Miller 
Natural Sciences 

158 - Seniors 

Ricardo Metz 
Chemistry 

Charrisse Min 
Social and Behav. Sciences 

IFC President Steve Antrobus 
poses during a meeting in the 
old cafeteria in AMR I. 

Michael Milauskas 
Humanities 

Adam Miller 
Political Economy 

Vinod Misra Alison Mneek 
Biophysics Philosophy 

Class officers Judy Murphy and Allison Little discuss 
where the Senior Prom should be held. 



Alexander Moen 
International Studies 

Patrick Moctezuma 
Philosophy 

Nader Mohtadi 
Natural Sciences 

J. Toby Mordkoff 
Psychology 

Housemaster and JSA member Ronit 
Simantov watches Griffin House dur
ing a BIA game. 

Michele Moise 
English 

Craig Morris 
Elec. Engr. and Comp. Sci. 

J . Ward Morrow 
Political Science 

'<". ___ .. ,, 

Megan Moynahan 
Biomedical Engineering 

Sara Moore 
Natural Sciences 

r 

Kristin Morrison 
Writing Seminars 

I 

Maryanna Moskal 
Physics and Astronomy 

David Muller 
Psychology 

Seniors - 159 
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Kris Niyogi waits outside Mergenthaler for Plant Op, to repair a gas leak. 

Michael Niv 
Elec. Engr. and Comp. Sci. 

160 - Seniors 

Robert Nardino 
Chemistry 

Krishna Niyogi 
Biology 

Theo Nkone 
Elec. Engr. and Comp. Sci. 



-
Co-Editor of HULLABALOO, Karen Raisbeck works 
on a deadline on one of her many weekends "home." 

Lisa Osborn 
Humanities 

\ 

I 

Tamara Oki 
International Studies 

N gozi Osuagwu 
Biology 

·~ ; 

Geoffrey Nordberg 
Social and Behav. Sciences 

Anthony Nutter 
Psychology 

Joshua Olshin 
Political Economy 

Christopher Padilla 
International Studies 

Steven Novella 
Natural Sciences 

Christian O'Keefe 
Elec. Engr. and Comp. Sci. 

Michelle Onello 
International Studies 

Gary Panariello 
Physics and Astronomy 
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Sungmin Park 
Natural Sciences 

John Pedorella 
Political Economy 

Stephen Pimentel 
Elec. Engr. and Comp. 
Sci. 

162 - Seniors 

Achyut Patel 
Biology 

John Peng 
Natural Sciences 

Andrew Piacsek 
Physics and Astronomy 

Richard Pinner 
Political Science 

/ 
\ 

Ronne Patrick 

I 

Social and Behav. Sciences 

Santiago Perez 
Civil Engineering 

Nicholas Perrin 
English 

E.E. Sang Lee contemplates his options for Med School 
while waiting for class to begin . 

!di 
)lit 
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Mark Poling 
Materials Sci. and Engr. 

Julian Procope 
Natural Sciences 

Jennifer Porter 
International Studies 

Thomas Pruitt 
Mechanical Engineering 

Neil Porter 
Biomedical Engineering 

Bernard Pygon 
Natural Sciences 

Carol Gilmore looks over paperwork at "her" desk in the SAC office. 

David Pressel 
Biomedical Engineering 

Diana Raimondi 
Natural Sciences 
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Arun Rangaswami 
Biology 

164 - Seniors 

Karen Raisbeck 
Social and Behav. Sciences 

K umudhini Ranganathan 
Biomedical Engineering 

Alan Raynes 
Chemical Engineering 

Robert Roberds 
Biomedical Engineering 

Gary "The Sicilian" Panariello 

Alan Rebenstock 
Biomedica l Engineering 

Jeanne-Marie Robert 
Biomedical Engineering 

I 
Steven Riesz 
Chemistry 

Tharpa Roberts 
Social and Behav. 
Sciences 

k.f 
t I 

l 
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Communi ty Assistant Francis Lloyd returns 
to Building B. 

Former Happy Acres inmates, Karen Raisbeck , Michael Phillips, Carla 
Jackson, Thomas Schiller, and Craig Morris celebrate their reunion for 
Superbowl XX. 

Beth Romonko 
Elec. Engr. and Comp. Sci. 

Jeffr ey Rothfe ld 
Biology 

Ike Rosenbaum 
Elec. Engr. and Comp. Sci. 

George Rudkin 
Natural Sciences 

Michael Rosenberg 
International Studies 

Rudy Rumohr 
Elec. Engr. and Comp. 
Sc1. 

Thomas Rotelli 
Elec. Engr. and Comp. Sci. 

Anthony Russo 
Quantitative Studies 
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Joan Sanford 
Natural Sciences 

Surinder Sachar 
Elec. Engr. and Comp. Sci. 

I 
Noelle Scaldara 
Elec. Engr. and Comp. Sci. 

Julie Kang fixes Drosophila eggs for her project in Dr. 
Beer's Electron Microscopy class. 

166 - Seniors 
Valerie Mancino and Anna Kim review some 
notes on a bench outside the Hut. 

Mark Salevitz 
Natural Sciences 

Thomas Schiller 
Natural Sciences 

Judith Schmidt 
Elec. Engr. and Comp. Sci. 



Kathleen Scogna 
English 

Valerie Schofield 
Humanities 

\ 1 \ 
Phillip Seifert 
Chemistry 

David Schrader 
Biology 

Sanjit Shah 
International Studies 

Jason Shapiro 
Mechanical Engineering 

Britt Shaw 
Social and Behav. 
Sciences. 

Andrew Schulick 
Chemistry 

David Shapiro 
Biology 

/, 

Denise Shashek 
International Studies 

Toyozo Shimano 
Elec. Engr. and Comp. 
Sci . 
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David Simon 
Political Economy 

168 - Seniors 

Linda Carrubba prepares to be frisked by the Library's "Secret Service". 

Charles Sikorsky 
Political Economy 

William Single IV 
Political Science 

Michael Silverman 
Materials Sci. and Engr. 

Mary Slagle 
Chemical Engineering 

\ 

Ronit Simantov 
Behavioral Biology 

Tammy Smecker 
Physics and Astronomy 



-- ----- - -.. - - --
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Melissa Berger practices while waiting for her team's 
try at a Phi Psi 500 event. \ 

Louise Spiegler 
International Studies 

David Stein 
Social and Behav. Sciences 

Amatsia Spigler 
Physics and Astronomy 

James Steindecker 
International Studies 

Duncan Smith 
History 

Tamara Sofia 
English 

Frederick Steffens 
Quantitative Studies 

Ronald Sugarman 
Quantitative Studies 

Robert Smith 
Civil Engineering 

Kevin Sottak 
Writing Seminars 

Francois Steichen 
International Studies 

James Sullivan 
English 
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Lisa Tabor 
Psychology 

Cesar Torres 
Chemistry 

170 - Seniors 

Bonnie Tai 
Humanities 

Tristan Tayag 
Elec. Engr. and Comp. Sci. 

f 

Tatiana Toole 
Social and Behav. Sciences 

Jeanne Toussaint 
Elec. Engr. and Comp. 
Sci. 

Steven Talan 
History 

David Teitel 
Biology 

Jonathan Tamir 
Biomedical Engineering 

Michael Thompson 
Biology 

Grace Tung and her cousin Tim Hsieh take advantage 
of intersession to learn how to waltz. 

, 



Virginia Veiga 
English 

Miriam Tucker 
Natural Sciences 

Eltaneice Venable 
Biology 

Christian Turner 
Materials Sci. and Engr. 

John Vender 
Behavioral Biology 

In her wine tasting class, Ellen Burroughs throws her wine back as Jim Farina and Ethan 
Rarick enjoy the effects. 

Douglas Vanesko 
Biomedical Engineering 

Jon Vernick 
Sociology 
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James Walsh 
Elec. Engr. and Comp. Sci. 

I 

Catherine Wachtler 
Biology 

Clifford Wasser 
Social and Behav. Sciences 

Tami Oki campaigns for the Thomas M. Carey 
Feminist Alliance during Freshman Activities 
day. 
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William Wallace 
Materials Sci. and Engr. 

Jerry Watson 
Behavioral Biology 

Douglas Wehberg 
Mathematical Sciences 

Jim Sullivan shows his ROTC form on his way through what 
trees are left on campus. 



Cara Whitehead 
Political Economy 

Rachel Wolford 
History 

Neil Worrall 
Biology 

~~~~- -----------

John Zappone 
Chemical Engineering 

David Wilson 
Natural Sciences 

Justin Won 
Elec. Engr. and Comp. Sci. 

Kenneth Yang 
Biology 

Peter Zdinak 
Elec. Engr. and Comp. 
Sci. 

Janice Wingo 
International Studies 

Susan Wonsiewicz 
Behavioral Biology 

Axel Yup 
Natural Sciences 

Amy Zimmerman 
Biology 
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Tristan Tayag dresses like many senior 
EE's do when interview time rolls 
around. 

17 4 - Seniors 

-

Walter Harley, director of Union Sound, takes in the music at one 
of the Union sponsored patio concerts. 



What We Do • • • 
We all like to describe ourselves as routine schedules. This section captures 

diverse, but like all people, we are crea- the routine, as well as the times we are 
tures of habit. It is not dullness but lack able to break it. 
of time and energy that force us into 

LIFE AT HOPKINS 
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The work just begins when we leave the class 
room - credit hours don 't take into account the 
insufferable extra hours we all spend · out of 
class. 

MSE, the stacks - Not the most inviting way to spend a Satur
day afternoon. 

The Mole. Cell 500 - that race between Organic Chemistry and Molecular Cell Biology_ the most visible example of the rat 
race that sometimes exists here. 

God! I Hate the reserve room! 
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Parties don't always mean going to a frat house, private parties hold their own . 

More often than an all out bash, we get together with a few friends, a case, 
and some munchies. 

On the other hand, boredom is not 
unheard of, and can lead to acts of 
desperation. 
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At last ... Pay day! It's 7:30, you've just gotten home, and now you must make yourself dinner. Living 
off campus has its advantages, but can be a large pain at times. 

We put it off as long as possible, but dirty lau ndry 
must be done. The machines eat our socks, shrink 
our shirts, and discolor our underwear. o wonder 
we sometimes look dishevelled. 

178 - Life At Hopkins 

Unfor tunately, we must buy our books despite their high price. If we 
only owned stock in Barnes and Nobel we'd all be rich . 



-- --- ---- -. - - - -

There are many talented peopl e here, as well as those not so talented. All of whom 
enjoy playing for pleasure, no matter the level of proficiency, music is another way 
to let off steam. 

Rush brings two weeks of uninter
upted parties for those who can af
ford the break from academics. 
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The 5:00 dinner rush in Eddies is 
something those of us living in 
Charles Village get used to. 

! 
Every Saturday morning at the 
Farmers Market on 32nd street 
you'll find students looking for fresh 
food at a good price. 
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Charles Street - our own personal version of Russian Roulette. 

Tuggies, Bella Roma, Little Tavern or McD's, students are often forced to live on fast 
food by their hectic lives. 

It's called "Charm City," and its not totally without its charms. Few cities have as 
many ethnic festivals and celebrations, such as this Thanksgiving Day parade. 



. - _-- - - - - -• 

What Keeps Us Together. • • 
As we move off campus and scatter- although more demands are put on our 

throughout the community, we lose time. The people willing to sacrifice 
touch with our friends and classmates. their time find wonderful friendships 
Organizations take on more importance, and support from other club members. 

ORGANIZATIONS 

-_,,,_ -
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Freedom, Relaxation, And 
Exci tern en t . . . 

Close to dying out from lack 
of leadership and motivation, 
the Sailing Club was rejuvenat
ed only in the spring of 1985 
with the initial efforts of a few 
members. Although not really 
active then, the "club" worked 
on several of their boats -
470's - to make them "sail
able". 

This year's President Paul 
Johnson and Vice President 
Andy Gray continued to work 
to rebuild the club, recruiting 
new members and restoring the 
boats. One problem was that 
only a few of the boats were 
actually operational. Of course, 

I -( 

the cost of repairs in terms of 
both money and manpower are 
high. Without much support, 
the club could not really afford 
to expand. At the same time, 
this yea r showed much in
creased interest in the club, 
with many people showing up 
for trips: this left many people 
on shore waiting while others 
sailed. Another problem was 
lack of experience. Only a few 
members knew how to sail and 
even fewer had actually sailed 
recently; thus, making it hard
er to teach the flood of new 
members. No one can criticize 
the officers for their efforts; 

I 

ho~ever, there was also some 
serious lack of communication 
among the membership as well 
as general disorganization. 

Mostly, the problems arose 
from the reconstruction of the 
club and from uncertainty as to 
what the club could or would 
offer. In time, these problems 
should be resolved, and with 
continuing efforts on the part of 
the officers and members, the 
Sailing Club will undoubtedly 
offer much for those interested 
in the freedom, relaxation, and 
excitement sailing can provide. 

SAILING CLUB-:-- Front Row: Hani Schalabi , Anne Skaja, Dana W eiss, Emily 
Harns, Chns W1l1Is, W1l1Iam_ Carlucci. Second Row: Tae-Sic Yoon, Ke n Strong, 
Paul Johnson, Andy Gray, Bill Carlson, Scott Fitzgerald. 

Members of the Sailing Club wait out 
the calm that is always around the 
dock . 

AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY -
F'ront Row: Gordon McLennan, Yong Han, 
Janet Sun, Marcel Lachenmann, Erik Kil
gore. Second Row: Ted Kim , Trent Clarke, 
Oleg Barenboim , Al a n Prager , Wendy 
Pu tnam, Janme Unterreiner, Oneida Aro
sarena, Rae Smith. 
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BLACK AND BLUE JAY -
Jose Golds te in , Don Jacobson, 
Mark Komisky , Dave Noonan . 

THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY BAND 
-Flute/ Piccolo: Ann Byerly, Lora Costel lo, Mi
chel le Dobrawsky, Ken Kowalkowski, Jim 
Krantz, Janet Sayre, Amy Schulman, David 
Shin , Nancy Tsuyuki, Jennifer Varrel. Clarinet: 
Harry Andrews, Eric Beam, Peter Kaneshige, 
Linda Liu , Gretchen Luebbe, Eileen Metzger, 
Sriram Parames waran, Terrence Patterson, 
Chris Riemann , Denis Ross, Lynn Sullivan. Bass 
Clarinet: John Peng Oboe: Peretz Hershbein. 
Bassoon: Howell Sasser. Saxophone: James Er
win, David Giarracco, Michail Hoeh, Deborah 
Krauss, Neil Porter, Scott Seidman, Eric Youn
kin . Trumpet: J essica Browner, James Bryson, 
Scott Caeser, Costa Colbert, Prank Constantino, 
Mark Fabert, Victor Pan, Bruce Goldste111, 
Charles Greene, Thomas Leathrom, Irv Li
tofsky. French Horn: Ken Grimm Eli za _Lans
dal e, Kim McCormack, Kathryn Slansk1. Jeff 
Snyder. Trombone: Aaron Long, Kris Mauren, 
Mark Mee hl Michail Runge. Baritone: Carla 
Giannoni, Le~ Katzell . Tuba: Gary Davisson, Stu-. 
art Pollack Joseph Terwilliger. Pcrcusswn. 
Thomas Alfie ri , Ha l Bronette. Jim Holland. 
Cathy Litofsky, Becky Rebuck . 

'.U 

~· 



Waiting for their turn in the boats , Scott Fitzgerald, Scott Summit and other 
club members sunbathe on the beach. 

\ 

With limited equipment and many novices, Sailing Club members some
times must wait on the dock. 

a 

The band is one of the few student groups that uses the Shriver Hall 
Auditorium. 

Aiming to increase public 
awareness about the field of 
chemistry, The American Chemical 
Society attended a symposium at 
Virginia Tech in February. 
President Gorden McLennan and 
the other officers also organized a 
symposium that was held on 
campus in April. 

One of the largest and most 
active groups on campus, the 
Hopkins Band rehearses twice a 
week in order to perform in four 
concerts a year. The Band also 
plays at every Hopkins football 
and lacrosse game. 

The Black and Blue Jay, 
resurrected last year by Editor 
David Noonan and Editor Emeritus 
Don Jacobson, produced three 
issues of Hopkins' only humor 
magazine. The group also co
sponsored Charm City at Hopkins, 
an on-campus comedy club. 
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The Ones Who Work Into The Night ... 
The Johns Hopkins Universi

ty, News-Letter published by 
and for students, puts out a 
weekly publication. In it are 
news items, public interest sto
ries, movie reviews, editorials, 
and many other items. It is the 
source of a great deal of infor
mation for a great man y 
students. 

According to Ethan Rarick, 
the News-Letter Editor, they 
try to report on things students 
would otherwise not get to 
hear. Articles regularly appear 
on sporting events, students 
who have accomplished unusu-

al things, the student council, 
and administration policies that 
affect undergraduates. He 
stressed that this is a newspa
per for undergraduates. 

The News-Letter staff con
sists of about fifty students. Of 
these fifty , about twenty dedi
cated editors and staff mem
bers are responsible for what 
we read every Friday. They are 
the ones who work late into the 
night in order to finish the pa
per. Since they have their own 
typesetting equipment, their 
duties include everything up to 
the actual printing. Thus, those 

who are interested can learn 
any phase of publication they 
wish. 

While some staff members 
are interested in a journalism 
career, many others are pre
meds. This should not be a sur
prise considering the fact that 
roughly a third of Hopkins' stu
dents aspire to medicine for a 
career. Working for the News
Letter seems to offer a much 
needed break from studying. In 
taking advantage of this study 
break, the staff serves to bring 
much to the paper, and thus to 
the student body. 

THE NEWS~LETTER: Miriam Tucker, Vandana Kumra, Skip Col
lins, Liz Har rigan, Ethan Rarick, T im McNamara, Adil Al -Shabkhoun , 
Brad Handler, Sharon F isch man, Mary Ginder . 

Managing Editor Mary Ginder and Business Manag
er Sharon Fischman take a break after working 
late Th ursday nig ht in order to get the News-Letter 
fi nished by Friday's 1 AM deadl ine. 

BLACK 8!UDENT UNION: Firs t Row: Charles Green. Second Ricky Metz s urveys a Chess Club tournament in the Glass 
R ow: Dami en Doute, Beverl y Till ery, Ronne Patri ck, Susan Car- Pavi lion . ~ts· 
ring ton, Danell Cook, Terry-Anne Haynes, Beverl y London, Den- ~·i• 
een .Hendricks, Winston Vaughan. Third R ow: Ngozi Osuagwu .ff• 
David Matthews, David .W ilson, Chauncey Morris, Neil Porter , Je~ ·~ 
dan PHilJps, .Darryl P rice, Dwain Irvi n, Juan Fa idley, Elta niece %· 
Venable, Craig Passmore, Timothy Rhyme. 
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CHINESE STUDENTS ASSOCIATION - Front Row: Peter Kanashige , 
Kumu Ranganathan, Vi tus Chow, Charn Kiatsboonsri , Linda Lin, Axel Yup, 
Adrienne Holmes. Second Row: Julie Kang, Vincent Chua, George Ting, Don
ald Chen, Jeff Levine, Rich Pan. Paul Chui, Manuel Pardo, Stephanie Boddie, 
Brenda Greenberg. Third Row: John Ho. Robert Chou, Rob Arnold, Rich Yung, 
Ian Ing, Philip Lu, Jack Hom, Arun Rangaswami . 

Highlighting black cultural and 
social heritage, the Black Student 
Union focuses on issues concerning 
black Americans and Africans. The 
group sponsors lectures and 
activities such as the Motown 
dance during Orientation. 

The Chess Club promotes chess 
on campus by arranging 
exhibitions, lectures and lessons 
for its members. It also runs USCF 
tournaments at Homewood. 
President Joel Salman has 
participated in the U.S. Amateur 
Team Championship. 

Promoting ethnic identity is one 
goal of the Chinese Students 
Association. Led by President 
Linda Lin, the organization 
sponsored a freshman picnic, J ao
tie parties, a Chinese New Year 
banquet, dances, and trips to see 
cultural entertainment. 
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Boxer Shorts?! 
The Student Council has the 

responsibility of planning, or
ganizing, running and financ
ing many of the social and ex
tra-curricular activities on 
campus. Spring Fair, trips, 
plays, lectures and concerts all 
fall under the council's auspic
es. Furthermore, it is through 
the Student Council that many 
of the concerns of individuals 
or groups reach the administra
tion. They have initiated the or
ganization of increased security 
on campus, they address con
cerns about housing and food, 
and they have improved our ac
ademic environment. 

moments are also host to a con
siderable amount of gossip, 
flirting , and complaining. 

Then, finally, the meeting is 
called to order-but little 
changes. Conversations contin
ue, at a reduced volume, as does 
the giggling. Any given night 
you might be privileged to a 
basketball game with glasses as 
baskets and Reese's Peanut 
Butter Cup wrappers as balls, 
or a whole array of grotesque 
expressions. 

But what of the business? Oh, 
yes, there are some important 
things that go on. HOP activi
ties, Spring Fair, the snack bar, 

intersession, parties and others 
were among the topics dis~ 
cussed on one evening. I would 
be incomplete if I failed to men
tion that amid considerable 
laughter President Paul Kadri's 
boxer short size also came un
der discussion, as did the fact 
that Captain Crunch was 
missing. 

Despite the seemingly unor
ganized and non-attentive 
council, however, I really 
would be amiss if I did not say 
that our Student Council does 
an exceptional job in represent
ing the students of Johns 
Hopkins. 

' · 

Enough of the Student Coun
cil's duties, but what of the peo
ple involved: Who are these up 
and coming politicians? As with 
any group on campus, the peo
ple involved in Student Council 
are extremely diverse. Natural
ly, they bring a great deal to 
each meeting - stories or events 
they must share. Consequently, 
the moments before the start of 
the meeting are punctuated 
with laughter and chuckles as 
these stories are told. These Each Wednesday evening at 8:00 the Student Council meets in Shriver Hall 

boardroom to discuss important issues. 

CIRCLE K - Front Row: Jack Hom, Lisa Guttroff, Vandana 
Kumra, Susan Rafferty , Nghia Nguyen. Second Row: Lucian 
Ch~n , Kim Juvan, Seema Chaudhari, Kathy Wu, Ayesa Mian. 
Third Row: Wendy Neal, Dave Shade, Anne Peternel, Clau
dia Testa, Jackie Meister. 
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COLLEGE REPUBLICANS - Members Present: Jane Free
berg, Louisa Wu , Erich Swafford, Aneil Shirke, James Green, 
Andy Rubis, Ambati Krishna, Jeff Lurie, Scott Abbott, Martin 
Citardi, Damien Brower, Paul Chui, Mike Reidel. 

I 
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Junior Class President Chris Verica, Student Council President Paul Kadri 
and Counci l Secretary Rachel Cohen meet in the board room to plan upcom
ing events for the student body. 

STUDENT COUNCIL - First R ow: Mary Hiatt, Mark Komisky, Stephanie 
Weissman , Jenny Stahl , Alison Little, Andrew Chun, Susan Land, Brian 
Doyle, Rache l Cohen, Erick Santos, Audrey Winget, Alan Rebenstock, 
Ngozi Osuagwu. Second R ow: Deane Brown, Bruce Howard, Ed F ee, Paul 
Kadri, Winston Vaughn , Paul Donio, Brad Marks. Third Row: Ranjit Singh 
Bagga, Dave Shade, Chris Verica, Jay Harris . 

...., ______________ ..._ ______ ......... ______________________ .. 

Circle K, a branch of the 
Kiwanis Club, raises money for 
national charities such as the 
March of Dimes and the American 
Cancer Society. Money is raised 
through annual sales of fruit 
baskets and also the "famous" ice 
cream socials. Members also 
participate in a bowl-a-thon for Big 
Brothers and Big Sisters. 

COURSE GUIDE-First Row: Kevin Cockroft, Becky Bjornson. Second Row: 
Julie Heaney, Amar Subramanian, Socorro Alcalen, Toyozo Shimano, Rich 
Pan, Yong Han, Dan Stone. Third Row: Stuart Framm, Angela Tang, Jordan 
Karp, Cary Yeh, Toby Smith, Patrick Doherty, Ron Appleby, Evan Strassberg, 
Scott Ceasar. Thomas Diamond, Edward Chen, Len Bacharier, Alan 
Schnittman. 

The College Republicans, led by 
President Jeff Lurie, publish 
HOPGOP, a magazine with 
Republican news. They also help 
in local campaigns and sponsor 
voter registrations. 

The Course Guide, under the 
direction of Co-editors Becky 
Bjornson and Kevin Cockroft, is 
the organization that collects 
course evaluations made by 
students, gets professors' 
statements about their classes, 
puts it all together, and then 
distributes the Guide every 
semester. 
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Power Struggles 
As usual, this year's Debate 

Club was torn with "lots of in
ternal power struggles". How
ever, as one member put it, "it's 
okay because it's expected -
when you get several power 
hungry individuals together in 
the same club, you can't avoid 
power struggles. " However, 
despite internal "fights'', the 
Debate team was remarkably 
able to remain unified and 
strong. Much of the credit for 
this can be given to Vice Presi
dent Marissa Brown who sever
al members called the strength 
behind the team. Marissa 
helped President Todd Gillman, 
nicknamed the "tower of jello", 
organize and prepare the team 
for several debates including 
ones at Harvard, Columbia, 
Fordham and Yale. Gilman and 
Brown also worked together to 
organize a Hopkins-sponsored 
debate to which over twenty 
other schools attended. The de
bate, which Secretary Anne 
Peternel said went "exceeding
ly well" , was unique in that all 
resolutions were Edgar Allan 
Poe quotes. 

Members ended up putting a 
lot of time in to preparing for 

these meets. However, in re
turn for all the hard work, 
members received ·benefits 
from working with the club. 
Sharon Livingston explained 
that the club is "especially good 
for pre-laws because it im
proves speaking skills and im
proves self-confidence." Trav
elling was one of the best parts 
of belonging to the team. Going 
away to tournaments provided 
for many opportunities to meet 

new people and develop friend
ships with students at other 
schools. Tournaments also 
brought the team itself closer 
giving its members a chance t~ 
party together. Perhaps the 
best part of club was the fellow
ship it provided. The members 
particulary the "old" debators' 
not only practiced together but 
also went out together; thus, 
spending much time with each 
other. 

DEBATE COUNCIL - Front Row: Rob Censure, Josh Nozick, Dafna Kapshud, 
Debbie Kravitz, Todd Gillman , Harisha Bastiampillai, Mark Temkin. Second Row: 
Ian Ing, Charles Fitzgerald , Joe Swanson, Scott Kamber, Ann Peternel, Timm 
Jackson, Frank Wu, David Schrader, J eff Gurland, Marissa Brown. · 

______________________________________________ .;... ______________ __ 

Katie Carney and Kathleen Campbell put 
~he Great Hall to one of its good uses dur
ing a Dance Company practice. 
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THE ~ANCE COMPANY - Front Row: Eliza Lansdale. Second Row: Mary 
Pa.tnc1a Agger, Peter Piccinini , Bret Elkind, Tony Chen. Third Row: Steve Feder, 
Alice Cleveland, Kathleen Campbell. Air: Katie Carney. 



--- - --. - - -- --

... 
Team ~ember Debbie Kravitz arranges the trophies before beginning a 
compet1t10n. 

M. THOMAS CAREY FEMINIST ALLIANCE: Front Row: Ava Hansen, a 
Peabody student, Lara Irenze, Miriam Reumann, Tami Oki. Second Row: Two 
Friends, Anne Troop, Stephani Dryden, Leah Rosenberg, Louise Spiegler, 
April Atencio. Third Row: Emily Decoster , J ill Hochital 

The Dance Company meets 
weekly in the Great Hall to 
practice and rehearse all styles 
of Dance. Each semester the 
group puts on a performance 
which is completely choreo
graphed and performed by 
students. 

The M. Carey Thomas Femi
nist Alliance works to increase 
the rights of women on campus 
and in the nation. The group 
sponsors speakers, pot luck din
ners, films, safety programs 
and art shows. Members work 
at the House of Ruth, a shelter 
for battered women, and work 
on a reproductive rights 
committee. 
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''Unless The Administration Is ... 

making empty promises, the 
Radio Club will still be around 
next year," said Skip Collins, 
the club's President. Early in 
the school year, Collins and the 
other 16 members experienced 
a brief scare: when the adminis
tration gave away the land near 
the News-Letter office to the 
Baltimore Museum of Art, it 
looked like the Radio Club 
would be forced off campus. Al
though the administration had 
required the museum to leave 
the News-Letter office intact, 
no such provision was made for 
the Radio Club office, a small 
shack on the land. In fact, Col
lins was never informed of 
what was going on - he read 
about the plans in an article of 

the Gazette. When he contact
ed the officials, he was told not 
to worry, plans were still a long 
way from being implemented. 
However, four months later 
Collins read another Gazette 
article: this one reported a 
groundbreaking ceremony to 
be held on the land. Angered 
because he still hadn't heard 
from the administration, Col
lins appealed to the student 
body in what he admitted was a 
" sensational" News-Letter 
article. 

As it turned out, however, 
the groundbreaking was mere
ly symbolic - a move on the 
part of the museum to raise 
money for the sculpture garden 
it plans to build. Mary Ellen 

Porter and the SAC office have 
since been working along with 
Collins and the university'plan
ning committee to find the club 
a new home - maybe in the 
ROTC building or a vacated 
campus office. "The present lo
cation was ideal - it was our 
own," Collins said, "but at least 
we will have a place to move 
to." Collins still feels the ad
ministration was somewhat in
sensitive toward the club, espe
cially considering that the 
Radio Club is the only student 
organization that represents 
Hopkins internationally. How
ever, as long as the Radio Club 
does find a new location, Collins 
will be satisfied. 

Greg Malinski and Skip Collins help Rich Ross check some Radio Club President Skip Collins broadcasts from the base-
technical matters on their customized equipment. ment of the radio shack. lWJO( 
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THE HOP - First Row: Mike Derosa, 
Regina Opalach, Andrew Chun , Fred 
Jarskog, Deanne Brown. Second Row: 
Don Chang, Nancy Moeder , Richard 
Pan, Paul Kadri , J ane Gentil, Tracy 
Lyons. 



. -- - --. - - -- --

RADIO CLUB - Rich Ross, Skip Collins, Greg Minski . 

HOPSFA - Front 
Row: Christine Long, 
Bruce Goldstein a 
friend, Vicki d'Ull, Jeff 
Sieracki. Second Row: 
Dukjin Im, Adalai Wax
man, Sonia Marx, Alice 
Cleveland, Katrina Von
Valin, Jessica Browner 
Pat Joula, Mark Poling' 
Ken "anonymous" Ar~ 
romdee. Third Row: 
Dave Kerven Eric 
Staubley, John 'Burke, 
Marie Rodriguez, Brian 
Harrington, Saverio 
Fa~zari, Joe Ogulin, 
Dwight Wilson, Sandra 
Aamodt, Paul Mark
owitz, Stephen 
Campbell. 

The HOPis the organization for 
social programming on campus. 
Members of the Social, Fine Arts, 
and Publicity committees as well 
as the IFC, Student Council, SAC, 
Residential Life, and Office of 
Student Activities make up the 
Executive Board. The HOP coor
dinates events and regulates alco
hol use in order to bring "an ac
tive social life to Hopkins." 

The Hopkins Science Fiction 
Association (HopSFA) is responsi
ble for "a lot of the weirdness" on 
campus, according to President 
Mark Poling. It publishes a bi-an
n ual magazine (HopSF Ana tic) 
that contains short stories and art 
work. HopSF A members play 
games of Killer and Dungeons & 
Dragons. 
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Founded By Woodrow Wilson 
On Tuesday and Thursday 

evenings, members of the uni
versity Choral Society gath
ered to rehearse in Shriver 
Hall's Clipper Room. The sing
ers included graduate singers 
as well as undergraduates, with 
membership also open to Hop
kins staff and faculty. Under 
the direction of T. Herbert Dim
mock, known as Herb by soci
ety members, and help of pia
nist Virginia Tubbs, the society 
continued its singing tradition 
that dates back to 1883 when it 
was founded by Woodrow Wil
son. At that time, it was known 
as the Glee Club, a name which 

stuck until 1983. 
Besides Dimmock and Tubbs, 

the chief motivators of the club 
were the members of the Exec
utive Board, especially Presi
dent Sara Moore, Vice-Presi
den t Jim Halpenny, and 
Secretary Jenny Brezenoff. 
They were responsible for re
cruiting and sustaining mem
bership. Sometimes this was 
not easy: many people claim 
the society should sing "regu
lar," more popular music. Main
taining membership is, thus, 
somewhat difficult; nonethe
less, the club managed to main
tain a strong, steady mem-

bership. 
This year, as in past years 

the society gave both a winte; 
and spring concert. Works 
were of course primarily classi
cal pieces by such composers as 
Mozart and Handel, but also in
cluded old English madrigals, 
carols and a few more contem
porary pieces. In addition 
members joined with the band 
to sing Christmas carols on the 
Gilman steps as well as at 
Spring Fair. The group was 
also fortunate enough to tour 
during the spring semester. 

Alto Carolyn Reynolds concentrates on sigh t-reading While Sara Moore hits a high note, Jenny Brezenoff tries to find 
an old English madrigal. her place in the music. 

HULLABALOO - Front Row: Jordan Levy, 
Janet Sun, Gary Paneriello, a friend , David 
Ades. Second Row: Alison Lin, Mary Bur
cham, Niki Itoh, Lourdes Salvador. Third 
f!-ow: Manuel Pardo, Henry Grossberg, Chris
tian O'Keefe. Forth Row: Linda Liu, Andrea 
Bruce, Anne Skaja, Nina Kadan, Marcel La
chenmann, Sara Lazar, Slyvia Paret, Susan 
Chang. Fifth Row: Dave Noonan, Rob Ar
nold, Wayne Tam, Eric Leong, Sean Mitchell, 
Steve Brett, .John Stempel. Sixth Row: Doug 
F~rguson, Jim Thompson, Jason Dominitz, 
Mike Boyer. Seventh Row: Rizwan Bukhari 
Melissa Wu, Dave Cheng, David Lainoff. ' 
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CHORAL SOCIETY - Front Row: Eliza Lansdale, Katrina Van Valen, Beth 
Friedman, Jenny Brezenoff, Todd Tenenholz, Jo-Jo Myers, Dan Barrett, 
Ruth Herzog, Tom Holtz. Second Row: T. Herbert Dimmack, Adam Lowe, 
Peter Mitchell, Lee Yong, Jim Bryson, Gihan Fernando, Anne Lopez, Jim 
Halpenny, Rick Costantino, Janie Piepes, Virginia Tubbs. 

Tom Holtz, Jim Halpenny, and Adam Lowe take a short break between 
songs. 

HOPKINS HOUSE OF COMMONS - Fron t Row: Steve Nicewarner. Second 
Row: Adlai Waksman, Dan Stone, Dan Edidi n, Chi Chi Wu. Third Row: Sevario 
Fazzari, Ed Fee, Richard Pan , Pete James. 

President Ralph France led 
the House of Commons, a 
parliamentary discussion 
group that considers "a 
variety of subjects, ranging 
from foreign affairs to social 
issues, from serious to off-the
wall." Besides weekly 
discussions aimed at revealing 
all angles of the topic of 
debate, crisis simulations are 
also conducted and guest 
speakers are invited to give 
talks. 

A great deal goes into 
producing Hullabaloo, the 
Hopkins yearbook. Co-editors 
Karen Raisbeck and David 
Ades coordinated the efforts 
of the four staffs. Copy, 
layout, business and 
photography, as well as the 
editorial board each met 
weekly in an effort to meet 
all of the deadlines and get 
the book out on time. 
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Hopkins Trivial Pursuit!? 
"The members of Blue Key 

are average Hopkins students," 
according to club president 
Paul Miller. "It's just that they 
may be a little more enthusias
tic about their school." 

Blue Key members are pri
marily known for the valuable 
service they perform for the 
university by leading campus 
tours for Hopkins hopefuls on a 
volunteer basis. These tours 
are only a part of their work, 
though; members often travel 
to high schools both in the area 
and in their hometown to rep
resent Hopkins during "college 
fairs," and the alumni associa
tion will also call on Blue Key 
to represent Hopkins at events 
where enthusiastic undergrad
uates may be needed. But it is 
the campus tours which com
prise the bulk of Blue Key's 
work. 

It might appear to anyone 
taking a Blue Key tour that 
their guide is a seeming foun
tain of Hopkins trivia, but most 
of the little known Hopkins 
facts they present have not 
been researched by the guides 
on their own time out of Hop
kins fervor. Rather, at the be
ginning of the year, each guide 
is given a sheet of Hopkins triv
ia to supplement their own 
knowledge for the campus 
tours . To make sure that their 
grasp of these facts remains 

sharp, a recent Blue Key meet
ing featured a specially-de
signed game of Trivial Pursuit, 
where all of the answers were 
Hopkins-related. 

While guides are expected to 
know these facts, they are also 
expected to do more than sim
ply spout information from 
memory. The Blue Key guides 
alter the basic outline of the 
tour to suit the interests and 
personalities of each particular 
group of students and parents; 
and since no two tour groups 
are exactly the same, no two 
tours wind up exactly the same, 
either. 

Paul Miller added that Blue 

Key is usually just one of the 
many activities in which mem
bers participate. The members 
attempt to involve themselves 
wit~ a ~iversity of campus or
gamzat10ns and events, trying 
to take advantage of all that 
their school can off er. Blue Key 
members may not necessarily 
have a greater amount of posi
tive feelings towards Hopkins 
than the average student here· 
what they do have is the driv~ 
to share their high enthusiasm 
about Johns Hopkins with what 
they hope will be the JHU stu
dents (and Blue Key members) 
of the future. 

BLUE KEY - Front R ow: Amy Reiter, Lia Logia, Chrysso Sarkos, Lynette Liu, 
Marie Rodriguez, Debbie Krauitz. S econd R ow: Socorro Alcalen, Jennifer Varrell, 
Matt Gertzog, Michelle Onello, Sarah W eiss, Rachel Shocket, Janet Sun, Gillian 
Printon. Third R ow: Bill Dean, Paul Miller , Rich Dynes, Ken Walsh, Ruth Decour

T~ 
can 

sey, Aaron Schecter , Mandy Busch . .... ______________________________ .;...~..;.;;;~------------------------.... 
PERSHING RIFLES - Front R ow: 
Debbi e Brathwaite, Steve Svoboda 
Lisa Staruskies icz, Mi ke Kwan, J err; 
Watson, Asha George, Doug McPher
son. Second R ow: Nick Sabin, J ames 
Kulc har , Stepha ni e Speng ler , Mike 
Thompson, John Kilgallon, Cindy Ga
liszwski , Steve Angerthal, Ed Marsh, 
Nori Young, Mike Place. 
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Chrysso Sarkos leads a pack of prospective freshmen across the quad. 

Tour guides are the most proficient people at walking backwards on this 
campus. Senior E.E. Judy Schmidt demonstrates this unique trait. 

JEWISH STUDEN T'S ASSOCIATION: Louis Griffel, Jon Lesser, Ronit Si
mantov, Aaron Sheeter, Laura Smolar, Jon Hecht, Jared Mintz. 

The Jewish Students Associ
ation is a cultural, political, and 
social group all in one. In addi
tion to purely social events, the 
JSA sponsors lectures on politi
cal issues relevant to Jewish 
people. It also holds services 
and special events on certain 
holidaysanditrunsocca~on~ 
bagel brunches. 

The Pershing Rifles, a coed 
fraternal organization, attends 
drill competitions and also per
forms the opening ceremonies 
for lacrosse games. 
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One Can Almost Always Find. • • 
Catholic Community members 
at mass on Sundays, but the ac
tivities of the organization are 
not restricted to church alone. 
The Catholic Community start
ed the year by welcoming a 
"large and lively crew" of in
coming students with an Orien
tation Mass and barbeque. Once 
launched into the new year, 
President Virginia Boundy and 
Vice-President John Lasseigne 
continued old traditions such as 
Sunday morning masses in the 
Glass Pavilion, council meet
ings and brunches on the first 
Sunday of every month, and 
weekdp.y morning masses on 
Wednesday and Friday. 

New activities were also be
gun. The most successful, ac
cording to Father John Dona
hue, was a Wednesday evening 
supper and discussion series 
known as "Wednesday Night is 
Newman Night. " Members 
gave their spare time on one or 
several Wednesday afternoons 
to prepare food for the meals 
which were held at the New
man House, located on 2941 N. 
Charles. The discussion format 
ranged from the informal gab
fest - usually followed by an 
excursion to Tugboat Annie's 
for ice cream - to well-consid
ered conversations on topics 

THE PRE-LAW SOCIETY - Fron t Row: 
Lloyd Melnick, Dafna Kapshud, Margaret 
Gran, Ed Fee, Chrysso Sarkos. Second 
R ow: J oe Battaglia , a fr iend , Do n 
Holloway, John Falkingham, Mia Levine, 
a Friend, Darden Kadish. 
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such as " Catholics and Di
vorce", "Science and Faith", 
"Fundamentalism," and "Sexu
ality and Catholic Culture." 
Many non-catholics also turned 
out for the series. 

Members also went on a re
treat, which was held at the 
Chesapeake Bay Retreat Cen
ter in the fall. Sister Mary 
Francis Duffy of the Peabody 
Institute led the retreat at 
which Father Bob Albright dis
cussed the dual nature of Jesus 
Christ. Sophomores Danny Ko-

fos and Joe Gergyes planned 
the spring retreat where mem
bers were able to form new 
friendships as well as strength
en old ones. 

Other highlights included the 
~arge~t Community Thanksgiv
mg dmner ever, Christmas car
olling, Holy Week activities 
and the Holy Thursday Paschai 
Meal. Members also worked at 
the Spring Fair and planned a 
graduation party and Baccalau
reate Mass for the departing 
Senior members. 

The congregation stands as Father Donahue leads the procession to begin the 
weekly Mass. 

... 
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TH E CATHOLIC COMMU NITY - Front Row: Father Donoh ue, John 
Lasseigne, Callean Bell, Virginia Boundy, Mary Rose Barra!, Joe Hurley, 
John Alvaro, Jeanne Clark, Kris Mauren, Ann Friese, Joanne Houlahan. 
Second Row: Ray Sun, Danny Kofos, Joe Gergyes, Anthony Calabrese, Rob 
Altomare, Aileen Metzger, George Raiser. Third Row: Chris Szeles, Ed 
Meade, Rick Costantino, Bob Arellano. Fourth Row: Manuel Pardo, Doug 
Ferguson, Scott Fitzgerald, Charles Fink, Steven Medwid, Stefano Cassan
iga, Chrisie Stanfel. 

F ather John Donahue and the singing group prepare for Sunday Mass in the 
Glass Pavilion . 

A PLACE TO TALK - Front Row: Patti Brooks, Margo McFarland, Ava 
Hansen , Sheri Nimetz. Second Row: Suzanne Kaye, David Horowitz, Kate 
Zuckerman , Ken Hansen. 

The People of A Place to Talk 
volunteer as peer counselors for 
the student body. When a 
student has a problem, or just 
wants to talk, he may either call 
APTT or visit them in the 
basement of AMR IL 

The Pre-Law society's goal is 
to inform students about the 
field of law and to provide 
direction in the application 
process. The group meets 
several times each semester to 
discuss issues of concern, and 
also sponsors speakers in the 
legal field. 
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More Exposure 
Most people who know J. 

Toby Mordkoff think he is a lit
tle on the weird side; however, 
those who work under his di
rection as President of the 
Barnstormers think he is a tal
ented as well as dedicated lead
er. Under his leadership, the 
1985-1986 Barnstormers con
tinued to do what they do best 
at Hopkins - put on dramatic 
productions. The year began 
with the fall "Freshmen One 
Acts " which upperclassmen 
produced while freshmen act
ed, and continued with the pro
duction of "Sexual Perversity 
in Chicago", a play which re
ceived mixed criticism, and 
"Hot L Baltimore". The ideas 
for plays usually came up dur
ing regular meetings of the or
ganization since the casual at
mosphere was "conducive to a 
free exchange of thoughts and 
suggestions." Anyone who 
wanted to direct a play need 
only ask the Board for approval 
(i.e. the funds for production), 
then could proceed with a rela-

tive amount of autonomy. Ex
cept for major productions, 
plays were generally student
directed and limited only by the 
Barnstormers budget. 

The main reason the Barn
stormers supported aspiring di
rectors in their plans to put on 
plays of their choice was not so 

much to give individuals valu
able, hands-on-experience but 
rather to give the club more ex
posure on campus. The publici
ty for shows helped to keep the 
~arnstormers name in the pub
lI c eye of the Hopkins 
community. 

THE BARNSTORMERS - Front Row: J im Sullivan . Second Row: Chris Sana
gustin , Da le Bell, Emily Hamel, Kathy Kennedy, Matt Gertzog. Third Row: Andy 
Angelino, Scott Holupka, Pietro Picci nini , Jon Tycko, Shari Rosen, Marika Kita , 
Jim Stofan, Jill Ehnenn, Chris Barrett, Tara Allmen , Duncan Smith, Liz Levy, 
Greg Harris. A. 

Ll 
_________________________________________________________________________________ .. 

Karen Watt instructs Jerneal Jefferson in 
the Tutoring Program, run through the Chap
lain's Office. 
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THE SCANDANAVIAN STUDENTS ASSOCIATION - Front Row: Don Ti 
Jacobson, Lucille Trabold. econd R ow: Mik e Kupritz , Nathan Rose, Deena n, 
Kje ldsen, Dan Schaeffler, Kaye Nelsen, J onathan Zuck. F1 
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Andy Angelino prepares the set in the 
Listening/ Viewing room . 

Tara Allmen studies her part be
fore rehearsing. 

THE VI ETNAMESE STUDENT ORGANIZATION - Members: Pete Put
nam, Paul Baker, Ed Poon , Steve Shapiro, Iim Ku, Kevin Khoudary , Marc 
Feingold , Erik Kilgore. 

Founded only last year , the 
Scandinavian Students 
Association exists to give 
students of Scandinavian 
descent a chance to learn 
about their culture. Films, 
potluck dinners, and study 
forums are the primary means 
of achieving this. 

The Hopkins Tutorial 
Project gets students involved 
in community service -
namely by helping Baltimore 
children who have learning 
difficulties. 

The Vietnamese Students 
Organization, with only one 
Vietnamese member, exists 
solely for recreational and 
social purposes. 
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Respect And Humility 
"Domo Arigato Sensi." These 

are the first Japanese words 
that members of the Hopkins 
Karate Club learn. The words 
are simple but explain a lot 
about karate. When the student 
says these words to the Sensi 
(instructor) he is thanking the 
instructor for sharing his 
knowledge. The Sensi returns 
the courtesy by thanking the 
student for being there to learn. 
Karate, like the other martial 
arts studied at Hopkins, teaches 
respect and humility to its 
practitioners. 

The club brings training 
films and video recordings of 
past tournaments to campus. 
Members of the Karate Club 
have the opportunity to train at 
other dojos (training halls) with 
area karate students. A group 
of club members regularly 
trains at the main dojo in 
Catonsville. 

The Karate club was started 
in the mid-70's by a student at 
Hopkins who had been practic
ing Shotokan karate with his 
father for 10 years. The club 
grew in size and competed with 
other college clubs. Interest in 
the club slacked off last year; 
however, " now the club is 
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much stronger. We had over 30 
people in class last Thursday," 
said club officer Jordan Levy. 
Arrangements are being made 
to start competition with other 
colleges again. 

The study of karate is a con
tinuing process. Sensi N agib 
Amin, the Club's instructor, 
pointed to the black belts in 
class one day and said, "they 
have been practicing karate for 
many years and still don't 
know it all ... I'm still learn
ing." The desire to learn is 
what makes students return to 

Its airtime for Adlai Waksman. 

practice Tuesday and Thursday 
nights. On Saturday afternoons 
some club members can always 
be found practicing together. 
Everybody helps each other 
learn. "If you have a question, 
grab a senior student and ask 
him to help. That's what he's 
here for," Sensi Amin told a 
group of beginners. Students 
bow towards each other before 
asking for help. We are taught 
by the Sensi that karate begins 
and ends with courtesy and so 
it does, even outside of class. 

Charles Hsu se lec t s mu si c fo r 
broadcast. 
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Meda, the brown belt, demonstrates a block from the second Kata to Matt 
Van deWeghe. 

KARATE CLUB-First Row: Jordan Levy, Janice Dykacz, Mike Leong, 
Najib Amin, Karen Nixon, Todd Baker. Second Row: Jan Levin, Debbie 
Brathwaite, VenkataKrishna Meda, John Aluaro, Calvin Wang, Ray Degen
nero, Mike Roussoglou. Third Row: Nina Reed, Alan Clifford, Kamal Ha
meed, John Brooks, Gary Kao, John Ladias, Marina Arsenieu, Sergios Ska
perdas, Ed Rodgigwez, Ahish Parikh, Matt Van de Weghe, Hans Sun, John 
Zappone, Surachi Supattapone, Eric Pifer, David Symer. 

,,.,.,,.. ... .................................................................................... ... 

for YOUNG DEMOCRATS-Diane Cantor, Jeff Bur;is, Adam Wantz, Jon Stempel, 
Debbie Krav itz, Evan Mon ey, Ed Fee, Scott Kamber. 

The Young Democrats sponsor 
programs to focus attention on the 
issues and policies of the 
Democratic party. They also 
participate in campaigns for local 
and national Democratic 
candidates. 

In its last year as a student-run 
organization, W JHU struggled 
with staffing and equipment 
problems caused by their long 
period of inactivity. WJHUis 
expected to come on the air at a 
much higher wattage later in 1986. 
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As One Of The Most • • • 
Active groups on campus, 

the Outdoors Club runs forty 
trips each year: a qulletin board 
in Gilman Hall informs over 
one hundred active members of 
upcoming events. The annual 
Freshman hike, held during the 
first weekend of classes, start
ed off the year. Over forty new 
students travelled across two 
states before arriving in the 
Shenendoah Valley at 11:00 
a.m. The hike lasted about four 
hours, and covered five miles. 
As students travelled down a 
valley, and back, they passed 
several waterfalls. Along the 
way, many of the students took 
the opportunity and went 
swimming. 

Besides hiking, the club par
ticipates in a vast array of other 
activities including caving, 
cross-country skiing, canoeing, 
innertubing, backpacking, and 
rock climbing. For the third 
time, The Outdoors Club partic
ipated in the Halloween Hunt, 
which is sponsored by the Bal
timore Grotto, a local caving 

club. The event is a weekend 
long scavenger hunt through 
the caves of Franklin, West 
Virginia. After the hunt, Hop
kins won the costume contest 
for the third time. 

This year marked the return 
of backpacking, which had suf
fered a decline in recent years. 
In addition to several back
packing trips, the club co-spon
sored a course during interses
sion. The course, taught by club 

President Dave Shade, stressed 
the fundamentals of backpack
ing. The students spent two 
days in Pennsylvania on the 
Appalachian Trail. It is hoped 
that similar courses will be of
fered in the future. 

The Outdoors Club thus pro
vides overworked students 
with an excellent chance to es
cape the confines of Homewood 
Campus and appreciate the 
outdoors. 

Just below Harper's Ferry, Joel Salman's hiking partner points out the Poto
mac River . 

David Stein rests on W everton Cliffs OUTDOO.RS CLUB - Front R ow: Kirsten Miller , W .D.K., Henry Grossberg, 
on a fall h ike. Anne Skaia. J oel Salman, Stefan o Cazzaniga, J an Aquilano, Ken Walsh . Second 

R ow: J oel Clee, Dave Shade, Mike Boyer , David Terry . 
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What Next. • • 
New fraternities and larger pledge impact, however, has been limited by re-

Sed classes have made fraternity life an in- strictions on parties, rush activities, and 
.ck. creasing aspect of Homewood life. Their other alcohol-related events. 
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T he Tau Epsilon Phi Fra
ternity, located on West 
Highfield Road and led 

by Chancellor Tom Bryant, had 
a very strong year. A number 
of major changes were planned 
and carried out, including 
large-scale renovations to the 
TEP house which included the 
rebuilding of the downstairs 
eating area and bar. Living in 
the house should be even more 
enjoyable for the nineteen in
house brothers who are on the 
TEP meal plan. Another 

''The TEP Bunge 
Society Wishes 
You A Very 
Merry Norge. " 

The N orgemaster 

change in the fraternity was a 
move towards diversity in its 
members. Once a fraternity pri
marily of swimmers, the wide 
range of brothers are now rep
resented in many of Hopkins' 
organizations. 

There were fifty-four active 
members in TEP this year, as 
well as a solid pledge class. 
Rush activities included a trip 
to Georgetown and a number of 
small parties which allowed 
those interested in the fraterni
ty to get a good idea of whether 
TEP was right for them. At the 
same time the brothers used 
the opportunity to determine if 
prospective pledges were right 
for the fraternity. 

0 ne of the oldest frats on 
campus, Phi Kappa Psi 
maintains an image as 

one of the more academically 
oriented fraternities at Hop
kins. As such, it is not surpris
ing that many of the over sixty 
brothers are pre-med, and very 
career oriented. Active in many 
facets of student life, they 
claim positions in student gov
ernment, IFC, clubs , and 
dorms. 

Last year's rush brought in 
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TAU E PSILON PHI-First Row: Myron Barlow, Mark Hoisington, Tom Bryant, 
Joe Diorio, Matt Hepler. Second Row: Matt Spear, Tim Reed, Doug Gibson, Tim 
Rozan. Third Row: Kevin Anderson, Dave Loeb, John Fitzgerald, John Galotto, 
Victor Hu. Fourth Row: Mike Ehrlich, Marvin Erdly, David Cho, Greg Cerilli, Tom 
Cahill, Mark Postier, Tom Mangiacapra, Spiro Antonaides. Fifth Row: Jim Perry, 
Marty Birnbach, Vijay Gandeoio. Sixth Row: John McAninley, Edward Mench, 
Salman Azhar, Caleb David, Sung Hong. Seventh Row: Bill Wagner, Stuart 
Gollmer, Jon Citow. 

PHI KAPPA PSI - Front Row: Srikar Reddy, Andrew Chun, Steve Applebaum, 
Paco Varela. Second Row: Sa Surmeli, Ned Neuberger, Paul Carliner, Doug 
McLeod, Steve Miskinis, Dave Stern, Ramon Decastro, Bob Janeczko, Jim Bryson , 
Roger Kim. Third Row: Todd Stefan, President Ron DeMatteo, Dudley Stucken
berg, Jack Toma I is . Fourth Row: Michael Gabriel, Bruce Henoch, Dan Kim, Dave 
Battleman, Bryan Ferra! , Cliff Robinson, Gary Seigel, Dave Fernandez, Brad 
Handler, Eric Fine, Bill Bingamin, Paul Denio. Fifth Row: Jeff Horn , Paul Swan
son, Phil Manning, John Zappone, Jason Shaplen. 
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24 initiates who carried with 
them enthusiasm for both the 
frat and the house. Of the twen
ty-six brothers who live in the 
house, ten were new initiates. 
While having one of the largest Living in the TEP house offers brothers like Tom Bryant many benefits, including 
frats on campus can create being the first one at a party. 
problems, such as a crowded 
house, it also can make things 
much more interesting and en
joyable. It also makes the 
much-needed renovations on 
the house go much faster and 
more efficiently. According to 
Brad Handler, one of the new 
brothers, they are working to 
make the house a focal point of 
fraternal and social activity. 

Among the most noticed Phi 
Psi events are the Phi Psi 500, 
which takes place in the fall, 
and the Beach Party in the 
spring. Last year was the first 
year that the no-alcohol policy 
was in effect for the 500, and 

"We Are 
Working To 
Make The House 
A Focal Paint Of 
Activity. " 

Brad Handler 
Phi Kappa Psi historian 

the popularity of the event 
dropped. The 1985 500, howev
er, brought renewed success 
with $1200 in support of Santa 
Claus Anonymous. The event 
drew a large crowd of both par
ticipants and onlookers that got 
involved in relays, races, 
cheering, and having fun. The 
Beach party begins by filling 
the house basement with a 
huge truckload of sand, and 
ends up as one of the most 
crowded, attended and remem
bered (for some) party of the 
semester. 

As in the past, Phi Psi has 
continued to get involved in at
tracting freshmen. Despite ac
comoda ting new IFC rules, 
they've been fairly successful 
in establishing good rapport 

Cola in hand, a bunch of Fiji brothers settle down for some TV. 

with the new class. Indeed, 
they hope in the future to main
tain their status as one of the 
most popular frats on campus. 
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Small and unique- Delta Up
silon - less than forty 
brothers strong - they 

draw pledges of all different inter
ests who find a common bond in 
each other. That bond serves to 
hold them together and gives 
them a strong sense of communi
ty. This has enabled them to sur
vive some rough times in the past 
few years. Close to having their 
house condemned and closed 
down by the city two years ago, 
they invested considerable time 
and money and managed to pull 
out and recover. 

Recently they have been pro
moting good relations with both 
the university and their neighbor
hood. They have tried to maintain 
a "good boys" image by looking 
out for their neighbors and taking 
care of their house to improve the 
looks of the area. Some of the 
troublemakers have graduated, 
and with only three seniors leav
ing the frat this year, there is 

"The Tradition 
Speaks For Itself." 

Duncan Smith 
Del ta Upsilon 

. promise for much expansion and 
growth. Also, with their financial 
status improving, and a mortgage 
close to being completely paid off, 
they hope to play a larger role in 
the fraternity scene. 

Vice President Duncan Smith 
thinks the personality of the frat 
has not changed much in the past 
few years, mainly because they 
have kept to traditions. Trying to 
stay out of trouble and still have a 
good time, this unassuming bunch 
hopes that the future will reward 
them with a better pubic image 
than that of the year they were 
branded the "Animal House" of 
Baltimore. 
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DELTA UPSILON - Front Row: Duncan Smith, Mike Jarinski , Marshall Po
toshner. Second Row: Lloyd Melnick, Mike Moffa, Rich Ross, Max Curran, Steve 
Mitchell, Russell Abrams, Tod Yannuzzi. Third Row: Ken Deets, Jim Schildk
necht, Mike Sohr, Evan Reiter, Al Tuttle, Rich Prengaman. 

DELTA PHI - Front Row: Chai Kulsakdinun, Gary Laben, Larry Shanet, Steve 
Basta, Stephen Hewitt. Second Row: Vernon Huang, Jeff Rothfeld , Mike Cos
grove, Bill Barnett. 
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T he brothers of Del ta Phi 
are "diverse, articulate, 
fun-loving men who par

ty with flair and a touch of so
cial grace." With ten members, 
St. Elmo Hall is the smallest 
fraternity at Hopkins, but as 
the oldest continuous fraternity 
on this campus it has an un
matched heritage and tradition. 
This tradition, however, is tem
pered by progressive stylistic 
attitudes. 

St. Elmo functions regularly 
attract hundreds of guests, as 
"champagne soirees" and 
"wine and cheese" parties off er 
"an elegant departure from the 
routine of colossal beer 
bashes." The brothers also en-

''An Elegant 
Departure From 
The Routine Of 
Colossal Beer 
Bashes.'' 

Steve Hewitt 
Delta Phi 

joy more private affairs includ
ing dinners prepared by their 
regular chef at the house for 
the brothers and their dates, 
nights out at The Belvedere or 
Beefsteak Charlie's, and theme 
dinners such as Mexican Night 
with ponchos, extremely hot 
chili, and tequila. With this 
small a group, the brothers 
spend a great deal of time to
gether beyond organized fra
ternity events. Some of their fa
vorite pastimes include 
watching Hawaii 5-0 reruns, 
all-night dancing on Fridays at 
Cignel, and periodic jaunts to 
Georgetown. 

Other noteworthy activities 
include the annual lemonade 
("Elmonade") booth at Spring 
Fair and charitable efforts in 
the March of Dimes dance mar
athon. Along with these, El
mo's unique, often humourous, 

Gary Laben and Mike Cosgrove party with "a touch of social grace" in their house 
at the corner of Calvert Street and University Parkway. 

pledge tasks, such as speeches 
in the Terrace Room and a cele
bration of the inert gases in 
chemistry lectures-performed 
in coat and tie of course, distin
guished Delta Phi among the 
many social fraternities at 
Hopkins. 

Larry Shanet and his date don't 
want to soon forget this evening. 
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T he Pi Lambda Phi Fraterni
ty is headed this year by 
their President, David Sha

piro. The fraternity, which for the 
third straight year is renting a 
house on 29th and Calvert 
Streets, is composed of eighteen 
members which David describes 
as "a diverse group." According 
to David, the brotherhood has not 

"A Diverse 
Group." 

David Shapiro 
Pi Lambda Phi 

planned anything out of the ordi
nary for this year's Rush period. 
The ordinary, he explained, con
sists of a trip to Georgetown and 
some hockey games. Overall, the 
fraternity is looking forward to an 
excellent year. 

0 n campus since the 1920's, 
the Johns Hopkins branch 
of A TO is the third oldest 

Alpha Tau Omega in the country. 
Recent years have seen the fra
ternity grow quite a bit both in its 
size and in the diversity of its 
membership. "My pledge class 
was only eleven guys," says A TO 
president Robert Nardino, "and 
the last two have been thirty and 
twenty-five." And while Hopkins' 
A TO was formerly characterized 
as a "soccer frat ," now less than 
ten of the frat's 63 current mem
bers are on the JHU team. 
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PI LAMBDA PHI - Fron t R ow: Dave Shapi ro, Brett Pollack, Rob Balough . 
Second R ow: Todd Gillman, Darren Kadish , Lou Gr iffe l, Rob Censure, J ohn Dileo, 
Brian F risch, Gordon McLennan. 

ALPHA TAU OMEGA - First Row: Mark Goodman, J on Savitz, J osh Givelber . 
Second Row: Frank Lima, Juan Sera, Rob Nardino, John Caffrey, J ohn Myseros. 
Third Row: Bill Bay, Brian F unaki , R ick Ortman, J oe Swanson, Chris Hane, Pete 
Caffrey, John Leonard, Ed Bergman, Josh K nisley. Fourth R ow: E ric Rovner , J eff 
Binder, Dick O'Malley, Greg Kaufman, Andy Feit, Dave Lubetkin. 
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ATO's recent interests have 
ranged from the international to 
the local. On the international lev
el, A TO has raised money for the 
Mexican relief effort, a response 
to the major earthquake which 
struck the country in 1985. But 
ATO also has interests much clos
er to home; in fact, they have ma
jor interests inside their home. 
"We've been concerned a lot with 
almost rebuilding the house," 
Nardino says. A number of repairs 
have been made already, and 
ATO is hoping to get a loan from 
the national fraternity for further 
home improvements, which may 
include a new plumbing system. 

A TO has tried not to let the ad
ministration 's new alcohol and 
party policies ruin their fun , al
though it has meant a slightly dif
ferent angle on rush. While par
ties might be limited, ATO has 
tried "to do different activities" 
this past year, "such as a ski trip, a 
pizza night, renting movies, going 

"To Further 
Promote The 
Spirit Of 
Brotherhood 

Rob Nardino 
Alpha Tao Omega 

to box lacrosse games, and a pok
er night" in order to attract new 
members. 

While ATO may have no con
crete future plans, the members 
do have some basic ideas in mind. 
Recent volunteer work wi th men
tally handicapped children in the 
Baltimore area proved rewarding 
to all members of A TO; as a result, 
the frat promises more communi-

Ritchie Schell , Jim Hobensack, Pete Blohm, John Coyne, 
Harry Johnston, Kevin Tully, Ed Coffey, Valerio Forte, 
and Ed Marsh prove W awa broth ers are a close bunch . 

ty work of this type in the years Tom Mangiarapra, Jon Citow, Salman Azhar - what is he doing to Tom's hand? 
ahead. And, according to one frat _ and Sung Hong take a break from the hectic life at the TEP house. 
member, ATO's future activites 
will be of a nature designed " to 
fur ther promote the spiri t of 
brotherhood among A TO 's 
members." 
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N o one term characterized 
the sisters of the Zeta Om
icron chapter of Alpha Phi 

this year. The sorority's member
ship of forty women had interests 
outside of schoolwork which var
ied from athletics to acting to Stu
dent Government. It therefore 
comes as no surprise that the so
rority itself was also very active. 
Some of this year's events includ
ed the traditional fall and spring 
semester semi-formals, parties, 
and speakers. The sisters made a 

"Alpha Phi Is My 
Life!" 

Ursula Kneissl 
Alpha Phi 

trip to Georgetown on Halloween, 
and held numerous brunches and 
pizza parties. Alpha Phi's annual 
"Cardiac Arrest" fundraiser and 
Valentine's lollypop sale both 
raised money for the American 
Heart Association and the Johns 
Hopkins Hospital. 

The sisters once again demon
strated their athletic prowess by 
placing in the Phi Psi 500. Their 
academic prowess has been dem
onstrated by their receipt of nu
merous Alpha Phi national schol
arships for graduate study. In 
addition to being the first social 
sorority on campus, Alphi Phi is 
looking into acquiring a house, al
though many sisters already live 
together and all ensure no one is 
ever left out of any activities. 

F ifty-five girls all with differ
ent backgrounds, interests, 
and ambitions is how many 

students see the Phi Mu sorority. 
Yet, despite their obvious diversi
ty, the members really are unified 
and share a common pride about 
their bond. Last year's president 
Jessie Mandel explained, "the so
rority is maturing in many ways. 
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ALPHA PHI - Front row: Heather Lowenkamp, Sara Donnem, Marcy Herman, 
Becky Bjornson, Lori Hopkins , J eanne Toussaint, Dorene Schaub. Second row: 
Beth Wallen, Jodi Kingman, Jamie Morris, Tracey Thomas, Ursula Kneissl, Alli
son Little, Cara Whitehead, Katia Smith. Third row: Elizabeth Lang, Catherine 
Speiser, Carolyn Ewald, Lisa Harris, President Tali Toole, Katie Faust , Elaine 
Weidenhammer, Carol Gerry. 

PHI MU - Front row: Val Colesanti, Melissa W u, Mary Burcham, Janet Sun, Lora 
Costello, President Katy Swid, Claire Battistella, Ellen Berkowitz, Ellen Zimmer
man . Second row: Cheryl Iglesia, Deane Brown, Anne W einer, Val J acobson, Amy 
Compton , Julie Marrone, Kathleen Bohan, Sachi Morishige, Arnita Mital, Kate 
Offutt, Lia Logia, Heidi Van Elkan, Susan Gorozdos. Rebecca Buder, J esse Mandel, 
Julie Sheilds. 
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Whereas there used to be only a 
few truly active members, this 
year we have seen almost every 
girl become involved in one way 
or another." 

Besides sponsoring the tradi
tional Phi Mu parties-the annual 
Black & White, (sisters and dates 
wear only black and white), the 
fall and spring semi-formals, trav
elling parties and the crush par
ty-the members also had several 
impromtu parties, including one 
with Alpha Phi, throughout the 
year. However, activities where 
not restricted to parties alone, un
der the leadership of president 
Katy Swid, Phi Mu hosted the 
Fall Break Wild West games, vis
ited hospital patients during holi
days, conducted a sweater drive 
for Social Services and raised 
money for its philanthropic orga
nization-Project Hope. During 

"The Sorority Is 
Maturing In 
Many Ways. " 

Jesse Mandel 
Phi Mu 

rush, Phi Mu sisters sold 'Go 
Greek' T-shirts as a fundraising 
project. With Phi Mu alumni in 
the Baltimore area for the first 
time, alumni-sister functions such 
as Sunday brunches and picnics 
were held in order to improve 
alumni relations. 

Perhaps the most exciting pro
ject proved to be a housing effort. 
In an effort to find a house for the 
sorority, housing chairman Mi
chelle Ryan formed a "task force" 
that searched for funds and a loca
tion for a Phi Mu house. After 
much time and coordinated ef
forts, Ryan was able to tell the 
sorority that a house had been lo
cated on 203 E. 33rd street. Al
though the sorority will _only be 

---· - - -- -- - -

Ursula Kneissl volunteers more of her time for the sisters of Alpha Phi. 

Amy Compton, Ellen Erickson, and Heidi Van Elkan team up 
in the Fall Break Games run by Phi Mu. 

renting the house at first, it was 
both pleased and excited about 
being the first sorority to have a 
house. Mandel added, "a Phi MU 
house will only serve to bring our 
already close sisterhood even 
closer." 
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Z eta Beta Tau is the 
newest fraternity on 
campus, thanks to the ef

forts and enthusiasm of Scott 
Lippe, Jeff Lurie, and Larry Ei
senman. In under a year, ZBT 
has grown from this core of 
three to a roster boasting over 
thirty members. 

Actually, this is ZBT's second 
appearance at JHU: "From 
what I gather, ZBT started 
here in the early sixties and 
went through to the early sev
enties," according to frat presi
dent Lurie. But the early sev
enties brought with it a decline 
in frat popularity in general, 
causing the Hopkins ZBT to 
disband. 

'' F1 d" . . . oun 1ng 
Fathers Of The 
Fraternity. " 

Jeff Lurie 
Zeta Beta Tau 

The idea to revive ZBT began 
during the '84-'85 rush. Then a 
junior, Lurie began to think 
about how he had "never got
ten around to joining a frat," 
and contemplated starting a 
new one. "When a bunch of 
people said, 'Yeah, that might 
be a good idea,"' he got in touch 
with a number of national fra
ternities. It was the national 
ZBT that came through with 
the most assistance and sup
port. The national ZBT was 
started in 1898 as a "Jewish fra
ternity" at a time when Jewish 
students were unable to join 
frats unless they started their 
own. ZBT was also among the 
first of the Jewish fraternities 
to go non-sectarian, during the 
1950's. 

Even before receiving an of
ficial charter, the Hopkins ZBT 
was able to attract a number of 
upperclassmen to their broth
erhood. Their lack of an official 
frat house (a situation which 
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ZETA BETA TAU - Front Row: Don Chen, Matthew Lurin, Jeff Lurie, Henry 
Grossberg, Steve Nicewarner. Second Row: Mark Anderson, Jeff Tabor, Trevor 
Cornwell. 

PHI GAMMA DELTA - First Row: Paul Kadri, Chris Verica, Second Row: 
Daman Stewart Third Row: Steve Dawson, Rodney Hillman, Jimmy Ryan, John 
Magness, Joe Drynicki. Fourth Row: Brian Doud, Rich Zane, Ron Benoit, Paul 
Tepe, Mike Webster, Steve Tristani, Rob Downing, Rob Rae, Tim Ott. Fifth Row: 
Jay Harris, Tom Calup, Tony Aquilino, Steve Cina. 
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they assure will be remedied in 
the near future) has not 
stopped ZBT from having a 
number of frat parties based in 
members' apartments over the 
past year. Besides these parties, 
ZBT also masterminded two 
trips to Georgetown, including 
one on Halloween night; this 
trip left with forty-two people, 
but returned with forty-five 
(the additional three being stu
dents from Towson State). 

Lurie is confident that his 
frat's growth will continue: 
"There are various advantages 
in joining a new frat that might 
be attractive to freshman " as 
well as upperclassmen, one be
ing that any new ZBT members 
"would be considered more or 
less founding fathers of the fra
ternity," with their names ap
pearing on the ZBT charter. 
Perhaps ZBT has only a year 
behind them; but with it s 
growth of members as well as 
its activities, it is understand
able that Lurie is "very opti
mistic" about ZBT's future . 

F ootball and Fiji - the two 
go hand in hand. Many of 
the members are Hopkins 

athletes: one third of this year's 
excellent football team were 
also members of the Phi Garn-

If You 're Proud 
To Be Purple, 
It'll Come 
Together. 

Phi Gamma Delta 
Motto 

ma Delta fraternity. The crew, 
wrestling, and lacrosse teams 
also boasted Garn men on their 
rosters. But Gammites played a 
role on campus and in the com
munity, too. Student Council 
President Paul Kadri is a broth
er. The frat has been involved 
in Big Brothers of Maryland, in 
programs to help retarded chil
dren and in a charity bow
lathon among other community 
projects. 

- -- - -

Jim Hobensack seeks out a par ty for h is W a wa b rothe rs. 

Phi Gam ma Delta brothers Steve Dawson , Ron Benoit, Tony Aquilino, and Paul 
Tepe. 
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" .. Such An Active 
Group . . . A Strong 
Sisterhood. '' 

Nancy Meachum 
Delta Sigma Theta 

A cademic excellence, lead
ership qualities, and dedi
cation to community ser

vice - these are the three main 
attributes possessed by the sisters 
of Delta Sigma Theta, one of the 
two public service sororities at 
Hopkins. With twice as many 
members this year as last year 
(21) from Hopkins and four other 
schools (Peabody, Goucher, Loyo
la, and Notre Dame), the sorority 
chapter, which is actually a city
wide chapter based at this school, 
enjoyed a successful and produc
tive year. As in past years, the 
Deltas were involved in a number 
of projects - the Hopkins tutorial 
project, the giving of scholarships 
to girls at the House of Good She
perd, the child-life center at Hop
kins Hospital , and the Red Cross 
blood program. In order to carry 
out these projects, the Deltas had 
to do a great deal of fundraising 
through such things as candy 
sales, a Christmas balloon sale, 
and a gospel concert. 

According to the president Nan
cy Meachum, Delta Sigma Theta 
is an international organization, 

214 - Delta Sigma Theta 

DELTA SIGMA THETA - Suraya Mohamed, Pamela Thomas, Diane Foster, 
Cindy Harper, Terry-anne Haynes, Nancy Meachum, Donna Ivery, Jackie Wilson, 
Rayvel le Barney. 

ALPHA KAPPA ALP HA - Valerie Toney, Yevette Johnson, Deneen Hendrick , 
Beth Geter, Sumayah Jamal. 
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and, although it is not commonly 
known, it was the first sorority at 
Hopkins (founded here in 1976). 
Meachum described the Deltas as 
"such an active group" and "a 
strong sisterhood." 

T 
he first black sorority in 
which the initial goals were 
to be of service to mankind 

and to promote the aims of wom
anhood was Alpha Kappa Alpha. 
Founded in 1908, Alpha Kappa Al
'pha now has over 75,000 members 
nationwide and is the oldest black 
Greek sorority in the country; the 
Hopkins Chapter was founded in 
May, 1984. Under the leadership 
of Yvette Johnson the members 
"are still fulfilling the goals of the 
twenty founders by participating 
in both campus and community 
service projects." During Christ
mas the sisters held a Christmas 
Cheer Project in the Pediatric 
Ward of Union Memorial Hospi
tal. With their brother fraternity , 
Alpha Phi Alpha, they helped 

Wilson. ' ' th . . . e 
members are still 
fulfilling the 
goals of the 
twenty 
founders.'' 

Yvette Johnson 
Alpha Kappa Alpha 

with the American Cancer Phon
ethon. The sisters of Alpha Kappa 
Alpha are a close group, and look 
forward to continued service both 
to Johns Hopkins and to the 
Community. 

. -- - -

- -- -

The sisters of Delta Sigma Theta take time out to study in the library. 

Valerie Toney and Yvette Johnson get help from some friends in preparing for a 
community service project. 
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W hile most fraternities at 
Hopkins are centered 
around one interest or 

sport, Sigma Phi Epsilon (com
monly known as Sig Ep) is differ
ent in that it is characterized by 
its diversity more than anything 
else. Under the presidency of 
Matt Barsch this year, the 55 Sig 
Ep brothers included athletes 

''Sig Ep member
ship is not exclu
sive, but it is a very 
tight-knit group 
" 

Chaplain Matt Wohl 
Sigma Phi Epsilon 

(wrestlers, baseball players, soc
cer players), class officers and 
student council members, a 
Spring Fair co-chair (Jim Farina), 
and others who were just average, 
regular students. As Chaplain 
Matt Wohl put it: "Sig Ep mem
bership is not exclusive, but it is a 
very tight-knit group ... Anyone 
who shows an interest and who 
the brothers feel comfortable 
with can get in." 

To help promote this close-knit 
atmosphere of Sig Ep, the broth
ers held weekly or monthly for
mal dinners for themselves and 
parties for the general Hopkins 
populace. They even had a semi
formal that was open to the rest of 
the student body and a Thanks
giving dinner primarily for fresh
men. In addition, they sponsored a 
number of activities during 
"Rush" such as a "Super Bowl 
Lunch" where brothers and oth
ers could watch the game on a gi
ant video screen and movie nights 
- since an alumnus works for a 
video production company and, 
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SIGMA PHI EPSILON - First Row: Mike Maline, Scott Silodor, Crawford Blag
den, Dale Cochran, Jon Ross, Matt Kohut. Second Row: Mike Mendelsohn, Sven 
Willenberger, Don DeLorenz, John Pedorella, Steve Elmore, Chris Mosley, Marc 
Greenberg, Nick Biondi, Matt Banks, Todd Ki hara, John Creighton, Jamie Fideler. 
Third Row: Ted Johnson, Geoff Bender, Jim Farina, Dennis Lawson , Ken Kimura, 
Matt Borsch, Matt Wohl , John Barton, Jon Pellett, Rich Baick , Staunton Golding, 
Jon Siegel, Tim Malia , Frank Warneck, Steve Nason. 

ALPHA DELTA PHI - First Row: Barry Schocket, Kevin Tully, Ed Coffey, 
Roger Cryan, Joe DeRosa, Ned Offit, Pete Blohm, Ritchie Schell , Al exis Malas, 
Dave Rearer, Andy Bilello. Second Row: Jim Hobensack , John Santeniello, Len 
Guarna, Harry Johnston . Third R ow: Valerio Forte, John Pattaras, Tom Dibari. 
Fourth Row: Geoff Clemen t, Jon Meltzer, Chris Wasson, Mike Manners , Dave 
Psenicska, Eric Lindgren, Dave Sill, Eli Kabillio, John Coyne, Ed Artfitch , Ed 
Marsh . 
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therefore , has access to 
equipment. 

The Sig Ep brothers also orga
nized events with the "Golden 
Hearts:", their little sister organi
zation that Bersch characterized 
as a "quasi-sorority". In general, 
the "Golden Hearts" have been 
pretty independent, but they did 
have dinners with the brothers 
periodically throughout the year. 
Said Monica Levine, the president 
of the "Golden Hearts": "We are a 
small group of dynamic girls who 
enjoy hanging out with the guys 
but also show great enthusiasm 
for branching out and partying on 
our own." 

Barsch felt that in recent years 
there has been a trend of pledge 
classes getting larger and attrib
uted that growth to the fact that 
Sig Ep's image has been chang
ing. According to him, more peo
ple have started to realize that Sig 
Ep is a fairly clean-cut organiza
tion. To this, Wohl added that the 
brothers were "open-minded" and " 

---· --- - -. -- -- -

ready to like anyone who wanted Salman Azar and fel low TE P brother relax at a house meeting. 
to like them. 

N ot the sound of a baby cry
ing or a convenience store 
but the Hopkins version of 

Alpha Delta Phi fraternity is what 
is meant by the question "How 
was Wawa last night?" Alpha 

We know how to 
party a little 
better." 

Scott Burns 
Alpha Delta Phi 

Delta Phi got its nickname from 
the store beneath its apar tment 
building on the corner of Thirty 
Third and Saint Paul Streets. This 
fall as a community project the 
brothers cleaned up the neighbor
hood, and traditionally the broth
ers (70% of whom are varsi ty ath
letes) clean up campus a f ter 
Spring Fair. Besides being athleti
cally oriented, in the spirit of Hop
kins they hold a degree of learn
ing as important. Every year the 
frat runs an academic bowl in 
Shaff er Hall for local h igh 
schools. 

FI J 

Alan Feudenstein, Clark Thielemann, and Jon Byrd celebrate their fraternal alle
g iance in the Fiji house. 
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Susan Gorozdos and Mike Ehrlich pre
pare dinner during a barbeque. 

--.... 
111111 

Tati Toole, the president of Alpha Phi, pre
pares for a meeting in Maryland Hall. 

218 - Fraternities 

Inter-Fraternity Council - Front Row: David Shapiro, Deneen Hendrick, Tati 
Toole, Deane Brown, Katy Swid. Second Row: John Caffrey, Jeff Rothfeld , Jim 
Hobensack, Steve Antrobus, Ron DeMatteo, Duncan Smith, Tony Aquilino, Mike 
Webster, Matt Roland. 

The Sisters of Alpha Phi and Phi Mu throw a party to attract new members. 
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What Happened . • • 
In the hustle of the year it's easy to ties for Fall Break. We were saved from 

miss the news and forget what signifi- what was to be a devastating Hurricane, 
cant things happened during the year. but Long Island got slammed. These 
"Hopkins apathy" didn't stop groups of events help put this year in the larger 
students from forming an Ice Hockey context of the real world. 
team and organizing a full slate of activi-

EVENTS 
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A time for the students to "justifiably go nuts" 
is how Jon Savitz described his hopes for Johns 
Hopkins' first Fall Break, a three-day weekend 
lasting from October 19th to the 21st, 1985. To 
this end, Savitz, as chairman of the Student 
Council's Fall Break committee, masterminded a 
Wild West Weekend of events to be held 
throughout the break. This would be a time for 
Hopkins students to blow off some steam on this, 
their first official break from the academic grind. 
Unfortunately, many students chose to take ad
vantage of this well-earned break by taking a 
break from Baltimore altogether or by studying 
for the mid-terms many professors had sched
uled for the following week, causing the week
end's events to suffer from a lack of attendance. 
Still, all of the events were held and ran smooth
ly for the number of Hopkins students who did 
remain to participate. 

While perhaps not an overhwelming success 
in terms of student turnout, the weekend re
mains a great success in other ways, one of 
which is just how much was done in such a small 
amount of time. Plans for the break's events 
could not even be started until six weeks before 
the actual weekend, simply because the adminis
tration had not established the break's existence 
until late in the summer. For planning a week
end of events, "six weeks isn't near enough 
time," said Savitz. In fact , Savitz's committee 
"didn't even have a budget for the first two 
weeks" of those six. In a mere month and a half, 
though, the committee organized a truly wide 
range of events, enough to suit all tastes. The 
weekend's "Wild West" activities included con
certs and dances with Junior Cline and the Re
cliners, Clay and the Mudslingers, and Richard 
Taylor and the Ravers. There was also a "Gold 
Rush" treasure hunt with gold and silver prizes, 
"Wild West Games" for teams of four , a dorm 
teepee-building contest, a hayride and marsh
mallow roast featuring bluegrass music from the 
Noteworthy String Band, a square dance, a casi
no night, two performances of Edward Albee's 
The Zoo Story, and a host of wild west movies. 

The Fall Break was also a success in that it 
indicated to students that they do indeed have a 
voice in how their school is run. When the idea 
of a fall break was brought before the Student 
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Council during the 1984-1985 academic year, 
Council President Jon Laria immediately set up 
an Ad Hoc Fall Break Committee which , 
through questionaires and petitions, determined 
that a large majority of Hopkins students were in 
favor of an extended weekend such as this for a 
mid-semester break (ordinarily, the first break 
from the fall academic schedule would not arrive 
until Thanksgiving in late November. When the 
Council presented their findings to university 
administration, the administration proved recep
tive, and the Fall Break was added to the calen
dar for the very next fall semester. 

When looking back on Fall Break '85, it must 
not be forgotten that it was Hopkins' first, and no 
one involved could know, until the actual week
end, whether students would remain on campus 
and enjoy the events or whether they would 
seek out other ways to relax. Savitz says that 
more time for planning and an increased budget 
may be the key to the success of Fall Break 
events in future years; or perhaps the idea of a 
"theme weekend" will not be used during fall 
break, but at a time when fewer students will be 
heading for home. Whatever the decision, the 
most important fact is that Johns Hopkins now 
has a fall break, and the students can thank 
themselves for this brief vacation to be spent. 

... However they choose. 
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Disaster is imminent!? 
It was built up to be the worst storm of the centu

ry - threatening to destory homes, property and 
lives all along the East coast. Warnings of disaster 
were issued for nearly all cities and communities 
within 50 miles of the eastern seaboard, beginning 
with Norfolk, Va., extending through the New 
York-New Jersey area, and including Baltimore. 
But when all was said and done, Hurricane Gloria 
had done very little of what it was supposed to 
have done. 

The Norfolk area, which was sending reports and 
updates to Baltimore Weather Services, was the 
first hit. Ships in the Naval Base had been removed 
from port, air fighters at nearby Langley Air Force 
Base were sent to safer locations and many com
munities were evacuated. Officials were expecting 
Gloria, the first hurricane to strike the East Coast 
in about 10 years, to literally destroy the area. By 
the time Gloria hit, every precaution had been tak
en. A few houses lost roofs and a few trees were 
"thrown" by the wind; however, compared to what 
had been expected, Gloria was harmless. 

Baltimore, too, received severe warnings. Stu
dents and community residents were told to take 
precautions. Many students were warned by their 
parents, who were hearing updates on national 
television, to leave high-rise apartments like the 
Carlyle, Charles, and Blackstone. Most students 
were even sure classes the next day would be can
celled. However, when Gloria arrived she brought 
only strong winds and lots of rain - nothing too 
terribly uncommon. 

This is not to say that Hurricane Gloria was not 
destructive. The storm, which did leave some Balti
more areas, including the Inner Harbor area, 
slightly flooded, eventually did move on to "de
stroy" some areas. Ocean City, Md: was evacuated 
before the storm destroyed the beach boardwalk 
and reports of minor damages to houses and prop
erty were reported in New York and New Jersey. 

But the storm which had brought so much excite
ment and so much fear to so many people ended up 
not deserving the menacing coverage it had 
caused. Looking back, it seems as if there was 
much ado about nothing - Gloria became the 1985 
major event which really wasn't an event after all. 
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Ice Hockey Skates Into Action 
Yes Hopkins, you do have a 

hockey team! After an ex
tremely long hiatus, ice hockey 
finally r~turned to Johns Hop
kins in November of 1985. De
spite bureaucratic red tape, fi
nancial troubles, and an often 
pessimistic community, a small 
group of students led by Senior 
Bill Dwyer and Junior Andy 

Gray was able to form a team. 
Money was raised in part by 

private donations, the Alumni 
Association, and from within 
the team itself. The Athletic 
Center was able to provide sec
retarial aid as well as credibil
ity to the team, allowing it to 
use the university's name and 
coffers. 

Chip Bettencourt, a member 
of the Baltimore Blazers semi
pro hockey team and also a for
mer Dartmouth standout, was 
the team's head coach. Blazer 
teammates Steve Worth and 
George Carlson were the assis
tant coaches. All three were do
nating their time to help the 
team. 

Hopkins skaters (i n the dark jerseys) congratulate one another after scoring a goal. 

I I 
Hopkins fends off an attack. One of the goals in a 5-4 v ictory over W illiam and Mary. 
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Tom Mangiacapre guards the net during Civic Center action. 

Freshmen One Acts 
Everyone has a childhood 

dream or fantasy: some hope to 
become President one day; oth
ers dream of visiting the moon; 
and there are those who aspire 
to have a lead in a Broadway 
play. While Hopkins theatre is 
nothing like Broadway, the 
Barnstormers-sponsored 
Freshmen One Acts gave some 
freshmen a chance to fulfill 
their dream to star in a play. 
According to Barnstormer Vice 
President Chrisie Stanfel, who 
also directed one of the plays, 
the One Acts were not only a 
major recruiting device for the 
organization but primarily "a 
means of making freshmen feel 
special and a way to help them 
realize that their dreams really 
can come true." 

Held after only a week of 
grueling tryouts where produc
ers "fought tooth and nail" to 
get the actors they really want
ed, and a month of strenuous 
practices, the One Acts were 
held on October 11th and 12th 
in the Listening and Viewing 
room on campus. The One Acts 
were strictly student-directed 
and produced. Barnstormer 

members approached either 
Vice-President Jim Sullivan or 
Stanfel to get approval to pro
duce a play. Five plays and one 
musical were finally selected: 
Edward Albee's Who's Afraid 
of Virginia Woolf, directed by 
Herman Ayayo, Seven Veils, 
directed by Sam Murray, The 
Waste Disposal Unit directed 
by Sue Wonsiewicz, Ludlow 
Fair directed by Carol Gerry, 
Arthur Miller's The Creation of 
the World, directed by Christie 
Stanfel, and The Pajama Game, 
directed by Amy Reiter and 
Jennifer Varrel. About fifty 
freshmen tried out for the six 
productions. Most were very 
talented, thus making it diffi
cult for the directors to choose 
their leads. 

The One Acts, however, are 
not simply for freshmen. While 
all acting roles must ~o to 
freshmen, upperclassmen gdt 
to experience a different side of 
theater. Stanfel, who acted in 
the One Acts last year, enjoyed 
producing a play for a change. 
Although enjoying both, Stan
fel felt as if acting and directing 
were totally different things. 

"Acting is all up to you and the 
way you interpret a scene. 
Even though you are always 
under some grand design, you 
can institute your own ideas 
and feelings. However, in di
recting, you have to send your 
interpretations through some
one else's brain and convince 
them that you are right." Stan
fel enjoyed being able to actual
ly watch the audience's reac
tion for a change but 
complained that there was also 
a helpless feeling - "you have 
no control once the play begins 
... you can only sit there and 
hope things go the way you 
planned .. . it's not a happy 
feeling". 

Nonetheless, Stanfel and all 
of the other directors were ex
tremely pleased in the end. The 
general consensus was that a 
well-balanced group of plays 
had been chosen and that the 
acting was indeed superb. 
While much time had gone into 
planning and production, the 
few moments of applause and 
excitement all seemed worth 
the work it had entailed. 
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Arms Control: Strategy & 
Diplomacy 

"Pres. Reagan May Be MAD, But He's Not 
NUTS," or so read a front-page headline on Octo
ber 11, 1985 News-Letter covering the opening 
session of the eighteenth annual Milton S. Eisen
hower Symposium. The headline quoted Ambas
sador Paul Warnke, chief negotiator of the 
SALT II treaty and MSE Symposium lecturer; 
MAD and NUTS refer to "Mutually Assured De
struction" and "Nuclear Utilization Theory 
Strategy," the two chief schools of thought on 
the question of nuclear arms build-up. 

"Arms Control: Strategy and Diplomacy" was 
the theme of this year's four MSE Symposium 
lectures as organized by Mike DeRosa and Brad 
Marks. This was the first Milton S. Eisenhower 
Symposium since the death of its namesake, the 
former presidential advisor and Johns Hopkins 
University president. Dr. Eisenhower's death 
prompted Co-chairman Marks to term the con
tinuing lecture series a "living memorial" to this 
great man. 

The four lectures, which were held between 
October 8 and October 23, were broken up into 
two sub-themes: "Arms Control -The Answer or 
the Problem?" and "Arms Control - A Look 
Ahead; A Look Back," and featured speakers 
from China and the U.S.S.R. as well as the Unit
ed States. Among the more familiar names were 
George McGovern, former U.S. Senator and 

Ambassador Paul Nitze, Special Advisor to the President 
and Secretary of State on Arms control Matters, speaks on 
October 23, in Shriver Hall. 

224 - M.S.E. Symposium 

Democratic nominee for President; James Schle
singer, former Secretary of Defense; Lt. General 
Edward Rowny, chief negotiator of the Arms 
Control and Disarmament Agency; and Strobe 
Talbott, Washington Bureau Chief for "Time" 
Magazine. 

The first of the series' lectures was well-at
tended. The remaining three, however, did not 
come quite as close to filling Shriver Hall as one 
might have expected from the timeliness of the 
issues that the series discussed. The final lec
ture, which featured Ambassador Paul Nitze and 
Presidential Advisor Dmitri Simes as introduced 
by Charles Rowe of CBS News, concluded with a 
few words from the symposium's co-chairs 
thanking all of those who had been involved in 
getting 1985's Milton S. Eisenhower Symposium 
off the ground. 

Brad Marks and Michael DeRosa, Chairmen of the 1985 
M.S.E. Symposium, listen to Senator George McGovern. 

Dr. Dimitri Simes, a graduate of Moscow State University 
and foreign policy analyst, speaks on the history of arms 
control. 
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What Happens During 
Intersession ... 

Many winter sports occur when no a personal dedication different from 
one is around. Those who are, are either their opponents, used to playing before 
too few or too shy to cheer for the home crowds. 
team. The men and women playing have 

WINTER SPORTS 
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Pressure on the ball carier all 
the way up court by the varsity 
men was often too much for 
Blue Jay opponents this year. 
When the men's basketball 
team executed its pressure de
fense the opponent soon lost 
composure and the Jays went 
to the hoop. The offense didn't 
click as one does on a champi
onship team but with the other 
team falling apart so nicely the 
Jays were able to run up twen
ty point leads during several 

Defense 
games. A season-ending upset 
over Division III tenth ranked 
Washington College capped a 9 
and 14 season. 

Center Ralph Horne, Mike 
Kowatch, and Charlie Sikorsky 
were the tri-captains. Over the 
Christmas break Mike Kowatch 
fell on his elbow at the NYU 
Tournament and could not play 
for several games. He ex
plained, "I have trouble shoot
ing and passing the ball be
cause of the soreness. It is one 

of those injuries that takes a 
long time to heal. If this 
weren't my senior year, I would 
rest it .. . but I'm going to play." 

B-squad player Matt Mase
more described head coach Nap 
Doherty as "a really nice guy. 
Oh yeah, he always stops me 
during the day and talks. You 
could talk with him for hours, 
he always has time to say hello. 
But when you're playing ball 
you better not screw up." 

MEN'S BASKETBALL - Front Row: Mike Kowatch, Ralph Horne, 
Charles Sikorsky. Second Row: Ed Doherty, Rich Moscarello, Steve Stein
saltz, Mike Sohr, Chris Wasson, Jedan Philips, Kevin Sottak, Terry Ryan, 
David Wilson, Eddie Kasoff, Chris Daly, Ron Noy, Bud Pygon, Anneke 
Chung, Maurizio Nichele, Lee Horowitz. 

Senior guard Dave Wilson uses his speed to 
beat the Haverford Fords. 

Men's Basketball 
JHU OPP. JHU 

70 Manhattanville 76 68 Washington 
70 York 73 61 Western MD 
74 Catholic 72 74 Haverford 
47 Mary Washington 65 69 Messiah 
51 Washington U. 64 67 Franklin & Marshall 
66 Trinity U . 65 65 Swarthmore 
82 New York U. 96 49 Ursinus 
78 Rose-Hulman 67 44 Widener 
70 Western Md. 65 88 Swarthmore 
80 Lebanon Valley 71 48 Widener 
44 Ursinus 60 67 Haverford 
54 Phil. Phar . 65 83 Washington 
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95 
69 
53 
79 
66 
64 
52 
61 
83 
50 
82 
79 

Forward Kevin Sottak drives the baseline in 
a game against Haverford which saw the en
tire varsity roster play. 
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Grown And Matured 
The Johns Hopkins Blue Jay 

Women's Basketball team con
sists of nine dedicated and com
mitted team members. Despite 
a disappointing season that saw 
the Blue Jays lose several very 
close games, the team has been 
able to hold together and has 
never lost determination. The 
young team consists of mostly 
juniors and sophomores. Junior 
and team captain Rachelle La
Force is a good all around play-

Cindy Harper scores one of h er many 
points in a losing effort against Frank
lin & Marshall. 

er. Her leadership capabilities 
are evident both on and off the 
court as she directs and orga
nizes both plays and activities. 
A sophomore and returning let
terman whose skills are valu
able to the team is Jeanne 
Clark. As point guard she is in
strumental is calling plays, and 
her ability to hit the outside 
shot in clutch situations is vital. 
Another important player is 
sophomore and returning let-

Susie Stickney guards the lane. 

terman Cindy Harper. A verag
ing 19.7 points a game makes 
her essential to the team's 
success. 

Under the guidance of Coach 
Kay Fowler-Dressler and As
sistant Coach Sandra Bond the 
team has grown and matured 
this year. If many of the same 
players retun next year the 
Blue Jay's Women's Basketball 
team promises to improve sig
nificantly upon its record. 

WOMEN'S 
BASKETBALL 

JHU 
46 Drew 
44 Dominican 
42 UMBC 
50 St. Marys 
48 Dickinson 
49 Franklin and Marshall 
63 Marymount 
68 Notre Dame 
52 Franklin and Marshall 
41 Gettysburg 
50 Lenanon Valley 
55 Swarthmore 
56 Western Md. 
45 Dickinson 
66 Hood 
50 Lebanon Valley 
57 Western Md. 
62 Gallaudet 
59 Goucher 
50 Gettysburg 

OPP. 
52 
65 

113 
52 
63 
70 
80 
72 
77 
84 
69 
79 
99 
79 
53 
69 
81 
68 
51 
69 

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL - Fron t 
R ow: Susie Stickney, J eanne Clark, 
Trish Jameson, Va lerie Toney. Second 
R ow: Martina Waluk, Emilia Dauway, 
Rachelle LaForce, Stephanie Spengler, 
Ci ndy H arper, Meg Watkins, Kay 
F owler-Dress ler , Sandra Bond. 
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maintain a winning record 
two years in a row, let alone 
twenty, yet the Blue Jay fenc
ers can proudly claim nothing 
but winning seasons ever since 
the mid-60's, thanks in no small 
part to Dick Oles. It took Oles 
only a few of his twenty-seven 
seasons as- fencing coach to 
turn the Jays into a winning 
team and to turn fencing into 
one of the most popular sports 
on campus in terms of students ' 

Senior Wales Shao withstands a lung
ing opponent. 

JHU 

15 
10 
18 
9 
17 
18 
18 
19 
18 
15 
17 
22 
23 
16 
17 
16 
17 
17 
17 
19 
20 
21 
16 

MEN'S FENCING 

MIT 
u c 
Duke 
N.C. State 
Vassar 
Rutgars 
VPI 
VMI 
Stevens Tech. 
Haverford 
Lafayette 

JIT 
Seton Hall 
Brooklyn 
William Paterson 
Brandeis 
Temple 
USMA 
Hunter 
CCNY 
Baruch 

.Y. Maritime 
N.Y. Purchase 
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12 
17 
9 

18 
10 
9 
9 
8 
9 

12 
10 
5 
4 

11 
10 
11 
10 
10 
10 
8 
7 
6 

11 

desire to participate: "In the 
early 60's we could barely field 
a nine-man team," says Oles. 
"Now we bring out every year 
one-tenth of the male freshmen 
to try out for the team. " 

Few of the frosh who try out 
for the team have ever held a 
foil before. Of the fifty men 
Oles coached this year, only 
two had fencing experience. 
Oles and the entire team, in
cluding captains Chris Calin-

gaert, Andy Goldberg, and Jim 
Hoff, pitch in to teach these in
experienced fencers what the 
game is all about. Oles sees to it 
that the beginners learn the 
moves not only at practice, but 
also by participating in actual 
matches:" ... We keep perhaps 
one-third of the schedule with 
relatively weak opponents just 
to give our home-grown fenc
ers experience." Such lesser 
opponents are easily "pum-

On attack, Senior Charles Green scores a touch. 

MEN'S FENCING - Front Row: Alvin Egerer, David Cohen Luis Bendezu 
Andy Goldberg, Chai Kulsakdinun, Dale Bell. Second Row: Sc~tt Lippe, Prad 
Tummala, . Biii E~wards, Craig Chun, Andy Lee, Steve Forman, Mark Drasnin, 
Tony Agrios. Third Row: Dick Oles, Russ Carstens, Al ex Moen, Jeff Poehler, 
Dongwoo Chang, Larr!' Eisenman, Wales Shao, Won Chung, Jim Hoff, Robert 
Lee, Matt Lipton, David Lumby, Chris Calingaert, Charles Greene. 
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11~ For A Team To • • • 
rneled" by the Jays. 

Under coach Gary Green, the 
women fencers are a strong 
team as well. Green, his asis
tant Kathleen Stacey, and co
captains Lisa Harris and Jodi 
Krugman led the Lady Jays to 
about ten meets, their season 
starting in mid-January and 
ending in early March. While 
the men's schedule is only a 
week or two longer than the 
women's, the men participate 

in around twenty-five meets 
each season. If one-third of 
these matches are against less
er teams, Oles makes sure that 
the balance of these meets are 
more (and often much more) 
challenging. The fencers met 
with prime conference rivals 
Army and Temple and "beat 
them both handily." However, 
Coach Oles realizes that his 
team will have to face more 
than just conference rivals in 

Co-captain Alison Little shows her form. 

WOMEN'S FENCING - Front Row: Susan Cullivan, Jodi Krugman, Alison 
Little, Jessica Browner, Beth Schrope. Second Row: Gary Green, Lisa Harris, 
Crystal O'Bryan, Robin Ziegler, Kathleen Stacey. 

order to grow. "This year 
we've scheduled some tougher 
opponents, some nationally-rat
ed ones. University of North 
Carolina was one of them. We 
lost 17-10, but that was expect
ed. We're going to lose some 
while we move up." 

The Hopkins fencers warm up before 
destroying another opposing 'team. 

WOMEN'S FENCING 

JHU OPP. 

3 Farleigh Dickinson 13 
0 Temple 16 
5 William Paterson 11 
3 Randolph Macon 13 
8 Goucher 8 
5 Wellesley 11 
7 Vassar 9 
12 Stevens Tech. 4 
5 U. of Virginia 11 
5 James Madison 11 
7 William & Mary 9 
9 Florida Inst. of Tech. 7 
6 Navy 10 
2 Penn State 14 
1 Columbia 15 
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Coach's Third Year 
A good coach doesn't mean 

everything; but, wrestling 
coach Andy Janquitto has prov
en that it can certainly help. 
His third year at Hopkins has 
produced the best season ever. 
This year's team was a mix of 
seniors and underclassmen, led 
by co-captains Neil Porter, 
Jules Shin (both seniors), and 
Brian Bolinger Uunior). Four
time letterman Porter and 
three-time letterman Shin had 
their best year yet: Shin won 

the Monarch Open Tournament 
at King's College and took 5th 
in the Flying Dutchman Tour
nament at Lebanon Valley in 
the 126 lb. weight class. Other 
seniors included Ken Conner, 
134 lb., Joe Paykin, 142 lb., Bill 
Nolan, 177 lb., and Steve Tris
tani, heavyweight, all of whom 
were starters who, according to 
Janquitto, performed "very 
well". Conner came out for the 
first time, and proved to be a 
"good addition" to the team. 

Our Best 
l tne hea\ 

~J ' 

Joe Paykin gave his best year ;,frJtaDl· .. 
yet after recovering from an in- . ;tiJll attn 

1 . h If-· d St jury ear y on m t e season last 0unue . 
year. Also starting were, at 150 .. :.,ntto. Ul1 

lbs., Houman Tavif-Motam, a ,,;~has~lc 
freshman from Wisconsin who :.~ 1~ di~Si' 
was high school state champi- .,:anisays," 
on; at 158 lbs, Yukio Sonoda, a ~~~\ean1 
sophomore who won his start- ,·iworkha 
ing position over three other :

11
l Je 

"tough" oppone~ts on the ireillyw: 
team; at 167 lbs., Mike Barnum, · iasnot 
returning after an injury last iJilll\citto. 
year; and, Tom Kalup, a junior 

WRESTLING_ Neil Porter, Sanjiv Patel , Jules Shin, Ken Connor, Alan Ro~son, Joe Paykin, 
Bill Ba , Choi Choi , Ken Strong, Paul Delaney, Houman Tavaf-Matamen, Nick Perrin, Yuk10 
S d y R b Downing Jim Kahn Lynn Voss, Andy Karetsyk, Mike Barnum, Bill Nolan, Spiro 
Aon~~n~·die~. Brian Bol,inger, Jon 'Budelmann, Steve Tristani, Mike Corrigan, Tom Kalup, J .J . 

Mike Barnum shoots in to 
attempt to take down his 
opponent from Salisbury 
State. 

Roco. 
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who shared the heavyweight 
class with Tristani. 

Steve Tristani attributes the 
team 's continued success to 
Andy Janquitto. Since his ar
rival, Hopkins has placed much 
higher in its division. More
over, Tristani says, "[there are] 
a lot more people and lots more 
fun . .. you work hard, but you 
don 't hate it .. . he [Janquitto] 
makes you really want to win." 

Tristani was not alone in his 
:· praise of Janquitto. Joe Pay kin 

believes Andy's influence has 
been the primary reason for the 
team's continued improvement 
over the last three years. In 
fact, despite the loss of six 
starters, Paykin predicts next 
year's team will be even better. 

But despite the praise he con
tinues to receive , Janquitto 
hopes to continue to build the 
program: this year 36 men 
showed up for practice - con
siderably more than the aver
age 15 man college team. To aid 

him in meeting his goals, Jan
quitto added two new assistant 
coaches - Jake Cacere and 
John DiCamillo. 

The team had two NCAA Di
vision III Academic All-Ameri
cans. Jules Shin and Bill Nolan 
attained at least a 67% winning 
percentage and a 3.25 cumula
tive average. Last year only 
Paul DiMuzio acieved that sta
tus. The team's 14-7-1 record is 
a school record for most wins. 

Mike Barnum works towards his 13-4 record against a 
Salisbury Sta te wres tler . 

Wrestling 
Tom Kalup gets one of his twelve wi ns in a W ashington Al
bright meet. 

JHU 

45 

OPP. 

All-American Jules Shin wraps up an opponent in the Anderson 
Albright meet en route to a 23-5 season. 

4 
18 
30 
36 
51 
10 
42 
40 
15 
38 
13 
45 
26 
48 
20 
45 
30 

Lynchburg 
Coppin 
LaSalle 

Elizabeth town 
Hampden Sidney 

Loyola 
Washington and Lee 

Haverford 
Baptist Bible 

Lebanon Valley 
Messiah 

Western Md. 
Eastern 

Gettysburg 
Gallaudet 

Susquehanna 
Albright 

Salisbury State 

6 
38 
23 
17 
13 
0 

36 
12 
15 
34 
15 
30 
10 
16 

2 
23 
9 

13 
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Faster And Tougher 
These words summed up the 

goal of every swimmer on the 
Hopkins swimming team. Un
der the strict and demanding 
training program of first year 
Head Coach George Kennedy, 
swimmers improved their 
times consistently throughout 
the season so that they were 
swimming their fastest at the 
National and Middle Atlantic 
Conference championships. 
Having won the MAC title for 
the past 15 years, the men were 
going for the 16th straight. As a 

John Sieckhaus, Karen Stefanko, Mark 
Lewicki, Tammy Smecker and Holly 
Flood take a break during practice in 
the athletic center . 

MEN'S SWIMMING 

JHU OPP. 

58 

result of Kennedy's rigorous 
and numerous practices, many 
swimmers were able to break a 
number of longstanding re
cords. This was especially im
portant for the women swim
mers who had traditionally 
only been able to go to nation
als to swim in relay events 
since they had not been able to 
qualify in individual events. 

The women's team, under co
captains Tammy Smecker and 
Janice Wingo, consisted of 11 
swimmers and 4 divers . While 

all of the women showed skill 
and speed, Kennedy comment
ed that freshman Michelle 
Scott, sophomores Karen Ste
fanko, Katie Jenkins and Dawn 
Ledbetter, junior Holly Flood, 
and senior Tammy Smecker 
were "truly of high caliber". 
However, both Kennedy and 
Smecker agreed that the wom
en's team did not have the 
depth it really needed. In other 
words, "the small, but mighty", 
as the team called themselves, 
did not have enough women to 

47 
64 
67 
64 
37 
73 
52 
31 
57 
51 

Virginai Commonwealth 
Gettysburg 
Dickinson 

Washington and Lee 
W idener 

Swar thmore 
Kings 

Mary land 
Franklin and Marsha ll 

American 

36 SWIM TEAM - Fron t R ow: Mark Lewicki , Michele Scott, Vinnie Lowell , Katie 
33 J enkins, Tammy Smecker. Second R ow: Chris Weiniger , John Sieckhaus, Kevin 
31 Anderson. Thir d R ow: Meredi th Buchnar , Adi Carter , Ian Brooks, Holly Flood, 
17 Chris Anderson, Julian Procope. F ourth R ow: Matt Absatz, Mary McManus, Sue 
30 Rothbauer , F aye-Marie Johnson, Laura Porter , Ed Mench, Dawn Ledbetter, Mi-
35 che lle Loftus. Fifth R ow: Mark Pos tier , Alan Ravitz, Alan Barry, Dan Fritsch, Eric 
79 Meixner , J anice W ingo, Wink Dyer , Tom Bryce. 
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57 

A female swimmer does her best 
during the 100 meter Freestyle. 
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specialize in every event. 
The men's team, on the other 

hand, had plenty of depth with 
its 22 swimmers. As with the 
women's team, Kennedy found 
that there were six swimmers 
who stood apart from the oth
ers: seniors Kevin Anderson, Al 
Barry, and Wink Dyer; junior 
Dan Fritsch; and sophomores 
Paul Bowman and Mark 
Postler. Anderson, Barry, and 
Fritsch were the tri-captains 
fot the men. 

According to Smecker and 

Assistant Coach Ted Smith, the 
basic differences between this 
year's team and last resulted 
from the different approaches 
of Kennedy and last year's 
coach Tim Welsh. Kennedy's 
policies were known for strict
ness: he would not tolerate late
ness or absenteeism - swim
mers had to swim extra miles 
for missing practices. Although 
some consider~d Kennedy's 
rules unnecessarily severe, 
they were needed so Kennedy 
could maintain control over the 

team and closely follow the 
progress of each and every 
swimmer. 

As for the future of the team, 
Kennedy looks forward to yet 
another winning season, with 
more records being broken. 
With only eight graduating 
swimmers, and the possibility 
of ten more men as well as ten 
more women, that goal does not 
seem unrealistic. 

The men swimmers take their marks and then dive in the 500 meter Freestyle against Franklin and Marshall. 

Several divers take time out to plan strategy during practice at the 
Diving pool. 

WOMEN'S SWIMMING 
JHU 

48 
59 
49 
57 
67 
59 
55 
80 
59 
24 
57 
47 

Virginia Common 
Gettysburg 
Dickinson 

Washington and Lee 
Western Md. 

Widener 
Swarthmore 

Towson 
Delaware 
Maryland 

Franklin and Marshall 
American 

OPP. 

64 
45 
55 
19 
42 
43 
48 
60 
83 
60 
36 
59 
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Looking Forward 
A young team, consisting of 

fine athletes, is how coach Jim 
Goodyear described this year's 
Squash team. With only one se
nior on the team, this was a 
"classic rebuilding season." 

Based on their athletic abili
ties, the members of the team 
were able to pull out a respect
able 2-3 record at the end of the 
rear. They also did fairly well 
at Yale's Howe Cup tourna
ment, the perennial high point 

I· 

of the season. Although the 
team's record does not reflect 
it, the top Hopkins players fin
ished the tournament with a 10-
8 record. More importantly, it 
provided the catalyst that real
ly helped to bring the team to
gether in spirit. 

With such an inexperienced 
team , only about half had 
played squash before the sea
son, the team devoted much ·Of 
its practice time to individual 

Ann Barnwell, the team's only senior , sets 
for a forehand. 

Squash 

JHU OPP. 

instruction. In addition, a good 
part of the ten, or so, weekly 
practice hours were drilling 
and scrimmage, not to mention 
a bit of friendly competition be
tween team members outside of 
practice. 

In the end, the team really 
enjoyed the season. They got 
over the initial frustration that 
they felt as a result of their in
experience, and really look for
ward to next year. 

8 Swar thmore 
0 Univ. of P enn. 
2 Cornell 
4 Swarthmore 

1 
9 
7 
2 

SQUASH - Front R ow: Jim Goodyear. S econd R ow: Chris Emmick, Brigid 
J oyce, Ann B arnwell , Marl ene Schwaeber. Third R ow: Danya Niedz
wiedzki, Kathy Hart, Alice Collins, Lisa Roy. 

1 Howe Cup 5 

Lisa Roy waits for a deep backhand . 

Brigid Joyce watches the ball, and 
sets up for the return. 

234 - Squash 
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In only its second year with 
varsity status at Hopkins, the 
water polo team earned itself 
more than a little respect and 
recognition by finishing the 
season as both Middle Atlantic 
Conference (MAC) Division II 
and East Coast champions, with 
a 20-2 record. Under senior tri
captains and acting coaches 
Kevin Anderson, Winthrop 
(Wink) Dyer, and Hector Her
nandez, the 14-member team 
practiced every day for two 
hours in order to play in five 
regular-season fall tourna
ments and one spring tourna
ment at Duke. 

The two biggest tournaments 
of the season were the Eastern 
championships at Rensselaer 

Polytechnic Institute (RPI) and 
the MAC championship at the 
Naval Academy. At Easterns, 
Hopkins was able to beat Wil
liams and Kenyon, two of their 
arch rivals. At MAC's, the team 
defeated Queen's College, a 
league team that Anderson said 
was really "at arms with Hop
kins," to win that title. Another 
strong rival that Hopkins 
downed this year was Wash
ington-Lee. 

Four of the players were 
named to the first team all
Eastern - the three captains 
and Tom Reid - and three of 
these four were named all-MAC 
players. 

Throughout the season, the 
team encountered difficulties 

WATER POLO - Front Row: Kevin Anderson, W in th rop Dyer, Matt Hepler , 
Hinrich Staecker , Hector Hernandez. Second R ow: Adi Carter, Eric Meixner , 

~~: Ed Mench, John Fitzgerald. 

)1L 

ranging from conflicts for swim 
team members who were try
ing to participate in both sports, 
to a lack of publicity on campus. 
The main reason for the team's 
very low-key image, according 
to Anderson, was that there 
were never any home tourna
ments since Hopkins does not 
have adequate facilities for wa
ter polo matches. 

Next year will certainly be 
different for the team since it 
will have a coach for the first 
time and also will be losing a 
number of extremely strong se
nior players. Anderson predict
ed that it would be a "rebuild
ing year." 

Water Polo 

JHU OPP. 

13 Washington Lee 12 
13 Dayton 15 
16 Lynchburg 3 
20 UNC-Wilmington 4 
20 Villanova 5 
23 St. Francis 9 
22 Mt. Clair 4 
13 Monmouth 10 
24 Millersville 3 
12 Cornell 3 
7 Queens 9 
17 RPI 6 
13 Penn State 2 
13 Penn State 7 
17 RPI 9 
18 Cornell 4 
18 Queens 6 
17 Williams 6 
21 Kenyon 3 
15 Queens 10 

Goalie W ink Dyer goes for yet an
other save. 
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NASA's Hubble Space Telescope is probably 
the largest scientific project ever undertaken. It 
will open a new era in our understanding of the 
universe. Space Telescope should detect celes
tial objects which are two-and-a-half times more 
distant and will see a volume of space fifteen 
times greater than is presently possible. Most 
importantly, the Telescope will distinguish de
tails and separations between objects ten times 
more clearly than telescopes on Earth. Some of 
the great mysteries of the universe, which 
seemed hopelessly beyond the reach of ground 
based telescopes because of atmospheric inter
ference, may soon by resolved. 

******* 
Americans were stunned by the explosion on 

Tuesday, January 28, 1986, of the space shuttle 
Challanger. 74 seconds after liftoff, the tragedy 
took seven lives, including schoolteacher 
Christa McAuliffe. The explosion aborted the 

.• ~1rteer 
,.111 U'" 
~· · er 

twenty-fifth shuttle flight-events about which ·1)nut~e·sthe 
we had become complacent. The tragedy was a ··reide j ec 
deep loss to everyone. This crew was a cross- (ul~D , Connel 
section of our society. There was nothing to lash 1~mrrror s 
out at; no redeeming benefits. Nothing but a fire- .w:imirl011 

ball and the admiration for the crew's courage . • 1w10e ~el~ 
At Homewood people were beginning to queue ~raniera,t 1 

up to write messages that would be sent up with ~i1Resolut10 
the Hopkins Ultraviolet Telescope when the ac- ,jrnotomete 
cident occurred. The HUT was postponed indefi- ·jweclod 
nitely and will miss Halley's Comet, one of its ;µ:ttn~ears. 
most important missions. ..,toandfr 

At this time the data suggest a faulty solid ·;~weTrac 
rocket booster may be to blame. The launch date ;:,IDwknow 
for the Space Telescope was October, 1986. The ···tem·its 

'111) I 

program was delayed at least three months and .. :1hallen~ej 
must make do with three instead of four shuttles. ·,·:i·ednoto1 

******* , ~~milier 
The Space Telescope will be deployed in orbit 

368 miles above the Earth by the space shuttle. 
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It will weigh almost thirteen tons, and was de
signed to fill the Shuttle's entire cargo bay. It's 
941h inch mirror, made by the Perkin-Elmer Cor
poration of Wilton, Connecticut, is the finest 
large astronomical mirror ever made. The light 
gathered from this mirror is focused on five in
struments; the Wide Field Planetary Camera, 
the Faint Object Camera, the Faint Object Spec
tograph, the High Resolution Spectrograph, and 
the High Speed Photometer. Space Telescope 
will operate around the clock, and is expected to 
have a life of fifteen years. 

Communications to and from Space Telescope 
will flow through the Tracking and Data Relay 
Satellite System, also known as TDRS. TDRS is 
a three satellite system; its second satellite was 
destroyed in the Challenger Tragedy. The Insti
tute will be involved not only in the reception of 
the data, but also in the reduction, analysis and 
archiving of it. 

Although the Institute does not formally allow 
undergraduates to work on Space Telescope, 
two students have been lucky enough to obtain 
jobs. Judy Schmidt, a Senior, and Claudia Testa, 
a Junior, spend about ten hours a week at the 
Institute. Judy is working on a simulator of the 
Faint Object Spectograph. The instrument has 
an aperture which views the sky and records 
each pinpoint of light it sees. The data is then 
collected, and a picture of the star can be formed. 
Claudia is working on a different simulator of the 
same instrument. 

The Space Telescope Institute is linked to the 
Homewood Campus mainly by joint appoint
ments with the Physics and Astronomy Depart
ment. Colloquiums offered by the Department 
and the Institute are attended by members of 
both organizations. In addition, an employee of 
the Institute teaches a School of Continuing 
Studies course in the Institutes' auditorium. 

- WHERE WE ARE GOING. 
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Who'd Have 
Guessed? 

With the move to Homewood in 1911 the 
Board of Trustees insured that the Univ'ersi
ty's site in the "suburbs" of Baltimore would 
give plenty of room for expansion. Little did 
they realize that the city of Baltimore would 
begin to expand with the University. A com
petition was held to determine which archi
tect would be responsible for the original plan 
at Homewood campus. The Greenhouse was 
t~e first new building on campus, followed by 
G~lman Hall. This Master Plan was designed 
with a North-South and an East-West axis 
with two main open areas, now known a~ 
quads. Slowly the remainder of the buildings 
were completed. Building has pretty much ad
hered to that original plan, with the exception 
of a few fringe structures-Levering, Gar
land, Olin, Space Telescope, and Carnegie 
Institute. 

Little did the original Board realize how 
quickly that expansive tract of land would be 
filled or how much effort would go into finding 
the best ways to use the remaining land and 
acquire a little more to meet the needs of aca
demic life at Homewood. 

With the arrival of 1986, a new Master Plan 
has been proposed. Designed to renovate ex
isting buildings, modernize classrooms, and 
add new buildings, the plan offers a compro
mise to the infinite needs of the departments 
and the limits of practicality and the aesthet
ics of the Homewood campus and environ
ment. The new 
plan - actually 
an extension of 
the original mas-
ter plan -prom
ises a three-part 
growth bringing 
Homewood to 
nearly twice its 
current size , 
which is 1.8 mil
lion square feet, 
by the turn of 
the century. 

The Buildings 
and Grounds 
Committee of 
the Board of 
Trustees, which 
oversees all 
campus develop
ment, has tenta
tively endorsed 
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the plan based on preliminary ideas and bud
gets. After an architect is chosen for e~c~ 
successive part of the plan, the concepts, m1-
tially in written form , now drawn up, will 
again have to pass the Board before building 
begins. In this way, any building can be care
fully studied before construction starts .' The 
following is the proposed schedule of the Plan 
at the time of print. It is a functional plan, and 
adherence to it is not guaranteed, nor will it 
necessarily accurately foretell the future of 
the campus: it is merely a statement of the 
needs as seen by the departments and as inter
preted by the Development Office; much of 
the success of the plan depends on funding 
and the support of both the University and the 
community. 

The first phase of the plan should be accom
plished within the next three to five years. 
The first goal is the completion of a new Phys-
ics and Astronomy building, to be twenty per-
cent larger than Gilman, that is it will contain 
200,000 ft3, and according to Tom McCracken 
of Plant Operations, will "represent the latest 
technology for laboratory design and elec
tronic communications." It will be located be
tween Mudd Hall and the Space Telescope In
stitute, along the north edge of Bowman 
Drive, just south of the soccer field . Next, an 
addition to Space Telescope building is proba
ble, although funding is uncertain at this time. 
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A Geophysics Building, with proximity to 
Earth and Planetary Sciences in Olin Hall has .~it 
also been proposed. The Lacrosse Foundation olst 
hopes to move out of their current location in i .nue 
the Northwest wing of the Athletic Center •e~r 

into a new build- :el! 
ing, possibly es- ~lul 
tablished north ·:n~ 
of the lacrosse Jea 
field . The build- tt~ 
ing might hold a Joi' 
large lecture 
hall, a memora
bilia display, a 
film library , 
foundation of
fices, and a gift 
shop. A parking 
garage some
where on the 
south end of 
campus should 

·iva 
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1a 

be completed in 
the next few 
years. The pre
sent renovation 
of Mergenthaler, 
t h e renovation 
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of Ames to begin in the summer of 1986 and 
the renovation of Gilman Hall to begin in the 
Winter of 1987 are all also part of the first 
wave of the proposed plan. Remsen Hall may 
also be slated for modernization of its labs and 
classrooms. Finally, what began two years 
ago with the building of new dorms A and B 
will, with luck substantially increase the num
ber of students for whom the university could 
provide housing," according to Dean Welch. 
"The prospect of providing dorm or suite style 
space for more than half of the students will 
hopefully increase the sense of community 
among classmates . . . and change the quality 
of life at the Homewood Campus." The two to 
three year project could be completed by the 
end of the decade, and would involve either a 
renovation of current university apartment or 
the construction of new buildings. Either way, 
costs, benefits, appropriateness and affordabi
lity will all have to be measured. Either option 
could also devote additional space to student 
amenities, either commercial or student run, 
to be decided by the University, the students, 
and the community. Campus beautification, 
creating a sort of plaza in front of Levering, 
and a reworking of the area behind Mergen
thaler and Remsen has also been considered. 
Lastly, development of parts of Wyman Park 
into playing areas for intermural and casual 
athletics has also been proposed. 

The second wave of the plan is a little more 
ambiguous; its completion depends on adher
ence to the first wave of the plan, on needs; 
and on funding. But, the following changes 

and additions have been proposed: expansion, 
of the parking lot at Space Telescope, creation 
of a parking structure at the current BIA field, 
a research building in the same area for affili
ated institutions (similar to Carnegie and 
Space Telescope), renovation of Rowland 
Hall, which will be nearly empty after the 
move of Physics and Astronomy, and expan
sion of Shaff er Hall eastward for more generic 
classroom space. 

The final wave of planning is even more 
undetermined, but now includes the follow
ing: a Neuroscience Center for the study of 
Mind-Brain relationships and the hardware 
and software of the human body, more devel
opment of the BIA fields, more development 
of the area west of Olin, more parking in the 
same area, construction of permanent bleach
ers on the north side of Homewood field, and 
expansion of athletic facitities for increased 
and improved areas for inside playing and 
practicing. 

All new construction under the three phases 
of the plan will not be in the core of East
W est, North-South of buildings of campus. Be
cause of that, they will not necessarily adhere 
to the Georgian Federal style of the main cam
pus, but will be uniform unto themselves, and 
will still complement the existing style of the 
campus, with red brick and white marble. By 
the end of this century, it is hoped that all 
major needs will be met within the range of 
feasability and practicality. The future indeed 
holds promise for a bigger and better Hopkins. 
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The Cutting 
Edge 

When Mr. Johns Hopkins left 3.5 million 
dollars for the creation of a new university, he 
specified very little as to its actual format and 
structure. The original trustees took advan
tage of this and decided to create an entirely 
new institution, unique in the United States. 
Unlike other institutions of higher learning, 
the Johns Hopkins University would not 
stress undergraduate instruction , but would 
follow the German model and emphasize grad
uate education and research. While the com
mitment to undergraduate students has 
grown during the past century, the university 
has remained extremely strong in all areas of 
research. 

Today, in order to become a full Professor, 
each member of the faculty must have pub
lished original findings , and every few years is 
expected to publish additional material. Out
side of the classroom, all of our professors are 
thus extremely active. In the political science 
department, Professor Woodford Howard is 
working on a biography of a federal judge of 
the late 1940s and early 1950s who was very 
active in the communist cases. Prof. Steven 
David is investigating the dynamics of third 
world military corps and their impact on 
world relations. Katherine Verdery of the An
thropology Depart-
ment has just re-
turned from a year in \ 
Rumania. While 
there, she studied 
Eastern European 
peasants and their 
view of history. Dr. 
Melvin Kohn of the 
Sociology Depart
ment has spent a 
great deal of time 
studying the relation
ship between social 
class and schizophre
nia in the United 
States . He is now 
comparing his data 
with several other 
countries. The Engi
neering school is very 
involved in Artificial 
Intelligence, and sev
eral professors are in
volved in trying to 
get computers to A nerve impulse simulator . 
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learn and to adapt to specific situations. Oth
ers are working on signal processing, as well 
as numerous electronic devices. 

Three individual projects, however, are sure 
to be of special significance. The Center for 
Non-destructive Testing, led by Prof. Robert 
E. Green of the Material Sciences and Engi
neering Department, was established <:m.e .year 
ago. The center, which cuts across d1v.1s10nal 
lines, attempts to discover ways of testmg ob
jects without destroying them. Prof. Delbert 
R . Hillers of the Dept. of Near Eastern Studies 
is one of three editors of a proposed Compre
hensive Aramaic Lexicon (CAL). This is the 
first attempt ever to construct a comprehen
sive dictionary of the entire aramaic language. 
Perhaps the largest proposed project to date is 
the Mind-Brain Institute. The inter-divisional 
center will hopefully bring together both cog
nitive and neural research. Although several 
divisions of the University will ultimately be 
involved, current plans indicate that the cen
ter will be located at Homewood. 

While based here at Johns Hopkins, the 
Comprehensive Aramaic Lexicon will be a co
operative effort, involving several universi
ties and scholars from throughout the world. 
Supported by a grant from the National En
dowment for the Humanities, the editors of 
CAL, Dr. Hillers, Dr. Joseph A. Fitzmeyer of 
Catholic University, and Prof. Stephen A. 
Kaufman of Hebrew Union College, have de
veloped a preliminary plan for the preparation 

of the dictionary . 
Computers and relat
ed technologies will 
be used to the fullest 
extent, and the edi
tors are already look
ing for Aramaic texts 
that currently exist in 
machine-readable 
form . 

Obviously, the pro
ject will have great 
impact, both on Hop
kins and all who are 
interested in Aramaic 
Studies. Similar re
search tools already 
exist in other ancient 
languages such as 
Akkadian and Egyp
tian, but nothing of 
thesort haseverbeen 
undertaken in Ara
maic. To date, only 
partial lexicons exist, 
and each is only of a 
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small part of the language. Thus, there is cur
rently no way to distinguish the many impor
tant ways in which Aramaic dialects are alike, 
and it obviously makes it harder to accurately 
state where they differ. In addition, many 
smaller lexicons which currently exist are un
reliable or out of date. Thus, the Comprehen
sive Aramaic Lexicon promises to bring much 
respect to Hopkins. 

Similar to CAL, the Center for Nondestruc
tive Evaluation (CNDE) relies heavily on com
puters. Unlike CAL, however, CNDE was 
founded over a 
year ago and is a 
thriving organi
zation. Under 
the direction of 
Professor Rob
ert E. Green, re
search and in
struction in the 
area of nonde
structive testing 
and evaluation 
was initiated at 
Hopkins over 
twenty years 
ago. 

Nondestruc
tive evaluation 
is extremely di
verse and multi
disciplinary . 
Members of the 
Medical School 
and the Applied 

Dr. Terrence Sejnowski. 

Physics Laboratory, as well as several of the 
faculty of Homewood, are involved with 
CNDE. The center develops nondestructive 
techniques which are especially useful in con
trolling and improving product quality in 
manufacturing processes and in assuring the 
highest level of reliability for materials, parts, 
and products. It is hoped that such economical 
and efficient testing will lead to modernization 
of American equipment and reduce the gap in 
trade between our country and those of Asia 
and Europe. 

Currently, the center has seventeen indus
trial institutions, and seven government lab
oratories which are members. Each member 
must provide the Center with yearly support, 
either cash donations, equipment, or scholar
ships. In return for their support, the members 
are guarenteed early access to research re
sults, influence in the development of the Cen
ter's programs, and specially tailored pro
grams to assist in recruiting top students in 
the field. 

This last aspect is of special importance to 
Homewood students, over 150 of whom are 
associated with CNDE. Each of the members 
is looking for employees, and many students 
who do research for the cen ter later find sum
mer or permanent jobs. The short courses and 
seminars, many led by well known scholars in 
the field, are also beneficial to students. 

Like CNDE, the proposed Mind-Brain pro
ject crosses many divisional boundaries. The 
project is currently the largest research being 
considered at Homewood. Several months 

ago, a group of cog
nitive psycholo
gists approached 
the Administration 
with a proposal to 
establish a cogni
tive science pro
gram at Johns Hop
kins. Cognition is 
the ability to un
derstand and pro
duce language, the 
ability to perceive 
objects, and the 
ability to remem
ber information. 
Shortly after that 
proposal, several 
collegues in the 
Bio-Physics de
partment also 
made a proposal to 
the administration, 
for the creation of a 

neuro-sciences program at Homewood. As 
there is an obvious relationship between the 
cognitive and the neurological, the two groups 
decided to join together and create one major 
project, currently referred to as the Mind
Brain institute. 

The plan was presented to President Muller, 
who immediately liked the idea and encour
aged further development. Over the past year, 
there has been a great deal of effort put into 
charting the broad outlines of the venture and 
the form it will eventually take. The single 
center will hopefully use the resources from 
each of the fields to tackle one of the most 
exciting scientific problems, how the human 
brain is able to perform the functions of lan
guage and cognition, in short the neural un
derpinings of mental life. The Institute will 
cross divisional boundaries, and will include 
personal from the medical school, Peabody, 
the Applied Physics Laboratory, as well as 
from Homewood. As scientists are traditional
ly independent and protective of their fields, 
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A distilling column. 

this represents a landmark effort of their col
laborating to solve large problems. 

The institute will obviously greatly affect 
students. As well as attracting top faculty in a 
variety of field, students will have increased 
research opportunities, and will be able to 
take new integrated programs which will 
cross current boundaries. Even though the ac
tual institute has yet to be established, many 
of its effects are already being felt. The Uni
versity is currently looking for new faculty in 
the fields of Artificial Intelligence and linguis
tics. These people will ultimately work on the 
Mind-Brain project. 

Dr. Terrence J . Sejnowski, of the Depart
ment of Biophysics, was one of the original 
faculty members involved with the Mind
Brain proposal. His current research will have 
a great influence on the eventual outcome of 
the project. Dr. Sejnowski has been successful 
in programming a computer to learn to read. 
The program first trains on a body of informal 
continuous speech and then learns to generate 
novel words. Despite the fact that the pro
gram, which is known as NETtalk, is limited 
in its ability to handle ambiguities that require 
syntactic levels of analysis, it demonstrates 
that a relatively small network can capture 
most of the significant regularities in English 
pronunciation as well as absorb many of the 
irregularities. 

The network has great implications for the 
study of the human mind. The processing 
units of NETtalk share some properties with 
human neurons. Thus, by examining how the 
network solves problems, we can learn a great 
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deal about large populations of neurons. By 
slightly altering the network, it can be made 
to resemble reading errors observed in hu
mans suffering from acquired dyslexia. Obvi
ously, by combing such research efforts with 
findings of the cognitive fields, the results will 
have great impact on our future understand
ing of the workings of both the mind and the 
brain. -

It is hoped that the cognitive-neuro psychol
ogy laboratory will be another starting block 
of the ultimate mindbrain project. The lab was 
established this year with the support of the 
Sloan Foundation. It studies normal cognition 
by analyzing how brain damage affects per
formance. This is a very good way of under
standing normal structures and is also the ba
sis for understanding the pathology, and begin 
the retraining, or patients with brain damage. 
The lab is directed by three faculty members, 
and employs numerous post-doctoral, gradu
ate and undergraduate students. Several semi
nars have been offered this year in conjunc
tion with the lab, and major, internationally 
known speakers have presented lectures here 
at Homewood. Cognitive-neural psychology 
workshops were also offered periodically dur
ing the year. 

Thus, as indica~ed by ~h~ research already 
underway, the mmd-bram institute, the larg
est undertaking of its kind currently known 
of, will u.ndoubta~ly great. affect the Hopkins 
community. The ideas behmd it, a cooperation 
of both co~niti_ve and neural psychology, are 
already bemg implemented and have already 
affected many of us . 
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What Money Is For . • • 
This yearbook has been $15.75 for as 

long as any of us can remember. The 
businesses, departments, and organiza
tions in this section are key to our amne-

sia. The businesses in this section pay for 
the everyday (and last minute) items we 
need. 

ADVERTISEMENTS 
"' 
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TO THE CLASS OF '86 
from 

CONGRATULATIONS 

ACADEMIC 
ADVISING 

We've seen all your faces 
For all of these years, 
We've checked all your transcripts, 
So we knew all your fears , 
And now that you're breathing a sigh 
of relief 
We'll have the juniors to give us 
grief. 

Best of Luck! We'll miss you. 
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Congratulations 

and 
Best Wishes 

To The 
Class of 1986 

From 

CLASS 
of 

1986! 

FROM THE 

DEPARTMENT 

OF 

BIOLOGY 

The Department of Chemistry 
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" CONGRATULATIONS" 

THE HOPKINS CLUB 

Felicidad y buena ventura a los alum
nos y alumnas de la clase graduada 
del 86 les desea el Departamento de 
Estudios Hispano-ltalianos. 

CONGRATULATIONS! 

to the Staff of 

HULLABALOO 1986 

From a Friend 

Congratulazioni e auguri agli studenti 
del Dipartimento di studi spagnoli e 
italiani. 

Departtnent of Hispanic and Italian 
Studies 
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Congratulations 
and 

Best Wishes 
to the 

Class of 1986 

The Department of 

Sociology 

CONGRATULATIONS 

TO THE 
GRADUATING CLASS 

from the 

Philosophy Department 

Best Wishes 

to the 
Class of 

1986 

DEPARTMENT 

OF 
PHYSICS S ASTRONOMY 

The faculty and staff of 

the Dept. of 
Mathematical Sciences 

extends 

Congratulations and best wishes to the 
class of 1986! We hope to have helped 
convey to you the power and elegance of 
mathem atical methods in the activities 
of modern society. We encourage you to 
continue to take steps, as you have done 
at Hopkins, to pursue your dreams and 
goals. 
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Count on us 

to keep you in touch 

and to help 
~ 

1n every way we can. 

J.H.U. 
Alumni Association 

3211 N. Charles St., Baltimore, MD 21218 
(301) 338-7963 
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Good Luck 
to the 

Class of 
1986 

Placement, Student 
Employment and 
Student Payroll 

CONGRATULATIONS 
TO 

THE CLASS OF '86 

DEPARTMENT 
OF 

HISTORY 

CONGRATULATIONS 
THE PSYCHOLOGY DEPARTMENT 

The 
Faculty and Staff 

in 

Political Economy 

extend 

Congratulations 
and 

Best Wishes 
to the 

Class of 1986 
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CONG RA TULA TIONS 
AND 

BEST WISHES 
TO THE 

CLASS OF 1986 

FROM THE 
DEPARTMENT OF POLITICAL 

SCIENCE 

Best Wishes ~ 
JOHNS;_ 

PKINS 
GA~E 
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CONGRATULATIONS TO 
ALL VARSITY 

ATHLETES IN THE 
CLASS OF 

1986 

THE JOHNS 
HOPKINS 

ALUMNI H CLUB 

The Department of 
Mechanical Engineering 

congratulates 
the Class of 1986 
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Congratulations 

To The 

Graduates 
The Future awaits you; approach it with dignity, 

respect, and 
understanding; seek that which is of the most worth 

in the 
world. 

FROM 

THE JOHNS HOPKINS 
UNIVERSITY 

PLANT OPERATIONS 
DEPARTMENT 

HOMEWOOD 
LOUIS P. HEHL, Director 

LEE P. BREDBENNER ........ ............. . . . Staff Engineer 
WILLIAM BROWN .. . . ................ . .. _.. . . . Manager of Grounds 
KENNETH T. CAIN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Manager of Housekeeping 
DONALD G. FAUST ............. . . ... ......... Postmaster 
GEORGE W. GLAESER ........................ Manager of Shops 
ROBERT L. LARKIN .......................... Manager of Security 
EDWARD W. WARNS .. ..................... .. Manager of HVAC 

SHOPS, OFFICE, AND SUPPORT GROUPS PERSONNEL 
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Congratulations 
To The 

Class Of 1986 

THE STAFF 
OF 

THE COUNSELING AND 
PSYCHIATRIC 

SERVICES 
From The 

Office Of Foreign Students 
And Faculty Services 

"THE WHITE HOUSE" 
CONGRATULATES 

THE CLASS 
OF 1986 

252 - Advertisements 

"Whan that the month of May 
Is comen, and that I here the Foules synge, 
And that the floures gynnen for to sprynge, 

Farewel by bok, and my devocioun!" 
-Chaucer 

Class of 1986 
Best Wishes 

from the 

JHU Bookcenter 
Staff 

--



.. .... 

- 1 -
Official 

Yearbook 
Photographer 

Yearbook 
Associates 
Millers Falls, Massachusetts 01349 
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Now Open 

HOPKINS DELI 

Hopkins Deli 

OPEN 
8:00 a.m. - 11:00 p.m. 
7 days a week 

Featuring: 
-Complete eat-in deli 
(seating 88 people) 
-Complete Breakfast/lunch/ 
dinner menu 
-Complete carry-out facilities 
bakery on premises 
fresh rolls, breaks, croissants, 
pies-cakes 
-Complete package goods 
department 
beer / wine/ liquor 
-Available 7 days a week 
-Complete grocery department 
Everything reasonably priced 

110 W. 39th Street 
(On the corner of Hopkins House) 

Phone 366-6603 
You're going to like us being 

here. 

BALTIMORE 
Storage Co. 

Established 1905 

Mayflower's First Agent 
Offers You 

Free Estimates For 

MOVING 

LOCAL & LONG DISTANCE 
EXPERT PACKING 

SECURED STORAGE 
EXPERIENCED OFFICE MOVES 

OVERSEAS SHIPPING 
RECORD STORAGE FACILITIES 
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THE MANAGEMENT AND 
STAFF OF ARA SERVICES 

CONGRATULATES THt: 
CLASS 

OF 1986 

It has been 
our pleasure to 

serve you and we 
wish you the 
best in your 

future ventures. 

BALTIMORE 
CHARLES & 26TH STS 

COLUMBIA
LAUREL 

235-5900 792-4361 

COCKEYSVILLE WASHING TON D.C. 

628-6210 953-7411 

HOUSEHOLDS
COMMERCIAL - OFFICES 

MAJOR CREDIT CARDS HONORED FOR LOCAL 
SERVICES 

ICC MC 2934 & MC 2524 
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In Memory of the Crew 
of the Space Shuttle 

Challenger. 

Offering 
Student 
Discounts 
With 

They Gave their Lives 
for Science, Space, the 

Advancement of Knowledge 
and the United States. 

HAIR STUDIO l.D. 

January 28, 1986 

Francis Scobee, Michael Smith 
Judith Resnick, Ellison Onizuka 
Ronald McNair, Gregory Jarvis 

Christa McAuliffe 

AREAS FINEST 
HAIRCUTTING 

3333 N. CHARLES 

NEXT TO 
WOLMAN HALL 
OPEN FOR YOU 

Respectfully, the Students of 
The Johns Hopkins University 

CALL FOR APPOINTMENTS: 
338-1126 

~ 

',, 

""---· 

----I\ ~ -
,o· ~~~ulatio s~ -
T e Sprin~ Fa r 

.Commit ee \ 
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Congratulations 
Graduates 

The Deans 
of 

The Homewood Campus 
George W. Fisher 

Dean 
The School of Arts & Sciences 

V. David VandeLinde 

Dean 
The G.W.C. Whiting School of 

Engineering 

Robert S. Welch 

Dean of 
Administration 

Constantino J. Colombo 

Associate Dean of 
Students 
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Matthew Crenson 

Associate Dean 
The School of Arts & Sciences 

Jared Cohon 

Associate Dean 
The G.W.C. Whiting School of 

Engineering 

C. Norman Krueger 

Associate Dean for 
Administrative Services 

Martha 0. Roseman 

Assistant Dean for 
Academic Studies 
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Congratulations 
from 

History 
of 

Art 

BALTIMORE'S 
BEST 

401 E. 33rd Street 
OPEN 24 HOURS 

EVERYDAY 

Featuring 
*Fresh Deli* Fresh 

Bagels 
*First National Easy Bank 

68~.,~ ~- 1 
3121 ST. PAUL STREET 
BALTIMORE, M0.21218 ... 

(301) 235-6296 -

Eddie's Liquors 
Eddie's Gourmet 

Shoppe 

3109 St. Paul St. 
243-0221 

Full line of Liquors 
Beers, Cordials, and 

Champagnes 
Discounted Case Lots 
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Extending 
Knowledge 

for the Future 
The Eisenhower Library 

Staff 
Congratulates 

the Class of 1986 



Student Council 
extends 

Best Wishes 
to the 

Graduating Class of 1986. 
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Over the past few years there 
has been a constant trend of im
provement in the Hullabaloo. 
We feel that this book repre
sents the biggest step up yet. 
The staff has worked hard to do 
more in this book then ever be
fore, both in its size and its 
content. 

This book would have been 
impossible without the incredi
ble effort of the entire staff; 
each and every member de
serves credit for a job well 
done. Some members of the 
staff have put out work above 
and beyond what we ever could 
have even hoped to expect. The 
whole copy staff falls into this 
category. There is more copy in 
this book than in the past three 
years combined. It is such an 
important part of the book, and · 
so much excellent copy, repre-

senting the work of a small 
staff, deserves special note. 

In any organization, there 
shouldn't be any one person 
who is indespensible. We broke 
that rule; without Mike Boyer 
this book would not have come 
to be. He has pulled more all
nighters, blown off more class
es, all for the sake of - of all 
things - the yearbook, than 
anyone else. He's also put up 
with more garbage from us 
(read D.A.), covered our mis
takes, and never complained 
about it. Any amount of credit 
we could give him is less than 
he deserves. 

Following close on the heels 
of Mike in the thanks depart
ment are several other editors: 
Mary, Manuel, Riz, Jason, Jim, 
and Gary. In addition to the 
work involved in managing 

their staffs, they have taken a 
lions share of the work to be 
done upon themselves. Marcel 
Lachenmann, the Advertising 
Manager, deserves special 
credit for bringing in the mon
ey. Then too are the members 
of the staff who have always 
been around, even at 3:00 AM. 
If we were too tired to remem
ber to thank them at the time, 
their presence was appreciated, 
and we would like to thank 
them now: David Cheng, Jor
dan Levy, Tom Schiller, Anne 
Skaja, and Melissa Wu. 

This year we included two 
special sections, The History of 
JHU, and The Future. They 
would have been impossible 
without the advice and help of 
many people, among these, 
Deans Welch, Crenson, and Co
hen, Jim Stimpert and Julia 

Mary wrote, and wrote, and wrote . . . . J im even goes incognito to get the perfect shot. 

Mike does not complain when we give him extra work, Gary has gone to extreme extents to raise money for the book . 
but he does occasionally get angry. 
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Morgan from the Ferdinand 
Hamburger, Jr. Archives of the 
M.S.E. Librar y , Tom 
McCracken, and Claudia Testa. 
We would also like to thank all 
those professors who have 
shared their research plans and 
ideas for future projects with 
us. These sections were put to
gether by several members of 
the staff who deserve special 
mention for their fine work; 
Mike Boyer, Andrea Bruce, 
Mary Burcham, Jordan Levy, 

Alison Lin, Linda Liu, Anne 
Skaja, Heidi Wald, and Melissa 
Wu. 

We are grateful for the help 
and cooperation of a great 
many people: Mary Ellen Por
ter, Jane Gentil, Shelly Al
bright, Marge Possidente, and 
Theresa Withers in the SAC of
fice; John Beach and Linda 
Nolf of Jostens Printing and 
Publishing Co., who have gone 
our of their way to help us 
bring this book to be; Ken, 

Potts, and Adrian of Year book 
Associates; The Registrars of
fice for their cooperation with 
our registration activities; the 
News-Letter , for help with 
photos in a pinch; Andy Grey, 
Pat Gibbons and John Las
seigne for the copy about their 
organizations; and everyone 
else who has helped to produce 
the 1986 Hullabaloo. 

Hullabaloo 1986 
David Ades 

Karen Raisbeck 
Editors in Chief 

Mike Boyer 
Theme Coordinator 

Manuel Pardo 
Layout Editor 

Lay out Staff· 

Andrea Bruce 
David Cheng 
David Cho 
Doug Ferguson 
Henry Grossberg 
Miki ltoh 
Lynn Kowalski 
David Lainoff 
Sara Lazar 
Jordan Levy 

Alison Lin 
Linda Liu 
Lia Logio 
Jon Stempel 
Wayne Tam 
Tim Tuel 
Lisa Turiel 
Sue Weller 
Peter Zdinak 

Mary Burcham 
Copy Editor 

Copy Staff· 

Steve Brett 
Sean Mitchell 
Maryanne Nidery 
Thomas Schiller 

Anne Skaja 
Susma Vaidya 
Heidi Wald 
Melissa Wu 

Rizwan Bukhari 
Jason Dominitz 
Jim Thompson 

Photo Editors 

Photo Staff· 

Animesh Agarwal 
Robert Arnold 
Nancy Burkhardt 
Donald Chen 
Ralph Gray 
Ramy Hanna 
Steve Hewitt 
Ted Kim 
Rachna Kotahwala 

Jordan Levy 
Marc Newborn 
Christian O'Keef e 
Sylvia Paret 
Thomas Schiller 
Tatiana Toole 
Mercedz Weeks 
Louisa Wu 

Susan Chang 
Gary Panariello 
Business Managers 

Marcel Lachenmann 
Advertising Manager 

Business Staff-
Kingm an Ho 
Don Jacobson 
Nina Kadan 
Dew ey Li 
Lia Logio 

Lourdes Salvador 
Donna See 
Janet Sun 
Ellen Zimmerman 
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There are some things at Hopkins always trophy and, at half time of the last home game 
worth looking forward to: warmer weather, la- their BIA rep (this year Seth Goodman) can look 
crosse games, Spring Fair, Reading Week, and forward to receiving the trophy and an on
the end of a school year. For DU there is the BIA slaught from his brothers. 

1986 SUPPLEMENT 



Bomb Threats To Firebombs 
From another tuition hike to a burning Soviet reactor 
the spring was anything but uneventful. 

February brought an 8.5% 
rise in tuition to $10,200 for the 
1986-87 school year. President 
Muller explained that, "the 
costs in which we expect un
dergraduates to share are going 
up. Our tuition does not, I think, 
reflect our quality." Student 
Council President-elect Mark 
Komisky said, "I think the in
crease is quite appropriate." 
The budget for the 86-87 year 
included a 14% increase in fi
nancial aid funding. 

Late February and early 
March was the time for an im
mature prankster to call the 
MSE library with at least eight 
false bomb threats. The library 
beefed up security and emer
gency procedures but no arrest 
was made. 

March 15 Class of '86 Presi
dent Chris Verica suffered head 
injuries in a late night van acci
dent in front of the library. Af
ter several days Chris regained 
consciousness and began physi
cal therapy. 

In the wake of the Shuttle 
tragedy, two more U.S. launch 
systems failed . The Roger's 
Commission linked the explo
sion to faulty 0 ring seals and 
poor management. 

The end of April brought ra
dioactive clouds to parts of Eu
rope. The USSR had the worst 
nuclear accident in world histo
ry April 29 at Chernobyl. In a 
"poorly planned experiment" 
the graphite core reactor #4 
caught fire. Initially reports in
dicated widespread devastation 
but less than thirty people died 
in the short term. 92,000 people 
were evacuated and school 
children were sent to summer 

266 - Opening 

In response to the Coalition's Shantytown, the College Republicans erected a 
Soviet Gulag protesting against divestment. Tensions on the Lower Quad in
creased right along with student awareness. 

Kathleen Bohan, a member of the election committee administers one of several 
elections held in the spring. 
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Margaret Burns and Ellen Burroughs brave high tempera
tures in their walk from Rowland to receive their diplomas 
with their fellow classmates. 

camps far away for extended 
periods. The Soviets claimed 
" this only plays into the hands 
of enemies who have raised a 
hullabaloo around the acci
dent." Evidently the reactor's 
remains were safely entombed 
and the other reactors in the 
complex will be used again. Ef
fects on the rest of the world 
were neglible. 

Jon Stempel reported in the 
May 2 News-Letter that 
W JHU could hit 10,000 watts 
by June. General Manager Da
vid Creagh told him, "It's an 
ambitious schedule, but I think 
it's an attainable one. There's 
no jeopardy at all" if the new 
station isn't ready when the 
student run one ceases opera
tions May 31. 

May brought graduation and 
a shanty firebombing. The fire
bombing is covered on page 284 
and graduation is on pages 302 
and 303. 

Craig Bubier works against a Maryland de
fenseman en route to a 14-9 Homecoming vic
tory that vaulted us to # 1 in the nation. 

Andrew Moffit and Lisa King sing on the Gilman steps to 
entertain what crowds came to the poorly attended Spring 
Fair festivities . 
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Cool And Damp Fiesta 
The event that draws more 

people to campus than gradua
tion, or even a Homecoming la
crosse game against Syracuse, 
is the annual Spring Fair-3400 
on Stage. Although rain and 
some chilly weather dampened 
enthusiasm, this year was no 
exception. Almost 100,000 Bal
timoreans visited Homewood 
campus, adding considerable 
variety and local color to the 
festive weekend. 

The fair was billed as Fiesta 
'86. In keeping with that theme, 
several different booths served 
Mexican food , a spectacular 
Ecuadorean dancing group was 
featured in the daily entertain
ment , and sombreros were 
worn by countless spirited 
students. 

Veterans of past fairs will 
have noticed that fewer ven
dors were present this year. 
This reduction reflects greater 
selectivity and higher stan
dards on the part of the Arts 
and Crafts Committee, rather 
than a decrease in the number 
of applicants. 

N onnie-Marie Estella and 
Carol Gilmore, this year's Arts 
and Crafts chairmen, were re
sponsible for choosing the ven
dors. It was their intention to 

268 - Spring Fair 

allow only artists who made the 
items they sold. This eliminat
ed people selling antiques, and 
second-hand or imported items. 

The result was a de-emphasis 
of the flea-market atmosphere, 
while highlighting hand-made 
products. In fact, many crafts
men even demonstrated their 
skills for the public, one of the 
most popular being a glass 
blowing and working 
exhibition. 

The reaction to this shift was 
mixed. Many people approved, 
including the artisans them
selves. In addition to an in
crease in the quality of goods 

displayed, a great deal of the 
usual duplication of booths and 
products was eliminated. 

Some of the visitors also no
ticed the change, and were dis
appointed. They missed the an
tiques and other goods, and felt 
the Fair suffered. But in gener
al, most felt that the trend was 
one that should be continued 
next year. 

In addition to salesmen, sev
eral non-profit organizations 
were also present. From Physi
cians for Nuclear Disarmament 
to Social Anarchism, Hands 
Across America to NOW, and 
from the Sierra Club to a Mid-

Todd Tenenholz and Anne Lopez were part of a group of students who provided 
color and free song to the festivities. 

Kelly Midgley, Andrew Lang, and Katie Carney pose with the Blue J ay that was 
introduced to the campus Saturday of F air. 
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wives organization giving 
away free prophylactics, the 
lower quad played host to a va
riety of groups seeking publici
ty and dispensing information. 

Despite the rain, entertain
ment continued more or less 
uninterrupted on three stages 
all weekend. From the steps of 
Shriver Hall and Gilman to the 
stage in the Beer Garden, folk 
groups, jugglers, magicians, 
and student musical groups 
performed for the crowds. 

Three bands each night, and 

a special comedy club com
prised the best of the nighttime 
entertainment available to 
Hopkins, Goucher, Loyola, and 
Peabody students. The eve
nings were also the source of 
most complaints. In order to 
gain access to Levering Hall, 
where all the fun was, a $4 ad
mission fee was required. Most 
students found that excessive, 
especially when the cost of 
drinks was taken into account. 
As a result, attendance at the 
evening activities was consid-

erably lower than expected. 
Upperclassmen are familiar 

with the Fair, so their reac
tions, while favorable, were 
rarely overwhelmingly enthu
siastic. Not so with freshmen. 
Most freshmen were very ex
cited about Fiesta '86. It was 
new, interesting, and fun! The 
expansion of Fair Games, and a 
re-emphasis of music and enter
tainment made the Fair the 
highlight of Spring semester. 

Friday April 11 was cool and wet but spirits ran high at the 
balloon release signalling the start of our three day open 
house. Area elementary school students spent the afternoon 
enjoying the Fair. 

Students volunteer for two hour shifts as kid's favorite car
toon characters. This year's cool weather was just right for 
students in the body suits. 
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Over fifteen coed teams entered the 
Fair Games - an enormous increase 
from last year. Jason Hanson, Lynn 
Willis, Alex Willis, Chrissy Stanfel 
and Louis Kleiman laugh to the finish 
of the five legged race. 

Don Chen and George Ting sample the wide variety of food 
at Fair while watching the Fair Games by Garland Hall. 
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Katie Carney paints Frank Menetrez' face; he will entertain 
children and help lost ones find their parents. 



Why Aren't There More? 
This is a last chance for seniors to leave their 

mark here. Daryl Frazier epitomizes the creativ
ity seniors display in this section. 

SENIOR 
INFORMALS 

Senior Inf ormals - 271 



Mike Brown 

Tara Allmen and Duncan Smith 

John Burke 
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Steve Antrobus, Terry Ryan, Rob Gatler, 
Mike Phillips, Gary Laben, Tim Fallon, 
Margaret Kappel, and Paul Donia 

Susan Chang and Gary Panariello 

Ilga Celmins, Marcia Lecrone, Alden Pro- Dan Dender and John Burke 
vost, John Zappone, Juan Sera, and Mary 
Slagle 



Ava Hansen and Ken Yang 

Mike DeRosa and Carol Gilmore 

Emmett Higdon 



James Hoff 

Deneen Hendrick 

Charles Greene 



Dick Kuo 

Adrienne Holmes 

Julie Horth and Jeff Rothfeld Peter Iacono and Anna Kim Lisa Ijiri and Peter Oehlkers 
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Sabrina Johnson Theodore Johnson and Johna Till 

Julie Kang, Arun Rangaswami , Vitus 
Chow, Kumu Ranganathan, and Linda Lin 

Mimi Kim and Beth Wallen 

Megan Kappel and Terry Ryan 
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Wendy Neal 

Sung Lee, Jules Shin, and Sanjay Jha 

Gary Laben Alex Lee and Tati Toole Beverly London 
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Karen Leong and Lauri Jackson 

Thuan Nguyen 

Nancy Ann Meachum N gozi Osuagwu 
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Thomas Schiller and Karen Raisbeck 

Ronne Patrick 

Nick Perrin and Jules Shin Mike Phillips 
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Denise Shashek Tammy Smecker 

Anne Siegel and Jerry Watson 

Andre Saad, Ann Woods, Valerie Mancino, 
and Josh Einhorn 

James Sullivan 
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Amy Zimmerman and Lynn Kowalski 

Laurent Taylor 

Cesar Torres Virginia Veiga 

282 - Senior Informals 
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A STUFFED BIRD THAT'S 
NO TURKEY 

"It's not a t-shirt, not a hat, 
but one of the finest stuffed 
birds." 

Student Council President 
Paul Kadri's March 17, 1986 an
nouncement came more than a 
year after "Project Blue Jay" 
was first conceived. It was in 
the fall of 1984 that Kadri first 
came up with the idea of con
verting our beloved mascot 
into a stuffed animal to be sold 
as a Class of '87 fundraiser , but 
it took many months for Project 
Blue Jay to get off the ground 
and soar. 

The project is a joint venture 
of the class of 1987 and the JHU 
Alumni Association; it was the 
latter who were able to put up 
the $18,000 + initial investment 
necessary for a minimum order 
of twenty-five gross (3600) 
birds. The blue jay itself is be
ing manufactured by the R. Da
kin company, the Chivas Regal 
of stuffed animal makers. 

According to a flyer put out 
by the Project Blue Jay team, 
the stuffed animal is the result 
of "many months of prototype 

analysis, design revision, and 
numerous '800' number phone 
calls" to Dakin at their San 
Francisco headquarters . In
deed, the bird we see is actually 
the third design proposed by 
Dakin-the first prototype 
looked like the big mascot from 
the lacrosse games and was 
deemed unacceptable, as was a 
second prototype, which had 
"turkey legs." But the final edi
tion couldn't be cuter: he's blue 
and black (of course) and white, 
and he proudly wears the Hop
kins "H" on his chest. 

Being sold at ten dollars a jay 
(tax included), the seven inch
tall birds could seem costly; in 
truth, however, over 1800 of 
the little guys must be sold just 
for the venture to break even. 
Once Project Blue Jay is out of 
the red, profits will be split be
tween the class of 1987 and the 
Alumni Association, who will 
put their share into the Stanley 
E . Blumberg Memorial Scholar
ship Fund. 

While the Alumni Associa
tion's Doug Warren joked that 

This bird won't eat you out of house and home but you may have to give up your 
"' cereal prizes. 

the bird has an "H" on it chest 
"so we can also market it to 
Harvard," he is in truth opti
mistic about sales: ''I'd be sur
prised if we didn't sell out by 
Christmas." Who knows? They 
may even sell a few to Santa to 
stuff into the stockings of good 
little pre-frosh around the 
world. 

A mail order Jay delivers itself to Jim 
Thompson's and Stan Lau's 21 West 27 
Street apartment. 
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MD. COLLEGE SHANTY IS 
FIREBOMBED 

HOPKINS STUDENT 
FACES 4 CHARGES 

Hopkins had made the front 
page of the Washington Post in 
the worst way. The May 28 arti
cle went on to tell that one of 
the four Coalition for a Free 
South Africa 's shanties was 
doused with gasoline and set 
ablaze in the early morning 
hours Saturday May 24. 

Three graduate students 
were inside the shanty when it 
was torched and one, Fulbright 
Scholar Kevin Archer, suffered 
first and second degree burns 
on parts of his back and arms. 
Rus Abrams was caught by a 
Coalition member near the 
scene soon after the incident. 
Others were seen fleeing the 
scene but escaped. Later in the 
week Richard Hoheb and Mike 
Moffa turned themselves in to 
the authorities. 

All three students are mem
bers of the Delta Upsilon frater
nity but members of DU em
phasized the crime had nothing 
to do with the frat. State's At
torney Kurt Schmoke indicated 
another fraternity member had 
considerable knowledge of the 
crime and would testify in ex
change for immunity from 
prosecution . The three face 
charges of assault with intent 
to murder, arson, and conspira
cy to commit arson. The trial 
date was set for September 8. 

The firebombing was the cul
mination of a semester of pro
test led by the Coalition for a 
Free South Africa formed in 
January. The Coaltion protest
ed Board of Trustees meetings, 
erected shanties on the lower 
quad, and debated the College 
Republicans in an attempt to 
force divestment of university 
investments in corporations do
ing business in South Africa. 

The first shanty was put up 
April 10 as a Spring Fair non
profit booth and remained 
there until June. The College 
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Republicans constructed their 
"Soviet Gulag" the following 
week. College Republican lead
er Martin Citardi explained the 
gulag, "The notion behind the 
gulag is that if the African Na
tional Congress takes over 
South Africa as the Coaltion 
wants, there will be a round of 
bloodshed and oppression . .. It 
was pretty much a response . . . 
we realized that the sledge
hammer approach hadn't been 
effective at other schools." Co
alition organizer Paul Genest 
said, "The important thing is 
that it's a shanty and it's ugly. 
It's not the authenticity but the 

dominating presence that's 
important." ~ 

After a House of Commons 
sponsored debate the College ~ 
Republicans tore down their 
gulag; the Coalition built more 
shanties. As classes drew to a 
close more Coalition members 
occupied the shanties. 

As a last act of protest for the 
year, Coalition members 
marched a banner supported by 
helium balloons before the Gil
man stage at Graduation. The 
shanties were later dismantled 
for the summer. 

Patrick Bond - a leader of the coalition, Mathew Mathew, Janice Dowell, and 
L~nn Thomas are among those students actively involved in the struggle for 
Divestment. This first shanty is just the beginning of the town that was later hi t by 
violence. 

While the College Republicans stand guard in the Gulag, the Coalition plots a 
counter strategy - an expansion of Shantytown - during one of their teach-ins. 
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WHAT BRINGS US 
TOGETHER 

Like most athletics at Hopkins the opposition. More than anything, though, 
Spring Sports suffer poor attendance. year after year great numbers of Hop
But like all teams here the players give kins people crowd into the stadium to 
it their all and in some instances, like the watch lacrosse. 
baseball team, that is too much for the 

SPRING SPORTS 

Spring Sports - 285 



IF MILWAUKEE MEANS 
BEER, 

then Baltimore in the spring 
means lacrosse - Hopkins la
crosse. As the winter passes, 
anticipation of another excel
lent season begins to grow. 

For the second year, the Or
angemen faced the Blue Jays in 
the opening game, and again, 
Syracuse had reason to be wor
ried. Three first-team All
Americans returned to lead the 
Jays - Del Dressel, midfield, 
John DeTommaso , rated 
NCAA's top defenseman, and 
Brian Wood, on attack. Perhaps 
the sweet taste of revenge was 

on the minds of the Syracuse 
players, because they certainly 
played with a lot of spirit, domi
nating the first 42 minutes of 
the game, shutting out any 
Blue Jay scoring for over thirty 
minutes. Though Hopkins man
aged an impressive fourth 
quarter comeback, they fell one 
point short, losing 11-10 in their 
first opening loss since 1972. 

That first loss seemed only to 
spur the Jays on; they rolled 
over their next three oppo
nents - Hobart 11-7, Washing
ton College 16-10, and Prince-

ton 19-7. Their fifth game of the 
season against highly rated 
Virginia proved to be a more 
challenging task. Sophomore 
Mike Morrill scored three goals, 
and an assist, to lead the Jay 
attack, while Brian Wood was 
held without a goal for 58 min
utes of the game. The defense 
faced the most difficult trial, 
trying to hold back Virginia's 
high-powered attack, featuring 
Jeff Nicklas and Roddy Marino. 
The Jays pulled ahead with a 
goal by Brian Wood with only 
1:51 left to pla y, leaving 

MEN'S LACROSSE - Front Row: Clark Thielemann, Claf Hall, John Madden, Geoff Nordberg, Del Dressel , John DeTom
maso, Chris Schreiber, Bill Single, Dan Pallace, Jon Krome, Brad McLam, Second Row: Statistician Geannie Hladkey, Pat 
Russell, Larry Ledoyen, Bruce Chanenchuk, Stuart Jones, Thomas Foster, Jack Crawford, Mike Webster, Victor Dates 
Statistician Meridith Buchner. Third Row: Ballboy Wil son, Brian Wook, Jeff Ihm, Steve Ciccarone, Greg Gunning, Joh~ 
Wilkens, Jeff Kramer, Joe Rzempoluch, Damon Stewart, Ball boy Pohler. Fourth Row: Manager Rob Simon, Head Trainer 
John Bielawski, Greg Lilly, Brendan Kelly, James DeTommaso, Dave Pietramala, Steve Mitchell , Craig Bubier, Mike Morrill 
Trainer Lubetkin, Equipment Manager Rich Moscarello. Fifth Row: Assistant Coach Jerry Pfeifer, Assistant Coach Le~ 
Matthews, Head Coach Don Zimmerman, Assistant Coach Bill Tierney, Assistant Coach Fred Smith. 

286 - Men's Lacrosse 
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Virginia with bitterness and 
frustration in their tenth 
straight loss to Hopkins, this 
one a close 8-7. 

The second home game of the 
season gave Blue Jay fans a 
chance to see their team in 
first-class form as they 
trounced arch-rival North Car
olina 16-4. The passing was 
crisp, the plays intense, and the 
defense solid. Goalie Stu Jones 
proved that he could match the 
style of his predecessor, Larry 
Quinn, with outstanding perfor
mance in the contest against 

the Tar Heals offense. The Blue 
Jays offense hum bled the 
Heels, with plays by Bubier, 
Wood, and Dressel, leaving the 
score 9-2 going into the half. 
The most impressive goal of the 
game was perhaps that by Del 
Dressel that led the Jays to a 6 
point lead. He picked up a loose 
ball yards from the goal, and 
shot a bullet into the net, back
handed, while being knocked 
off his feet. Blue Jays rounded 
out the game with continued 
excellence in the second half, 
while North Carolina continued 

Hopkins suffered a season opening 11-10 loss to Syracuse. The Orangemen didn't 
get out of town without being pelted with oranges in the first period. 

to falter. The easy victory over 
UNC moved Hopkins up to 
third in the NCAA roundup. A 
win by a small margin-8-6 
over Army-one week later 
brought Hopkins up to second 
following only Syracuse. Per
haps Coach Zimmerman had 
the key to success - start prac
tice later in the spring, so that 
the team can "explode in mid
season and hit their peak at 
playoff time." 

The Homecoming crowd 
could hardly be happier than to 
find themselves cheering on a 

On his toes, goalie Stuart Jones antici
pates the coming of attempted goal. 
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#1 team on a sunny Saturday in 
mid-April. As they watched, a 
tie score in the third quarter 
suddenly flew to a 14-9 victory 
for the Jays, as the Maryland 
Terrapins failed to hold their 
own. It seems that one major 
reason was that Maryland fa
ceoff man Todd Enson may 
have met his match in Joe 
Rzempoluch. It seems that a 
week's work with former face
off king Jerry Schnydman 
helped Rzempoluch work out 
some kinks and become an im
pressive foe for a team's 

offense. 
The following game against 

Navy was close, only because 
Navy played well and Hopkins 
poorly, but the Jays edged out 
the Midshipmen, 14-11, with 
their ninth straight win. With 
their final game of the season 
against Towson State they took 
another victory, this one with 
no problems, despite the repu
tation of Tiger goalie Tom 
Manos. 

With an unbelievable season 
record of 10-1, the #1 Jays 
seemed to coast through quar-

Hopkins domination of opponents often allows players such as Jeff Kramer to 
develop their talent in the latter part of games. 

After three years as head coach at Hopkins Don Zimmerman has lost only one 
road game, one home game, and one playoff game. 

288 - Men's Lacrosse 

terfinal play against University 
of Massachusetts, winning 13-6. 
Although rated only ninth, the 
Minutemen made a good show. 
Considering Hopkins attempt
ed 62 shots, U Mass only 34, U 
Mass freshman goalie Salva
tore Locascio saved his team 
from a humiliating defeat by 
stopping 29 shots - a playoff 
record. Del Dressel and Brian 
Wood took four goals each, de
spite LaCascio's efforts. Wood 
added two of his four points in 
the third period to bring Hop
kins to a comfortable 10-6. Coa-

MEN'S LACROSSE 
JHU OPP 
10 Syracuse 11 
11 Hobart 7 
16 Washington 10 

College 
19 Princeton 7 
8 Virginia 7 

16 North Carolina 4 
8 Army 6 

14 Maryland 9 
14 Navy 11 
13 Towson State 5 
13 Massachusetts 6 
9 North Carolina 10 
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ch Zimmerman did a lot of sub
stituting for his worn players in 
the fourth quarter and still 
managed three more goals. 
Hopkins defense played a major 
role in the victory, shutting out 
the Minutemen in the first and 
last quarters. LaCascio felt that 
Hopkins biggest asset was pa
tience. So, with eyes on the fin
als and Syracuse (still to play 
Virginia in Semifinals) Hopkins 
moved on to play the Tar Heels. 

It could be that the Jays were 
too expectant; then again, who 
wasn't. Everyone, except may-

be Tar Heel Gary Seivolo and a 
few others, was predicting an
other battle between top
ranked Hopkins and Syracuse. 
But it was not to be. Neither 
team made it to Finals. The 
Hopkins tradition was broken 
in overtime play against Caroli
na, by a stunning 10-9 def eat; 
Syracuse also lost in a 12-10 
upset. 

After sixty two minutes, two 
seconds of play, a Tar Heel 
Gary Sevoid-to-Mike Tummillo 
pass ended in a point for North 
Carolina. In the crease, Tum-

millo easily beat Stuart Jones 
for the winning goal in sudden 
overtime. But that was only the 
second of three wins that gave 
North Carolina the NCAA Divi
sion I Lacrosse title. A sweet 
victory for North Carolina
fifth going into the playoffs
since it had to beat all three 
teams (Maryland, Hopkins, and 
Virginia) it lost to in regular 
season play. 

Craig Bubier works his way to the goal undaunted by a Terp 
defenseman before the Homecoming crowd. 

Mike Morrill and Craig Bubier sneak another shot past Tow
son State goalie Tom Manos. This final regular season game 
at Homewood gave Hopkins an 13-5 win, our tenth straight. 
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LESS THAN SATISFYING 
Hopkins Golf had their sec

ond straight "unhappy" season, 
but they finish with some hope 
for coming years. Ending with 
a record called "less than satis
fying" by most, the team's per
formance in the MACs was 
somewhat better, playing more 
consistantly, and with im
proved defensive play. 

With two returning golfers in 
captain Todd Stefan and Ste
ven Schiller leading a very 
young squad, the main weak
ness seems to have been inex
perience. However, coach Wil
liam O'Donnell feels that next 
year, added confidence will 
make the difference, and allow 

Marc Koren drives a ball slightly larger 
than normal golf balls across the base
ball field . 

JHU 
457 
449 
449 
458 
455 
435 
450 
426 
450 
441 

290 - Golf 

GOLF 

Dickinson 
Ursinus 
Lebanon Valley 
Gettysburg 
Delaware 
York 
Loyola 
Georgetown 
Widener 
Western MD 

OPP 
427 
405 
422 
456 
408 
427 
412 
413 
459 
418 

the Jays to win the close 
matches they dropped in '86. 
"There's been a great deal of 
improvement since last year, 
they're playing very well 
now. " 

Just about all of this year's 
golfers will be returning for 
next season, and Todd Stefan is 
hopeful about the team's fu
ture . "We finished pretty 
strong-the team's starting to 
come around the play 
together." 

Matches this year were not 
very well attended. Most play
ers cited a lack of publicity and 
interest as the reasons for the 
small amount of fans. Also, the 

location of the course off cam
pus makes going to a match a 
planned outing. "You can't just 
stop by on the way home from 
classes like with baseball," said 
Stefan. Hopefully, with a 
strong season next spring the 
crowds will follow. 

Despite several heartbreak
ingly close losses, the golfers 
held together. "There's good 
camraderie between the guys. 
We got through this, and we'll 
be back next spring." Fresh
men Jon Abrahams and Bill 
Marquardy hope to" add a little 
more spark next year. 

GOLF - Front Row: Marc Koren, John Abrahams Mark Miller Jon Savitz 
William O'Donnell, Erik Harrell. Second Row: Todd Stefan. ' ' 
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A GOOD OFFENSE 
For those of you who are avid 

fans of men's lacrosse at Hop
kins, the women's lacrosse 
players guarantee that watch
ing one of their games is just as 
exciting (if not more so). They 
finished the year in seventh 
place at the Maryland State 
Tournament and had five play
ers named to all-college teams. 

According to Head Coach 
Sally Beth Anderson, the team 
was a very strong and talented 
offensive group but lacked mid
field speed and strength in the 
goal. They changed goalkeep
ers three times during the sea
son because none of the players 
came in with sufficient goal
tending experience. However, 

as co-captain and defensive 
leader Ellen Erickson put it, 
"Even though it was a disad
vantage to have different peo
ple in the goal rather than one 
consistent player, the exposure 
that each of the season's goalies 
got from playing that position 
was definitely a plus." 

Erickson agreed with Ander
son that without a doubt, the 
team had individual talent but 
felt that the players were never 
quite able to function as a cohe
sive unit. Problems such as in
juries to key players and lack of 
strength to back up starters 
were what contributed the 
most to the team's up and down 
season. 

WOMEN'S LACROSSE 

JHU OPP 13 Haverford 20 
24 Notre Dame 10 5 Gettysburg 24 
7 UMBC 11 11 Goucher 7 

12 Washington 13 20 Hood 4 
7 Franklin 21 9 Widener 7 

and 10 Western MD 11 
Marshall 12 Swarthmore 11 

A fresher player subs for a played out Jennifer Stahl. 

Basically, the team peaked 
early in the season, then hit 
some tough competition before 
finishing the year on a strong, 
positive note. As Erickson 
pointed out, "Overall, we out
scored all our opponents, main
ly because we won some games 
by large margins and lost some 
tough ones by only one point." 
Another reason that Erickson 
gave for her optimistic outlook 
was that the team's new assis
tant coach Katie Gloss would 
be able to do a lot to strengthen 
the defense. "In two years," 
said Erickson, "I expect this 
team to dominate Division III; 
and in a few more years, they 
could become Division I." 

Charlotte Seydel breaks upfield against 
a Div II UMBC player. The Blue Jays 
outshot their opponents, but lack of 
speed contributed to an 11-7 loss. 
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ABOVE AVERAGE SEASON 
Injuries, cold weather, and 

lack of depth plagued the men's 
track team in coach Ed "Nap" 
Doherty 's final season at Hop
kins. Despite the · many prob
lems , sprinter Chris Szeles 
summed up the year saying, 
"The team had an above aver
age season, with an exceptional 
relay squad and several strong 
individual performances." 

Leading the trackers with 
outstanding times throughout 
the season was Captain Larry 
Mermelstein who qualified for 
the May MAC Championships 
in the lOOm, 200m, and 400m 
intermediate hurdles, as well as 
in his anchor spots in the 400m 
and 1600m relays. The senior, 
who was described by Doherty 
as "the best competitor at Hop
kins that he has ever coached," 
finished third in the 400m inter
mediate hurdles at the MACs. 
In running the hurdles he 

pulled a hamstring however, 
and was unable to anchor the 4 
x 400m relays. 

The squad 's strength was 
without question in the relay 
teams which consistently pro
vided intense competition for 
its opposition. Turning in spec
tacular performances at the 
April 9 tri-meet, trackers Paul 
Park, Dave Connolly, Dave Sill, 
and Jeff Lee bested Towson 
and UMBC in the 1600m relays, 
while Tony Robinson , Tim 
Rhyme, Greg Park, and Ed Ka
soff finished second in the 400m 
relays. Their superb times held 
the team together while veter
ans Mermelstein and Matt 
McCambridge nursed early sea
son injuries. 

But despite the caliber of in
dividual talent, the team as a 
whole failed to finish particu
larly well at any meet. The me
diocre results can be attributed 

to cold, damp weather which 
slowed down the trackmen this 
spring and the loss of George 
"Disposable" Raiser to a sea
son-ending injury, but a major 
shortcoming in distance run
ning was also exhibited. 

In spite of the setbacks 
through which this squad has 
struggled, Doherty asserted, "I 
was very happy with the 
sprinting team and of course I 
had to feel very good about the 
relays. I enjoyed coaching this 
year and was impressed with 
the many superb efforts and 
the dedication of the team 
members. " 

"I thought in the beginning of 
the year that it was the best 
overall team that Hopkins had. 
Unfortunately, there were inju- , 
ries, but they have a nucleus 
that should make them stron
ger next year." 

Freshman Day Yi flows over the hur
dles in practice. 

JHU 
13 

MENS TRACK 

OPP 
116 

MENS TRACK - Front R ow: Paul Park, J eff Lee, Greg Park, Dwain Irvin. 13 
Second R ow: Joe Duncan, Jongsoo Park, Timothy Rhyme, Dave Sill , David Con- 40 
nolly, Day Yi. Third R ow: Ed Doherty, James Grogan, Jerry Sewack, Eddie Kas- 40 
soff, Daryl P rice. 45 

Franklin and 
Marshall 
Haverford 
Towson State 
UMBC 
Ursinus 

34 
55 
77 
98 
92 
15 

292 - Mens Track 

56 
56 
34 

Western Maryland 
York 
Swarthmore 104 
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THE TALENT IS THERE, 
but we don't have the depth 
needed to win meets ," ex
plained freshman hurdler Lau
ra Perlinn, describing a bitter
sweet season which brought 
several record-breaking perfor
mances for the Lady Jays. But 
horrible weather and team apa
thy tormented the squad from 
the start. 

Super speedster Suzi 
McGinn, a freshman newcomer 
to the squad, shattered the 
Hopkins record for the 800m 
run in the April 22 homestand 
against Gettyburg-a mark 
previously held by assistant 
coach Eleanor Simonsick. She 
trimmed almost three seconds 

off this mark less than a week 
later, although this left her just 
four hundreths of a second 
short of the NCAA Division III 
qualifying time. In 30 mph 
winds, McGinn took first place 
at the MACs in the 800m with a 
time of 2:21.6, becoming the 
first women's individual con
ference champion in the histo
ry of the University. 

An infusion of freshman tal
ent earned several first place 
awards in many events, but the 
team did not win any meets be
cause of the poor attendance of 
team members. Only five run
ners participated in the York 
tri-meet on April 16 and no one 

was entered in any of the field 
events. Despite the lack of team 
enthusiasm, sophomore Cindy 
Harper and freshmen Molly 
Bardsley, Laura Perlinn, and 
Lynne Wright also qualified for 
the MAC Championships: 

Although McGinn was the 
only runner to place in the 
MACs, Coach Gary Green was 
very pleased with the team's 
overall performance. Green 
summarized, "This team was a 
small group of dedicated peo
ple. We're looking forward to 
going into next year with this 
nucleus of young talent and the 
addition of new freshman 
athletes." 

Cindy Harper sprints through a 200 
WOMENS TRACK - Gary Green, Laura Newcomer, Michelle Reid, Valentina meter dash on a typically cold day . 
Chen , Suzi McGill , Molly Bardsley, Lynne Wright, Laura Perlinn, Eleanor 
Simonsick. 

WOMEN'S TRACK 

JHU 
49 
43 
43 
40 
40 
42 

Gettysburg 
York 
Western MD 
Towson 
UMBC 
Swarthmore 

OPP 
83 

7 
83 
49 
68 
69 
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IT'S A YOUNG TEAM 
Though they opened their 

season with an excellent win at 
home, the men's team would 
have liked to skip over most of 
the interim this year. "This 
year was tough," one player 
said, "But next season's gonna 
be a lot better. We'll kick ass." 

"Disappointing" is the word 
most of the men used to de
scribe their performance. With 
a much tougher schedule, the 
Jays had hoped to make this 
season a memorable one. In
stead, they finished under .500, 
as injuries and the loss of sever
al key players resulted in a 5-10 
record. 

"We certainly didn't play up 
to our potential," said captain 
Jeff Shiffer. "We have a lot of 
talent, and it's a young team." 
Young it is, comprised of almost 
all sophomores and freshmen 
this year. In fact, the only play
er leaving will be Cliff Weber, a 
graduate student who was the 
number two singles man. 

Among those returning will 
be the #1 doubles team of so-

MEN'S TENNIS 

JHU OPP. 
8 Glassboro 1 
0 Navy 9 
2 Loyola 7 
1 American 8 

University 
3 Georgetown 6 
7 Western Maryland 2 
3 Salisbury 6 
0 Washington College 9 
2 Franklin and 7 

Marshall 
5 Widener 2 
2 Mount Saint Mary's 7 
6 Ursinus 3 
0 Millersville 6 

294 - Men's Tennis 

phomores Dave Hannan and 
Marvin Erdley, soph singles 
players Shifff er and Bob Fioco, 
and .freshman Eric Ranes. 
Ranes started at number three 
doubles this year, and Coach 
Kay Fowler feels he has huge 
potential, "Eric was definitely 
our most improved player this 
year. Every match he just gets 
better and better." 

The same is true for the en
tire squad-they're very opti
mistic about next season. Jeff 
Shiffer looks forward to play
ing Navy again. "They were 
good practice for us this year, 
(Hopkins lost 9-0) now they're 
the team we want to beat." De
spite the fact that Coach 
Fowler-now pregnant-will 
be leaving, the men look to
wards a national ranking as 
their main goal for 1987. 

Coming back for the Jays will 
be some clutch players whose 
absences were sorely missed in 
1986. Last year's #1 man Sean 
Gelsinger was in Hungary, and 
found it difficult to make it to 

the matches. Tom Cahill (num
ber five seed) missed much of 
the season with an injured 
knee, and Jason Shaplen- an
other top player from 1985-
will also be back after a year's 
hiatus. 

Other highlights of the sea
son included the trip to Florida 
for a Spring Break training ses
sion, where sunshine and or
ange juice helped them play 
"really well-much better than 
the rest of the season." 

Four Jays went to the MAC 
championships this year- dou
bles team Hannan and Erdley, 
and singles players Shiffer and 
Weber. They got some tough 
draws, however, and did not 
play up to potential, each losing 
in the final round. 

Still, hopes are high. "This 
was our first time under .500 in 
many seasons,'' emphasized 
Jeff Shiffer. "It just gives us 
that much more incentive for 
next year." 

t .. 

MEN'S TENNIS - Front R ow: Bob F iacco, Marvin Erdly, Cliff Weber, Steve 
Chang, Coach Kay Fowler-Dressler. Second Row: Todd Yanuzzi Eric Rencs Jeff 
Shiffer, Joe Dior io, Dave Hannan . ' ' 
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THAT ONE LOSS • • • 
really hurt us a lot," said Kay 

Nelson, captain of the women's 
team. 

She was referring to their 
only loss this season in confer
ence play, which came early in 
the spring against a strong 
Swarthmore squad. The defeat 
was especially frustrating , 
since the match was forced in
doors by heavy rains. Used to 
hardcourt play, the Jays were 
beaten in a very close match in 
which freshman Allison Unger 
and sophomore Ashi Rafi
both first year players-distin
guished themselves with excel
lent performances. 

The total damage of that loss, 
however, was not realized until 
the end of the season. The 
womens' team had begun 1986 
with high hopes of capturing 
the Mid-Atlantic Conference 
championship. The loss to 
Swarthmore placed them in a 
tie for the #1 ranking in the 

Southeast, and eliminated them 
from the running for an MAC 
berth. 

Despite that disappointment, 
the squad can point to this sea
son with pride, as they domi
nated conference play, and 
scored quite well out of their 
conference as well. 

In the MAC individual cham
pionships, first doubles team 
Kay Nelson and Allison Unger 
went to the semi finals . In sin
gles play, freshman Chris Em
mick also made it to the semi
final round, and Michelle Block 
also represented Hopkins at the 
tournament. 

Additionally , expectations 
are very high for next year's 
season which begins in the fall. 
An MAC crown is still the goal , 
and considering the talent 
they've displayed thus far, it is 
certainly a realistic one. 

"I can't wait until the season 
starts! " exclaimed Kay Nelson. 

WOMEN'S TENNIS - Front R ow: Katie Cameron, Monica Canilang, Michelle 
Block, Kay Nelsen . Second Row: Allison Unger, Lisa Roy, Kathy March, Chris 
Emmick, Kay Fowler-Dressler, Jonathan Zuck. 

Chris Emmick practices her return on the tennis courts by the dorms. 

With several skilled freshmen , 
and no seniors leaving, pros
pects for next year look good. 
Team manager Jonathan Zuck 
agrees: "This year's squad had 
an enourmous amount of poten
tial. They'll only get better." 

The women express deep ap
preciation to the mens' team, 
whom they called "Our best 
fans." "We love the men," they 
proclaimed. 

They also feel strongly about 
coach Kay Fowler, who will 
not be returning for next sea
son. "She always took care of 
everything, and really helped 
us out a lot. She emphasized 
concentration, and was very 
good with the mental basics . .. 
very calming." She will cer
tainly be missed next year, as 
the women pursue an elusive 
conference title. 

WOMEN'S TENNIS 
JHU OPP. 
8 UMBC 1 
2 Towson State 7 
4 Hood 5 
3 Catholic University 6 
8 Salisbury 1 
3 Loyola 6 
5 Mount Saint Mary's 4 
9 Goucher 0 
3 Mary Washington 6 
2 Franklin and 7 

Marshall 

Women's Tennis - 295 



PHYSICALLY FIT AND 
These are just two ways of 

describing the members of the 
crew. The former because the 
sport demands exertion of the 
entire body; the latter because 
it demands this exertion at the 
ungodly hour of 6:00 am. 

Under the leadership of 
Men's Captain Dave Ferch , 
Women's Captain Sherry Em
ery, and Coach Doug Sargent, 
the team survived a tough tran
sition year and moved closer to-

ward its goal of achieving var
sity status. The acquisition of a 
new Vespoli four racing shell 
and the addition of a large 
group of novice rowers made 
for a very successful fall season 
highlighted by a sweep of the 
Baltimore Ariel Regatta and 
numerous strong finishes in the 
Frostbite Regatta in 
Philadelphia. 

Although the team was not 
on the water from mid-Novem-

her through mid-March, the 
rowers were not idle. In addi
tion to the infamous "Winter 
Workouts," the team raised 
$1200 through its annual "er
gathon," fixed up an old ware
house to use as a temporary 
boathouse, worked beer garden 
security for Spring Fair, and 
learned some Tai Che. 

After overcoming numerous 
equipment problems, lack of 
water time, and lack of funding, 

Jaan Natkin, Jeff Gold, and John Falkingham wait in the The Varsity Men pull a "power twenty" to practice their finish 
JV shell for instructions from Coach Doug Sargent. sprint. 

MENS CREW - Front Row: Doug 
Sargent, John Falkingham, Steve Fo
gelson, Jeff Gold, Mark Barnes, Bill 
Carlucci, Jaan Natkin, Cliff Wasser. 
Second Row: Jay Harris, Jeff Kofsky, 
Britt Shaw, Evan Reiter, Harry John
ston, Matt Speir, Al Raynes, Dave 
Ferch, Heidi Wald. Not Pictured: Her
nan Silva and Jeff Hall. 

296 - Men's Crew 



ND EMOTIONALLY UNSTABLE 
the spring season for Crew offi
cially began on April 5 at the 
Occoquan Invitational at 
George Mason University. 
Noteworthy second place fin
ishes were had by the Varsity 
Women and the Novice Men. 
One week later, the novice men 
and women showed their 
strength at home against 
George Mason once again. 

Hopkins' rivalry with Wash
ington College was renewed on 

-

April 26 when the two men's 
varsity crews collided (literal
ly!) for a second time in the sea
son during a close battle for 
first place. Washington College 
was disqualified and the Varsi
ty boat was declared victorious. 

At the 1986 Cadle Cup Regat
ta, both the Varsity and Novice 
Women's boats raced to excit
ing first place finishes. The sea
son was concluded in early May 
at the prestigious Dad Vail Re-

gatta in Philadelphia. 
During the season, Hopkins 

Crew, though only five years 
old, was able to race competi
tively against schools with far 
more extensive programs. The 
team is eagerly awaiting the 
completion of a new boathouse. 

"To your waists, ho! " echoes across the harbor in 
the early morning hours. The womens varsity 
shell follows Stephanie's commands to get the 
Vespoli Four into the water. 

Coxswain Beth Merchant looks for instructions from the coach to give to 
stroke Claudia Testa. Charlene Hu, Janine Unterreiner, and Sara Lazar 
concentrate on each other's backs in order to maintain balance, rhythm 
and the stroke's pace. 

WOMENS CREW - Front Row: Sara 
Lazar , Sharon Livingston, Gillian 
Black. Second R ow: J anine Unter
reiner, Charlene Hu, Claudia Testa, 
Debbi Olson. Not Pictured: Sherry Em
ery, Tina Mazian, and Beth Merchant. 

Women's Crew - 297 



THEY FOUND A WAY TO DO 
IT 

Great pitching, good hitting, 
and above-average fielding -
these -were three factors con
tributing to the success of the 
1986 edition of the baseball 
team. But it -wasn't just the skill 
level and caliber of the players 
that gave the team its best start 
in the history of this school 
-which led to an outstanding 
season. As Head Coach Bob 
Babb put it, "After last year's 
31-12 season -when -we just 
missed the league title and an 
NCAA berth, the team -was 
ready to play extra hard this 
year. They played -with a great 
deal of confidence, and because 
they -went into games expect
ing to -win, they found a -way to 
do it." 

At least part of the reason 
that the players did so -well can 

be attributed to Babb's coach
ing. He took pains to treat each 
player and his strengths indi
vidually. This approach en
couraged players to perform to 
the utmost of their abilities so 
that the strong points of the in
dividuals could be combined 
into a "team concept." 

Players also looked to their 
three captains - Craig Brooks, 
Scott Burns, and Mark Camp
bell - for motivation and lead
ership. All three have been 4-
year starters for Hopkins. 

And, of course, there -were 
the team's faithful fans - a 
small group of friends and fam
ily - -who braved high -winds, 
chilly sho-wers, and blazing sun 
to support the players, -whether 
the games -were played on a 
-weekend or a -weekday. With-

BASEBALL - Front Row: Jon Meltzer, Craig Brooks, Robert Moses, Willie 
Raedle. Second Row: Tom Rocco, Len Guarna, Mike Goudy, Jim Cardwell, Joe 
DeRosa, Dan Landolphi, Jeff Bender. Third Row: Andy Karetsky, Rob Durocher, 
Scott Burns, Jason Klitenic, Dave Psenioska, Ned Offit, Tony Wu, Coach Carlie 
Bree. Fourth Row: Coach Bob Babb, Mike Bowman, Andy Nicholas, Pete Blohm, 
Brian Murphy, Marc Campbell, Dan Durocher, Jim Hobensack, Tom Finegan. 

Pitcher Pete Blohm fires the ball at first base to catch the bunting runner. 

298 - Base ball 

out such loyal support, -which 
-was there even during home la
crosse games, the team may not 
have -won as many games as it 
did. Fans agreed that the coach 
-was definitely a key factor to 
the team's success, but -were 
some-what disappointed at the 
lack of positive publicity that 
articles on the games gave. 

Based on their 31-3-1 record 
for the year, the team -won their 
MAC division and came in third 
place at the championships. 
They spent their spring break 
in Florida, -winning a round
robin tournament in Sanford, 
and reading -week in Cuba 
through a program coordinated 
by SAIS and the Cuban Minis
ter of Education. 

BASEBALL 

JHU OPP 
12 Morgan State 1 
10 Morgan State 0 

4 Tufts 0 
11 Tufts 4 
14 Coppin State 8 
14 Southern 11 

Connecticut State 
15 Swarthmore 4 

5 Swarthmore 3 
2 North Central 1 

14 Bloomfield 5 
2 Manhattan 4 
5 Shippensburg 3 
8 McKendree 5 
5 North Central 2 
7 Widener 1 
5 Widener 5 

14 Dickinson 2 
12 Ursinus 0 
9 Ursinus 6 

19 Catholic 5 
5 Washington 4 

21 Washington 1 
7 Salisbury 5 

State 
5 Gettysburg 1 
3 Gettysburg 11 
5 York 1 
5 York 0 
9 Mt. St. Mary's 1 
1 Haverford 0 
9 Haverford 0 
5 Bloomsburg 3 
5 Bloomsburg 4 

10 Maryland 2 
(Baltimore Co.) 

3 Gettysburg 4 
9 Western Maryland 7 
4 Montclair 5 

State College 
4 Montclair 8 

State College 



'mtn Dan Landolphi beats a pickoff throw to fi rst. 
ela. 
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Jeff Shiffer serves what he hopes to be 
a stunning shot and his point and 
match. 

John W aters takes it one stride at a 
time. 

Steve Mitchell watches as Bruce Chan
enchuk makes another clean pass. 

Spring Sports - 299 



300 - Senior Week 

Jim Sullivan and Jerry Watson are 
part of a large contingent that went to 
dance and generally have a good time 
at Giovanni 's . 

Two of a hotel full of nothing but Hop
kins students, Chris Kardish and Ellen 
Burroughs watch their classmates in 
the pool below. After graduation they 
travelled through Europe. 

Julian Procope and Andy Amunategui enjoy one of many beers in the hotel pool in 
Virginia beach. Several beers found their way into the pool from the balcony 
above also. 



Tom Schiller, Karen Raisbeck, Adriana, and Gary Panariello pose in the Omni 
International during the prom. Tom will attend University of Illinois Medical 
School and Karen will attend Northwestern Law School in the Fall of 1986. 

Tatiana Toole is in front of the camera for a switch. 

Absent this year because he is in the five year SAIS Pro
gram, Geoff Masukawa relaxes with Kristen Barth the one 
sunny day at the Beach. 

Senior Week - 301 



Eric Kandel presents the address to the Class of 1986. 

Richard Longaker presents the recipients of honary degrees. 

In addition to this small sign encouraging divestment, mem
bers of the Coalition for a Free South Africa floated a banner. 
The banner was held aloft by helium balloons after the mem
bers were told by Security to leave. 

302 - Graduation 



As he did for four years, Toby Mordkoff relished in his un
abashed nonconformity. 

Jams are more comfortable in the swel
tering heat at graduation. 

I 
' 

Deneen Hendrick, Sabrina Johnson, and company share a few more moments with their friends. If Mom's pictures 
don't come out they will always have this supplement. 

Graduation - 303 




